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Chapter I.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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It is one of the firm beliefs of our general ton and Western

culture that ours is an age of unprecedented change in all areas of

life social and philosophical as well as technical. While we

130k back upon previous centuries and other civilizations as back-

ward, pointing to the static aspects of their culture, we point

with equal pride and sophistication to the flexibility of our

society which permits the acceptance of almost any innovation with

great rapidity and a minimum of social disorganization. However,

when we subject this belief to a kind of Cartesian doubt and exam-

ine it without bias, we find that there emerges quite a different

picture. We realize that innovations were and are part of every

age and every culture and that -- in every culture and every age,

including our own man is paradoxically confronted by the forces

of innovation urging change, and at the same time feels the impact

of counter forces of folkways, mores and other social controls which

maintain stability and discourage change.

Consider on the one hand the age of Copernicus in the 16th

Century. Surely there have been few innovations which have had an

effect as great as that of the heliocentric theory proposed by this

great mathematician and physicist. While we may grant that to our

age -- with its spaceships circlinghe carth and speeding toward

the moon -- any theory Odch postulates that our planet is at the

center of the universe appears drastically out of date, it must

nevertheless be admitted that in the context of 16th Century

Europe, heliocentrism was seen as an innovation opposed by a whole

array of social forces which attempted to preserve the status quo

by supporting geocentrism.
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Similarly in our day and culture, though innovations are
springing up in unprecedented numbers, we can readily point to evi-
dence that the conflict between the forces for change and these
favoring permanence and stability is as real as ever. We need only
remind ourselves that the Scopes trial is part of the history of
our culture and the present century. As recently as 1965, the
textbook committee of a state legislature holding hearings on high
school biology texts was confronted by an impressive group of liter-

.

ate citizens who bitterly opposed the teaching of evolution in the
public schools. When we consider, furthermore, that in our research
case history - which will be presented later one of the respondents,
a college professr"-, remarked that television is the "invention of
the dkvil," we might indeed predict that Copernicus would have had
as hard a time introducing some innovations to our generation as
he did in his own time. Thus we find that acceptance of an innova-
tion in our age is far from universal. The speed ;v_ h which one is
accepted appears to depend not only on the innovation itself, but
on many other factors, including the nature of the social system
and the character of its members.

Past investigations and analyses by behavioral scientists aid
others interested in the dynamics of change have shown that social
institutions rarely if ever encompass even rudimentary mechanisms
for change. As a matter of fact, definitions of social institutions
usually include such terms as "enduring" and "perpetuating" to

characterize their structure. It should not surprise us, therefore,
that the greatest resistance to change will be found in those insti-
tutions whose tiaditional, primary function has been the perpetua-
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tion of folkways, mores and values of a society such as the reli-

gious and educational institutions. Paradoxically, it is commonly

assumed that educational institutions, since they are charged with

imparting both old and new knowledge to the young, must themselves

he highly dynamic, being characterized by frequent changes in

teaching methods as well as content. Furthermore, it is assumed

that teachers and school administrators are highly specialized

experts in evaluating new developments in their field, so that they

will carefully choose from among the many innovations those which

appear to them to provide the greater,:: pedagogical potential.

Past studies of innovation in education have found little

empirical evidence to support the above assumptions. In general,

changes in educational methods have been exceedingly slow, due pri-

marily to the climate of resistance and often outright hostility

toward change by the educators themselves. Among the ,most pessi-

mistic findings concerning such change processes are those reported

by. Mort (1964), which indicate that some changes, e.g. school

children's exanlination by a physician, require more than a century

from the recognition of the need to the fAal diffusion of the

innovation. C. P. Snow is equally pessimistic about innovation in

education:

"in a society like ours, academic patterns change more slowly
than any others. in my lifetime, in England, they have
crystallized rather than loosened. I used to think that it
would he about as hard to change, say, the Oxford and Cambridge
scholarship examination as to conduct a-major revolution. I

now believe that T was over-optimistic." (Snow, 1961)
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Other investigators view the situation somewhat more hopefully.

Miles (1904) , for example, observes that comprehcns ive changes in

the structure and functioning of American educational institutions

are occurring now, that, innovations of all Sorts are being promoted

and installed, but not always on their merits. There is consider-

able indication that the nearly revolutionary changes in our edu-

cational system lack planning, integration and most of all, evalua-

tion. Many of the changes are adopted only temporarily to be dis-

carded at any moment, frequently terminating in a return to the old..

"tried and true" methods. The net change, i.e. the innovations

which are actually integrated into the educational process, are

still few and the tempo of the change process remains quite low.

Higher education, as distinguished from primary and secondary

institutions,_can be characterized by even more traditional patterns.

Most of these traditions have their roots in the Renaissance, the

period during which the European university systems were developed.

To a considerable extent, the university community has been suc-

cessful in resisting change, ;n spite of the evolvement of a

dynamic and far more complex society surrounding it. Such resis-

tance to change has, for the most part, been the responsibility of

the faculty members, who frequently emerge as champions for the

preservation of the old institutional order. On the other hand,

the greatest threat to these traditional patterns comes from pres-

ent day society at large, whose perception of the university has

undergone radical change.



The nature of innovation in higher education

Beginning with the development of the first universities in

Europe five hundred years ago and continuing into the early part of

this century, the aura which surrounded institutions of highelLf

learning and its inhabitants, the professors, was one of awe and

mysticism. To the populus at large the prcicssor was seen variously

as a great learned man, one who spoke in unintelligible tongues,

who was to be admired because of his "universal" knowledge, and who

was not infrequently thought to be in the employ of evil forces to

whom he had sold his soul in return for his all-knowing mind. The

student saw his mentor as an idol, to be worshiped in the hope that

in response to such admiration some of the professor's vast knowledge

might be poured out into his eager young mind. Universal truth, it

was generally accepted, was finite, and upon completion of a pre-

scribed course of study, the student was thought to have "absorbed"

all of the existing knowledge from his masters, the professors, and

was now supposedly ready to go into the world to find practical

applications for the acquired learning. In fact, it was more fre-

quently the case that the student never left the university, but

became in turn a depository of knowledge to be tapped by a new

generation of academic neophytes.

This "universal" knowledge had little relevance to anything

approaching pragmatic solutions to problems facing the everyday

world. As a matter of fact, the isolation of the university was

so complete and the ideas presented within its halls considered

to be so irrelevant to the surrounding community, that political
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dictators even demagogues seldom saw the need to interfere with

the life of the academic community. This was true even if within

ivory towers ideas were presented which were diametrically opposed

to those held by the dictator.

The contemporary university and its professors stand in stark

contrast to their predecessors. Higher education has become every-

body's business. In our day, the population looks to the university

to provide solutions t© a myriad of practical problems, ranging from

means for increasing agricultural production to more efficient

methods of bookkeeping and better child-raising techniques. There

can be no doubt that this new role in which our society perceives

institutions off' higher learning, particularly the large urban or

state university, has brought about drastic changes in some of the

university's activities. The university and the community have

been "forced" to interact. For one thing, the community - state or

local or both now wants not only to examine but frequently to

control what is being taught and by what methods, insisting on meas-

uring the effects of higher education in terms of purely pragmatic

criteria, usually applying a dollar-per-student yardstick. For

another, the university community, or at least some of its members,

are becoming increasingly aware that in an age when new facts are

added daily with astronomic speed, the university can no longer

hope to impart to the student a body of knowledge which will he

adequate for the rest of his life.
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With all of the publicity focused in recent years on the popu-

lation explosion in higher education, little needs to be said here

about the enormous changes predicted by farsighted educators and

laymen as a result of sheer numbers. It is quite clear to those

who are informed about the problem that unless the university pre-

pares itself for this onslaught, educational quality will indeed

deteriorate, resulting in irreparable loss not only to the academic

community but even more important, to society in general.

If we did not know differently on the basis of everyday exper-

ience, our knowledge of the dynamically changing role of the univer-

sity would lead us to predict that there has also been a drastic

redefinition of the professor's role within it, which in tura would

have brought al-out changes in his self image, profoundly influencing

his value system. We would assume further that the newly emerged

university which through its mammoth research programs has: produced

many of the new discoveries and applications of new principles, is

surely one of the pioneers in employing where possible these

new techniques to its own endeavor- As we will show in the follow-

ing pages, nothing could be further from the truth. The contradic-

tion which we find here is not unlike that of the overweight physi-

cian, admonishing his patient to lose weight or risk a shortened

lifespan. Eurich (1064) puts it very bluntly:

"The paradox is this: On the one hand we are vitally concerned
with exploring the unknown, with challenging every old principle
and with finding new knowledge in our fields of specialization.
On the other hand we accept wholly the traditional methods or
old wives' tales about teaching without any thought of improv-
ing our procedures." (p.51)
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Obviously if we want to resolve this paradox it will not suf-

fice to lament it or to raise a didactic finver. It seems that in

order to learn more about it we should at least begin to institute

research activity which might lead to a better understanding of

this apparent paradox. As social psychologists we are interested

in the analysis of beliefs, values and attitudes and in experimen-

tally developing methods and techniques for altering them. Thus we

feel that social psychological research is at least one approach to

further understanding of the process of adhering to traditional

values in the face of innovotion. We are well aware of the fact

that understandably the college professor feels loath to abandon

tried and true methods of teaching in favor of "experimentation"

with innovations, which he perceives will at best require of him

the troublesome ritual of learning new techniques, and at worst

threaten his very s.atus and position. However, it might be in

order to probe more deeply into the many facets of this resistance

to change process.

The beliefs, attitudes and values of the university faculty

have been the subject of a number of investigations and analyses

both subjective and objective. For example, Williams (1958) pre-

sented a subjective appraisal of the college faculty of one insti-

tution; Lazarsfeld and Thielens (19 8) examined the effects of

"McCarthyism" on academic freedom among a cross section of social

science faculty members selected from a sample of American colleges;



The New Pro ssors (Bowen, 19001 examined university faculties by

virtue of a series of essays by a group of individual professors;

an investigation by Russell (1902) which focused on faculty satis-

factions and dissatisfactions at a specific university illustrates

still another typo of study, local ones dealing with faculty morale;

The American College ( San ford, 19021 investigated in detail the

unique kind of social institution which the American college repre-

sents and its relationship to the larger society; The Academit

Marketplace (Caplow and McGee, 1958) examined the professor in the

framework of the sociological and economic pattern in which he must

function. However, none of these studies pursues the problem of

faculty resistance to innovation through an objective, intensive

investigation, designed to produce empirical data based on a univer-

sity faculty as a whole. Consequently, we designed a "research

case history" in order to begin to fill this apparent void. However,

even though objective approaches to questions of this nature have

the greater scientific validity, subjective analyses can be provoca-

tive. So in our study both are involved.
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A research case hist4,ry: an empirical mlmination of faculty
Trides toward cham!e

We are most of all concerned about innovation in higher educa-

tion in general. hhy is change in this area so slow in coming? Who

promotes change in higher education and where are the sources, 0C

resistance? Are there innovations which are more rap idlw

tionaiized than others, or can we he reasonably safe in maLing en-

eralization, about all changes? These are the basic questions whicn

are of interest to us. However, they are obviously far too global

to be answered empirically and objectively without first exploring

mere specific sub -quest ions which will provide us ,;ith some data

hopefully helpful in finding answers to the larger questions. At

the same time a more definitive exploration provides us with an

opportunity to design and test instruments which will be useful

for further research of a more global nature.

Viewed within this context, our empirical study, which is the

subject of the chapters which follow, should in fact be regarded

as a "research case history" of innovation in higher education.

It examines one academic commanity's response to a particular

innovation, namely Instructional Television (ITV). However, along

with an assessment of the degree of sympathy and antipathy expressed

toward this innovation in instructional media, t;le investigators

also obtained data concerning the general belief system and person-

ality organization of faculty members. Combining these more general

data with specific attitudes toward ITV, the study introduces the
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reader to some prototypes of pro- and anti-ITV professors, prototypes

which, although theoretical in nature, provide hopefully valuable

hypotheses concerning the characteristics of the innovator and non-

innovator.

Finally in our research case history we addressed ourselves to

the question of attitude change. There are within social psychology

a number of theoretical formulations dealing with attitude modifjca-

tier. Some of these were tested in our research case history by

means of a "ratural setting" experiment which, while free of the

restrictions of a laboratory environment, did permit control of a

number of variables.

Having thus moved from the very broad issue, innovation in high-

er education, to one which could be subjected to a more manageable

analysis as a case history of innovation, namely faculty receptivity

of TTV at one university, the authors felt that it would be interest-

ing to return to the more general questions raised above. To gain

some indication of the general i ability of the results obtained in

our research case history to other universities and other innovations

we visited nine other universities to obtain some preliminary data.

These Illeges and universities varied in size, the source of their

financial support, and were located in the West, the Southwest, the

Northeast and East.' A sample of administrators and faculty members

at each of these nine institutions was interviewed. We utilized a

group of open-end questions to solicit the interviewees' reactions

1

A more detailed account of the methodology employed in this portion
of our study is presented in Chapter VIII.
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to some of the principal findings of our research case history,

and to gain some insight concerning their conception of innovations

in general on their campus. Their replies and reactions were drawn

into a composite analysis which appbears in Chapter VT ii of the

preset& report. Although this analysis is not derived from the

systematically generated data of the kind obtained in our research

case history, we feel that it has considerable value in providing

the basis for provocative h,notheses which should he tested in

further studies within the broader framework of the social psychology

of innovation in the university, particularly with respect to the

role of the faculty in the change process.



Chapter ii.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS - A REVIEW OF INNOVATION THEORIES
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Any study which hopes to make a significant in-depth contribution

to the aggregate knowledge in a given area or social psychology

in a natural setting or field situation has a high price tag. This

is true both in terms of its financial requirements and the demands

for large amounts of time and ene 'gy on the part of the investiga-

tors, the subjects, and the numerous other individuals who are called

upon to contribute their skills in such a major investigation.

Hence it behooves the investigators who undertake to study behavioral

phenomena to employ methodologies and experimental designs which

will provide data capable of the broadest possible interpretations

and theoretical considerations without, of course, jeopardizing the

applicability of the findings to the specific questions generic; to

the study.

Our investigation of the faculty attitudes toward Instructional

Television (ITV), carried out at Metro University,' is no exception

to the above generalization. The primary phase -.»f the project

required a period covering over two years and involved, in addition

to the principal investigatot, a sizeable research team, 319 sub-

jects - of which 108 contributed a considerable portion of their

time for purposes of follow-up depth interviews and, finally,

20 subjects who devoted approximately 25% of their time during one

entire academic semester, for which they were employed as consultants.

T---
In order to protect the anonymity of the university involved in the

present investigation, the fictitious name "Metro University" is
used in referring to the institution.
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Because of the setting of the irwestit,ation and our belief that

it may have significance within the broad framework of higher educa-

tion, we propose in the present report to go beyond specific

interpretations of our empirical findings, each of which can to some

extent be considered as independent from the osier. Some of these

interpretations may provide valuable postulates related both to

basic social psychological problems and to some rather practical

problems related to the process of innovation in the university.

Others may point to the need for further investigations and/or con-

tribute to the testing of existing theoretical frameworks.

in a sense, then, the reader will find that our presentation

permits alternate levels of analysis, one or more of which might

prove to be of particular interest tt; him. We thought it might be

helpful therefore to list some of the areas and approaches with

which we will deal in the present report.

1. instructional Television: Certainly the exploration of

existing attitudes tovqrd, and future possibilities for,

the use of television as an instructional device at the

university level was a central focus. On this topic alone

the data from our research case history hopefully provide

smile social psychological perspective for those concerned

with improving ITV as a useful tool of the college educator.

2, Higher Education and the University: On a broader level,

our research case history rontains certain information about

the urban university as an institution per se, and parti-

cularly the personality structure and attitudinal configura-

tions of a faculty.
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3. Altitude Theory: Our data can be examined in ht of

some of ti r2 prevelant social psychological theories con-

cerning the formation and change of attitudes. An extended

discussion of sonic of those theories and their relevance to

our findings can be found in Chapter V.

\lethodology: We feel that our investigations may have

value as an unusual model of social psychological research,

particularly that aspect of it which is implemented in a

natural behavioral or field setting. Because of the many

difficulties involved in studying behavior in "the every-

day world", much testing of social psychological theory

has been conducted in more or less contrived laboratory

settings. This often raises questions concerning the

generalization of research findings, since such experimental

situations often are too removed from natural behavioral

or field situations. The senior author (Evans, 1966b) ,

as well as other social psychologists such as Sanford (1965)

and Sheri f (1961), has recently attempted to make a case for

the importance of natural field setting research dealing

with significant human problems. In this respect, out

investigation represents an unusual departure from many

previous investigations concerned with testing hypotheses

implicit in social psychological theory.

5. Innovation Theory: A far broader framework than the above

mentioned attitude theory is provided by an emerging theor-

etical framework based on the analysis of behavioral patterns
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in response to innovation in a numbcr of social settings.

Although there is a rapid accumulation of studies with

this general theoretical orientation, it may as a matter

of fict be premature to utilize the word "theory" in this

context in the manner in which'we speak of "theories" of

attitude and attitude change, because of the much greater

level of abstraction involved in concepts of innovation in

this general sense. Nevertheless, it is our feeling that

the present study may well permit certain projections which

could fit this admittedly abstract and often not clearly

delimited framework of innovation theory at a social psycho-

lovical level of analysis. As a matter of fact, this

possible dimension of our study is important enough, we

feel, to justify a brief review of some of the more provoca-

tive presentations in the literature in this field, parti-

cularly as it may tie into the projections of our investiga-

tion. It is important to realize, however, that we are

neither presenting necessarily new theoretical material, nor

attempting to interpret our results as a means of testing

any particular hypothesis proposed by earlier innovation

theorists. We are in effect merely summarizing or referring

to some of the more interesting work in this field, only

occasionally suggesting ways in which our findings might

be interpreted in the light of such work. Hopefully this

may represent a first approximation in isolating some

the significant variables which should he involved in sys-

tematically exploring innovation in higher education per se.
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In this respect we will draw particularly heavily from the

fairly recent publications of Miles (1964) and Rogers (1962),

which integrate contemporary research efforts in educational

innovation and innovation in general in a relatively broad

manner, lacking of course any significant number of research-

based studies of innovation in higher education per se on

which we could draw for our present report. Lonsequently

the theoretical portions of our report may often be charac-

terized by a dependence on speculative rat than research-

based findings.

Innovation: change versus status quo

What are the factors contributing to the prompt diffusion and

rapid adoption of one particular innovation, while another - intro-

duced at the same time into the same social system is rejected or

requires far greater time for its adoption? This is the question

which underlies many of the numerous studies on diffusion of inno-

vation. Most of these investigations have been approached in the

context of those behavioral science, which concern themselves wi-

marily with collective rather than individual behavior and which

place proportionately greater emphasis on the nature of the social

system than on the individual. Thus Rogers (1962) lists the follow-

ing six major diffusion traditions: 1) anthropology, 2) early

sociology, 3) rural sociology, 4) education, 5; industrial sociol-

ogy, and 6) medical sociology. Yet he goes on to point out that
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every area of the behavioral sciences has some interest in diffu-

sion of ideas. We might expect then that social psychology, with

its emphasis on the study of individual behavior vis-a-vis the

social environment, would be a fertile field for the study of the

diffusion of innovation.

Many models of innovation research emerge from the above named

traditions, some rather vague and ill-defined, a few carefully

worked out and precisely defined. Among this latter group are the

formulations by Katz and Levin (Katz CI Levin, 1959; Katz, 19b1).

These investigators pinpoint four crucial elements in the analysis

of the diffusion of an innovation: 1) the tracing of an innovation

2) over time, 3) through specific channels of communication, and

4) within a social structure. To this we might add a fifth element

namely the individuals or group within the social system which are

in a personal way confronted with, sometimes even threatened by,

the innovation.

With this addition, our investigatien meets the criteria out-

lined by Katz (1961) . In our research case history concerning inno-

vation in universities, we arc essentially investigating the dif-

fusion of instructional television (ITV), by individuals or grouds

(faculty members and the various departments), over time, linked to

specific channels of ,communication (e.g. the original letter from

the investigators through the Dean of Faculties to the total Metro

U. faculty) , within a social structure, namely the university com-

munity.

Ar 1
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It appears then that there are four major components which in-

fluence the process whereby an individual or a group becomes aware

of, evaluates and finally accepts or rejects an innovation. We shall

examine each of these in some detail. To begin with, there is the

innovation itself; by this is meant a new idea or a new cultural

object, though even in the latter case it is the idea about the object t

which is diffused. second, there is the process itself, beginning

with the introduction either from within or from without the social

system, its promotion and final adoption. Third, there are the char-

acteristics of the individuals or groups who make up the member-

ship of the social system, and fourth, there is the nature of the

social system itself, the context into which the innovation must

be incorporated. The system can be a society or merely a subgroup,

such as the university faculty in our study.

The innovation

As used in the literature, this component seems to have two

sub-components. First is the idea or item, novel to a particular

individual or group, and second is the change which results from

the adoption of the object or idea. We would also include among

innovations items or ideas which represent a re-combination of pre-

viously accepted ideas. For example, in our research case history:

while television can be considered an innovation which has been

broadly accepted, the use of this medium as a teaching device has

encountered strong resistance.



Apparently, any notion that the speed with which an innovation

is adopted is necessarily related to its usefulness to society as a

whole needs to be discarded from the start. For example, the glue-

sniffing fad among teenagers was rapidly diffused throughout the

country, but can hardly be considered beneficial to our society.

In a more basic vin, the reluctance of many Americans to accept

fluoridation of water supplies for the prevention of tooth decay

as described elsewhere (Evans, 1965; Damson ri Lindberg, 1960), can

hardly serve as an objective criterion for evaluating the effective-

ness of fluorides. As a matter of fact, Miles (1964) goes so far

as to say that "educational innovations are almost never installed

on their merits." Hence the value of an innovation to the society

does not provide us with a criterion for predicting the sped with

which it will be accepted or rejected.

The findings of our investigation support the view expressed

by Rogers (1962) that the actual characteristics of an innovation

are of little importance to its adoption. What does seem to matter

is the way in which the individual perceives the relative values of

the innovation. For example, the data from our research case his-

tory, to be discussed more fully later, indicate that the "innova-

tors" (Pro-ITV) did in fact perceive ITV differently from the

"laggards" (Anti-ITV). Attempts to delineate the different charac-

teristics of an innovation might very well, therefore, proceed from

the perceptions of the individual or the group, i.e. subjective or

phenomenological rather than objective evAuations. Rogers (1962)



lists five characteristics which when looked at from the standpoint

of individual or group percept ions, half._ in 1,ast research been

found to affect rate of adoption: 1) relative advantage, compati-

bility, 3) complexity, 4) divisibility, and 5) communicability.

The individual confronted with an innovation will determine its

relative advantage largely on the basis of whether he thinks it is

superior to the ideas which it supersedes. Thus our professors would

have to perceive ITV to be essentially superior to traditional teach-

ing methods in order for this to affect the rate of its adoption.

Although economic advantage is one of the dimensions subsumed under

this category, other advantages, e.g. reduced teaching load, more

time for research, may also be included here.

Compatibility of an innovation relates to the degree to which

it is perceived to be consistent with existing values and past exper-

iences of the adopters. This is one of the characteristics which,

in the case of ITV, appeared to contribute heavily te the retarda-

tion of the rate of adoption. Most of our respondents saw ITV as

wholly inconsistent with the university climate as they perceived

it. To them it lacked the important ingredients of personal contact

between teacher and student, feedback from the students, and proper

supervision of the student, which they considered issential to the

learning process. 2

The recognition that ITV would require special training, would

expose weaknesses in teaching methods, and would lend itself to the

Refer to Appendix 9 for a comparative analysis of the reasons
given by.fact.lty. members for acceptin.,,- and re-_.-ctiilg ITV at four
universities.
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teaching of only certain subjects, is an indication of the degree

of complexity with which 1TV was perceived by our respondents.

Not all innovations, of course, require an all-or-none accep-

tance. Most, if not all, can be perceived as divisible into stages

which may make adoption less painful. The most frequent divisibility

employed by potential adopters is that of limited adoption, which

does not require wholehearted acceptance of the innovation over the

older idea, but leaves the way open to return to the older idea at

any time. This appears to be the Lase with ITV, as we will indicate

later in this report. Such a phenomenon emerges with such regularity

from the histories of ITV diffusion on the American campus that we

feel we can identify it by what we have lahcled the "reversion

effect". What we find in fact is a kind of pseudo-acceptance of an

innovation, i.e. acceptance of 1TV on a limited basis, fiequently

referred to as "adopted experimentally", which makes later abandon-

ment land reversion to older processes) so easy that it is almost

inevitable. This "experimental" phase can last for extended periods

of time, often years, postponing, rejection or complete adoption

almost indefinitc,ly. The immediate cause of the reversion may under

these circumstances be quite insignificant in long-range terms, e.g.

the temporary breakdown of equipment, the lack of properly trained

personnel, or the curtailing of budgetary allocations. Under the

rubric of maintaining ties with earlier practices (which also con-

tributes to setting the stage for reversion), we might mention that

our respondents generally found the combination of ITV with more
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traditional education methods, e.g. discussion sessions, laboratory

periods, more acceptable than straight television courses, even

when it was difficult to show how the utilization of more traditional

methods in conjunction with TV necessarily contributed significantly

to student learning.

Finally, rate of adoption is a function of the degree to which

the results of an innovation can be communicated to others. This is

of course a two-way street; both negative and positive results can

be communicated. Again we are dealing here with perceived results

rather than actual results. Hence in our study the idea that stu-

dents enrolled in television courses make lower grades was effec-

tively communicated, although it appears to be contrary to fact.

One further broad distinction must be made between types of

innovations. There are some innovations which by their very nature

require acceptance or rejection by the total social system with

relatively little freedom for the individual member, while others

permit the individual to accept or reject it independent of the action

of other members within the group. We will return to this aspect of

the problem in our discussion of the system itself; however, the dis-

tinction between these two categories of innovations is in itself

important. For example, it is possible for a member of a community

to decide independently whether or not to acquire a television set,

but he would find it more difficult to reject fluoridation which

has been ad pted by a community whose water supply he shares.

Tnnovations vary greatly in the amount of change which their

adoption brings to a given social system, and this may directly

influence the speed of diffusion and adoption. Miles (1964) alludes
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to this dimension when he states that "....other things being

equal, innovations which are perceived as threats to existing prac-

tice rather than mere additions to it are less likely of accep-

tance; more generally innovations which can he added to an existing

program without seriously disturbing other parts of it are likely

to be adopted." (p. 638)

innovators and laggards: a description of prototypes

The investigation which comprised our research case history of

innovat on i vi higher education attempts among other things to ferret

out the underlying personality characteristics of individuals within

a systerd who display certain identifiable attitudes toward an inno-

vation, specifically instructional Television. One of the methodo-

logical devices adopted for this purpose is the psychological analy-

sis of extreme or antipodal groups, to be discussed in Chapter VI.

This is a method of analysis common to many studies in the behavioral

sciences but one which is frequently accompanied by the danger of

over- or even mis-interpretation. Reactions of professors who

read a preliminary report (Evans, Smith El Colville, 1963) of our

research case history indicated that the report of such findings may

even arouse hostility. So we will repeatedly make the reader aware

of the fact that the presentation of characteristics of such atypical

groups has its value primarily in that it permits the researcher to

make general comparisons which may yield fruitful hypotheses for

future research. Investigators using this device do not necessarily
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or even most of these characteristics. such prototypes are, in

fact, pure abstractions of the sample of behavior under analysis.

For example, it is statistically possible that any one individual

may be in favor of or opposed to ITV and may not possess any of the

characteristics found among the extreme pro- or Anti-ITV groups.

Rogers (1962) characterizes five adopter categories which he

calls "ideal" types, and which are again abstractions applying to

prototypes of the kind described above, although in the case of his

analysis they were not deduced from an actua: research effort of the

type involved in our ITV research case history. However, each of his

categories is also characterized by particular attributes.

For purposes of our investigation, we are concerned primarily

with the two prototypes emerging from our research case history

which will be discussed later in detail. In order to place our later

discussion into the interesting context of another theoretical system,

we shall list here all of the categories along with the salient values

attributed to each by Rogers (1962) . 1) Innovators "Venturesome"

willing to accept risks; 2) Early Adopters "Respect" - regarded by

many others in the social system as a role model; '';) Early Majority

"Deliberate" willing to consider innovations only after peers have

adopted; 4) Late Majority "Skeptical" overwhelming pressure from

peers needed before adoption occurs ; 5) Laggards "Tradition"

oriented to the past.



Rogers, on the basis of a number of empirical studies, concludes

that plotting these adopter categories over time yields close to normal

distributions with a wan and standard deviations which may he us,ed to

delimit the above adopter categories. Thus Early Majority adopters

fall within the .34t representing one standard d viation below the mean,

while Late Illajority adopters arc shown to be one standard deviation

above the mean. Laggards make up the of the upper tail of the

curve, while the lower tail shows Early Adopters comprising the 13

above the first standard deviation, and finally, the )0 above the

second standard deviation is labeled as Innovators. (See Figure 1

Innovators: The task of introducing an innovation into a social

system and guiding it along a frequently circuitous route to adoption

is undertaken by the innovator, or innovating group. pointed out

previously, the idea can come from a source external to, or part of,

the innovation-receiving system. It can be

agent", a term used by Rogers and others to

introduced by a "change

identify "a professional

person who attempts to influence adoption decisions in a direction

that he feels is desirable." This permits the ditinction between

one who simply introduces change and the innovator who is really the

first person within the system to adopt the innovation. The change

agent has emerged as an important figure in many areas of innovation

research, he is the county agent in agriculture, and the drug detail

man in medicine. Tn the field of education, however, such than

agents are virtually nonexistent, and as we will see in a later chapter,
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this may be one reason wily so many members of an educational system

are frequently uninformed about changes in content and technique in

their particular area of teaching. The book salesman, for example,

cannot be classified as a change agent, since his main purpose is

not to change, but simply to promote a particular brand of a lon,L,;-

standing method, i.e. the use of textbooks. Thus the resporishility

for introducing an innovation into the system in higher education,

usually falls to the person who is also the first adopter, and we will

therefore use the term "innovator" to mean q person (or a group) who

introduces the new idea, as well as the one who is first to adopt it.

Who are the innovators? What sort of personality characteristics

might they have in common with other innovators? What are their

values, their reference groups, and their attitudes? What is the

hierarchy of their loyalties? A composite picture of the innovator,

admittedly set forth as an "ideal type", is presented by Roger t°

"Observers have noted that venturesomeness is
almost an obsession with innovators. They are
eager to try new ideas. This interest leads
them out of a local circle of peers and into
more cosmopolite social relationships.
Communication patterns and fricniships among
a clique of innovators are common ...ren though
the geographical distance between the inno-
vators may be great. They travel in a circle
of venturesomeness, like circuit riders who
spread new ideas as their gospel. Being an
innovator has several prerequisites. They
include control of substantial financial re-
scrarces to absorb the loss of an unprofitable
innovation and the ability to understand and
apply complex technical knowledge. The major
value cir the innovator is venturesomeness. He
must desire the the rash, the daring
and the risking." (1962, p. 1(0)
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Like the rugged pioneer of 10th Century America, who was in

fact an innovator, not all of the character traits or the innovator

appear to be socially desirable. As a matter of fact, almost by

definition, other members of the social system perceive him as

deviant to some degree. Rogers points out that the degree to

which innovators are perceived as deviants depends in part on the

social system's norms related to innovativeness. Hence in a social

system which is generally more ''rodition-oriented, as seems to be

the case for most univ rsit), communities, the innovator is per-

ceived as highly deviant. lie will likely consider himself to be a

deviant, though if he does, he will identif, with reference groups

outside the system who validate his behn'rior and thus, to use

Rogers' words, "find himself in step with a different drummer."

That the motives for advocating or :-;upporting change are not

always identical or necessarily clearly discernable is suggested

by Barnett's interesting typology of innovators:

"1. The Dissident:

who have 'consistently refused to identify themselves with

some of the conventions of their group.'

ThQ Indifferent:

who are prepared to accept new ideas because they have not

dedicated themselves irretrievably to a custom or an ideal

of their society.

3. The Disaffected:

whe are at odds with their society as a result of such

possible variables as marginal status, disillusionment,

frustration, circumvention by specified enemies, generalized
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social anxiety, guilt depression.

4. The Pesentful:

who are susceptible to a suggestion of chang e because

they have less to lose accepting it, often nothing to

lose." (Barnett, 1952, p. 381)

The diversity of motives, often occurring even v.ithin one indi-

vidual, way explain some of the puzzling findings of our study with

regard to the Pro-ITV professor. An innovation may appeal to a

particular individual purely because he become dkenchanted with

the old order. hat on )1964) in his study of an innovation in edu

cation describes such a group of what we might term "pseudo-innova-

tors." They were dissatisfied with traditional ideas, but their

emotional or personal ity problems sooner or later led to dissatis-

faction with the innovation equal to that earlier with the tradi-

tional idea. In their first enthusiasm members of this group are

often unrealistic about their expectations, and before long become

disillusioned and resentful. They then repeat their pattern of re-

bellion. We can see that in fact these are not real innovators, for

if diffusion depended on them the innovation would not flourish. To

he successful the innovator must maintain a delicate balance between

deviance and conformity. The requirements for a successful innovator

are pinpointed by Clee and Keswick (1904): "in designing and imple-

menting educational innovations hard work, patience and courage are

required to overcome fantasies and stereotypes so that trust can be

built and help given and accepted as common objectives are faced."
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Tarde (1903) , 000 or the earl advocates of modern sociological anal-

ysis, set forth the requirements for innovators in this marmot':

"To innovate, to discover, to awake for an instant the in,1;vidual

must escape for the time being from his social surroundings. Such

unusual audacit' makes him super SOCIN1 rather than social." Perhaps

one of Cle most vivid anecdotal descriptions of an innovator is that

of Thomas Alexander by Watson:

"He was a creative maverick who wore no educational or political
brand. He was an individualist with little confidence in

collective decisions. He was basically Lind and fair minded,
but he rather enjoyed shocking people with unexpected and

extreme pronouncements. His bark was worse than his bite."
(19)4, p. 100)

One interesting paradox emerges when we rate the innovator on

a practical - theoretical scale. It would be assumed intuitively that

researchers, inventors, and teachers are surely innovators. This

appears not to be the case. Rogers (1962) states tha : 'Typically,

the innovators were practitioners who were involved in research and

academic teaching as a siOeline." Our own findings would support

this vi:w. The innovators (Pro -TTY" professors) came generally from

the more pragmatic areas of the university, removed from the more

academic core. Furthermore, their focus tended to he av:ay from the

academic endeavors of the university, particularly classroom teach-

ing. The innovator also appars to be favored with relative finan-

cial security. Thus Ross (1958), reviewing a number of studies

dealing with educational innovation in public schools, concluded that

the one variable most closely related to innovat iveness is the rela-

tive financial securi of the innovator. The question of cause-
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and-effect raised by P(oe., . are the innovator,-; 0-onomicailv

secure because they innovate or Jo they innovate becaue they are

economically secure, is of course quite legitimate. In our study

we detected some tendencies of positive attitudes toward ITV being

related to a better financial position of the respondent. though

such evidence was indirect.

Laggards: On the other end of the spectrum of adopter cate-
,

gories is the laggard. He is the last in a social system to adopt

the innovation, if it is adopted at all. Rogers points out that

this anti-innovation individual must he considered to he as deviant

as the innovator. While the latter underconforms to the standards

of his society, the former overconforms to traditional values and

ideas. It is not surprising that man' studies, including our research

case history, found the laggards' salient values to be tradition-

oriented, with frequent references to the past. In most systems the

laggard shares with his opposite, the innovator, a low social status.

The high social status ard respect tends to 'roe bestowed upon the

more moderate adopter falling near the center of the adopter-lag-

gard scale, at a point slightly favoring innovations. Past research

also indicates that the laggard has little specialization in his

field, generally a small operation (function) in the social system,

and is frequently older than his innovator colleague. All of these

charact,,?ristics would indicate that the laggard's position in the

social system is rather insecure. As a matter of fact, Rogers con-

firms this hunch on the basis of his analysis of several studies, by

stating that "laggards are most l i k e ly to drop out of the social sys-

tem."
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As we pointed out in the preceding section, an innovator

requires that one have a cosmopolite3 orientatiol, i.e. one which

is external to a particular system. The lage,ard avoids such orien-

tation, his horizon is limited, his information sources are found

within a narrowly defined environment. Neighbors, friends, relativi-

with values similar to his own are his main infotmation sources.

Actually the extreme laggard could be described as an isolate or at

least a semi-isolate.

Again our study supports some of these hypotheses taken for the

most part from the review presented by Rogers. Our data related

to this dimension, which will he presented in Chapter NI, indicate

the tendency of extremely Anti-ITV professors to identify with tradi-_,

tional values in the system. Their preoccupation with traditional

methods of classroom teaching, student evaluation, and generally

less co3mopolite orientat ion, endows them with some of the character-

istics which predict non-innovative behavior.

Summarizing the attributes of the laggard, we again quote

Rogers in describing this "ideal type":

"Laggards are the last to adopt an innovition. They possess
almost no opinion leadership. Laggards are the most localite
of all adopter categories, and many are ear- isolates. The
point of reference for the la::asd is the past. Decisions
are usually made in terms of what 'las beer done in previous
generations. The individual interacts prilarily with others
who have traditional values. When lagard l.. finally adopt
an innovation, it may already be superseded by another more
recent idea which the innovators are using. Laggards tend to

3
A more detailed discussion of the so-called cosmopolite-localite
dimension will be presented in Chapter VI.
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be frankly suspicious or innovations, innovators and change

agents. Their Advanced age and tradition direction slows
the adoption process to a crawl. Adoption lags far behind

awareness of the idea. Alienation from a too-fast-moving
world is appt,rent in much of the laggard's outlook. While

most individual, jn a social system are looking for the road

to change ahead, the laggard has his attention fixed on the

rear-view mirror." (1962, p. 17II

Are innovators or laggards consistent in their behavior? As

is the case with most human behavior, the evidence would tend to

indicate considerable inconsistencies. While Rogers reports some

evidence that innovators are consistent in adopting innovations in

the same catego-y, e.g. methods of livestock feeding or crop rota-

tion plaits, thcre appears to be less certainty that a farm innova-

tor is also an innovator in political ideology, consumer behavior

or other areas of life. As will be indicated later, our data seri-

ously challenge any consistency hypothesis. The results of our

factor analysis in Chapter V indicate that attitudes which suggest

non-innovative or lagging behavior toward ITV may stand in relative

isolation from attitudes toward other objects in the individual

environment. Furthermore, our analysis of the prototypes of the

Pro- and Anti-TTV professor also points to such inconsistencies.

Whatever the reasons may be for such inconsistencies, and some of

these are discussed in later chapters, the extremely Anti-ITV pro-

fessor favored such perceived innovations in his setting as state

support for the university and admission of qualified Negroes, while

the extremely Pro-ITV professors were less favorably disposed toward

these innovations. But how predictable these behavioral inconsis-

tencies concerning different innovations are is, of course, a
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matter of conjecture. As we indicated earl ier, Rogers speculates

that there are relatively few inconsistencies, that an individual

who is an innovator with respect to one innovation is not likely to

be a laggard with respect to another, even if the two are from

diverse categories. On the other hand, our data relating, to ITV

point to the possibility of significant inconsistencies among some

individuals.

The innovation receiving system

Adopters, whether innovators, laggards, or in between these

extremes, live in social systems within which the diffusion of an

innovation must take place. This innovation-receiving system

(Miles calls it the "target system") is simply an aggregate of indi-

viduals who are engaged in endeavors having similar or identical

goals. Such a system may be clearly delimited, like a school dis-

trict, a university faculty, or it may be less clearly defined

geographically, such as farmers in a particular county or state.

Many students of social systems, as they study the diffusion

of innovation, have placed major emphasis on the social system

itself. Social psychologists (looking at such problems from the

individual rather than institutional level of analysis) tend to place

greater emphasis on the individual's role within the social system,

the way he affects and is affected by it, though this is not to

say that psychologists do not consider the nature of the social

system to be of tremendous importance to any change process. To
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begin with, it is important to remember that the system was pre-exis-

tent to, and will continue to exist after, the innovation has been

diffused. Cenerally the basic values and characteristics of the

social system also existed prior to the time a particular individual

became a member of it. This would be an ari ument in favor of an

analysis of the system apart from the individual member. Vet we

know, of course, that the social system, at least to some extent,

governs and is governed by the behavior of the individual; thus we

would find it difficult to discuss the system without reference to

the characteristics of its members.

Some preliminary inferences f from the consistency of certain

responses of faculty members of all ten of the universities with which

we deal in the present report, lead the authors to suspect that the

manner in which a system influences the judgment of an innovation

by one of its members could be subjected to analysis within the

theoretical framework of Adaptation Level Theory. Advanced origin-

ally by nelson (1947), this theoretical approach provides mathema-

tical formulations which permit quantitative predictions concerning

an individual's changing judgment of physical stimuli, e.g. size,

weight, loudness, etc., based not only on the characteristics of the

stimulus to be judged, but also on previous experience with similar

stimuli and the background or context within which the particular

stimulus is to be judged. Helson found evidence that these factors

combine to form a neutral point or adaptation level against which

new stimuli would be judged, but that further judgments would cause 1

the adaptation level to shift in a predictable direction and amount.
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Several investigators have found that the usefulness of this

model is not limited to the study of sensory perception, but may

in fact be utilized for the study of a wide variety of psychological

phenomena, including social judgments. Thus there is experimental

evidence that ratings of skin color or the physical heights of others

can be quite independent of the subjects rated, and depend to a sig-

nificant extent on the rater's past experience (Marks, 1943; Philip,

1951). Tn another study along the same line, Hinckley and Rethlings-

hafer (1951) found that the judgments of the melodiousness of

Shakespearean poetry was influenced by the background against which

it was presented. Raters' judgments were enhanced by knowledge of

the poet's name, while knowledge of the period of literature without

specific identification of the poet lowered the perceived melody.

Asch (1958) and Sherif (1935), among others, have also suggested

that in understanding and predicting social behavior, descriptions

of even complex social stimuli in themselves are less important than

the knowledge of how tney are perceived by the individual within his

perceived context.

Applying the concept of adaptation level to the study of inno-

vation, particularly to innovation in higher education, we would

postulate that the individual's judgment of the value of a particular

innovation would be influenced, to a considerable extent, by the

general climate of the university, i.e. whether it encourages or

discourages change; and by the individual's own past experience with
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similar innovations. Furthermore, the theory would postulate that

these factors could operate quite independently of the nature of

the specific innovation as such.

Past research does indicate that we can make some predictions

about the rate of diffusion of an innovation based on the general

characteristics of a social system's norms. Such generalizations

are provided by Rogers, again in the form of prototypes. Rogers

projects the prototype norms of a system as being either traditional

or modern. The traditional system is characterized as having a less

developed technology, little communication by members of the system

with those outside it. Most individuals in the system are localites

rather than cosmopolites. They lack the ability to empathize or see

themselves in the role of another person, particularly one who is

outside the system. Members of this system are slow to recognize

new roles or to learn easily new social relationships involving them-

selves. In this system, precedent outweighs all other guidelines

to behavior, a phenomenon which Weber (195$) calls the "authority

of an eternal yesterday."

In contrast, Rogers presents the modern social system as one

which is typically technologically advanced with a complex division

of labor. Individuals in the modern system are generally more

urban and more cosmopolite in their relationships. New ideas enter

this social system more freely from the outside, partly because its

members frequently interact with others outside the system. Careful

economic planning and the use of the most effective means to achieve
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desired ends also are part of the modern orientltion. Furthermore,

individual members within the modern system are better able to see

themselves in the role of others.

We should caution the reader again against any unconditional

assumption that there exist in fact social structures with all or

even most or the above cited characteristics. lie is reminded that

the rate o diffusion is in fact dependent on a number of elements,

no single one of which cart be used as a sole predictor. There is

ample evidence among the innovation studies to show that a particu-

lar system can have a traditional orientation, generally rejecting

or retarding innovation, yet provide a favorable climate for the

:rapid diffusion of a particular innovation. Similarly, rejection

or retardation of a particular innovation by a modern system may

also occur.

Returning now to an examination of the role of the individual

in a given social system, the latter's values and characteristics

do of course play a not insignificant part in the way the adopter

perceives his role, and the way in which his role is in turn per-

cer7ed by others. Stated more simply, we are concerned here with

the way an individual's orientation fits in with the orientation

of the system. Using the prototypes described earlier as examples,

a system with a high degree of traditional orientation is likely

to regard the laggard as an opinion leader, while viewing the inno-

vator as highly deviant and marginal to the social process of the

system. In contrast, the progressive society, oriented more to the
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contemporary scene, often looLs to the innovator for leadership,

while rejecting any attempt on the part of the laggard to exert his

influence. Systems which have an orientation somewhere between

the two extreme positions or the traditional-modern continuum,

cast both the innovator and the laggard in the role of deviant,

while probably looking t3ward the moderate elements for leadership.

A contemporary example of this is the development of the civil rights

movement in the South. it would appear that more often than not

the community looked to some of its more moderate members to supply

the crucial leadership to the movement of which innovation was a

major component.

Past studies indicate that differences in the innovativeness

between individuals appear to be an inhibiting factor to the flow

of influence in the modern system, preventing or at least discour-

aging communication between innovator and laggard, while in the

traditional setting laggards might actually seek certain information

from an innovator.

Process of diffusion and adoption of an innovation

Now that we have identified some of the components which might

influence the rate of diffusion of an innovation, we can put them

together and emerge with a possible theoretical framework for our

analysis. Again Rogers provides a good source for this purpose

To heii in with, he divides the components or the theoretical system

into three parts: Antecedents, Process, and Results.
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Two major types of antecedents can be identified: 1) the indi-

vidual's identity, including his sense or security, his dominant

values, his mental ability and conceptual skill, his social status

and his cosmopoliteness; and 2) the individual's perception of the

situation which is more related to the social sy:Jem, including

the system's norms on innovativeness, economic constraints and

incentives, and the nature and function of the system, e. g . farm,

business or educational institution.

The process itself is divided into five stages: awareness,

interest, evaluation, trial and adoption (or rejection). The nature

of the information sources and the perceived characteristics of the

innovation are important to the outcome of the process. It would

appear that cosmopolite sources, e.g. mass media, are more impor-

tant in the early stages, the individual becoming aware of the inno-

vation mainly through impersonal sources. Perceived characteristics

emerge at the mid-point of the process, the evaluation stage; at

this point localite and personal information sources become more

important.

The diffusion process results in either adoption or rejection ,

of the idea. If adopted, an innovation may be used continuously, or

rejected at a later date. Although Rogers does not specifically

point to chat we have called the "reversion phenomenon", the "experi-

mental" adoption which in fact cannot he considered a complete

adoption at all - could be viewed as belonging in the "adoption-

later-rejection" category. There is the possibility, Rogers points

4
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out, that the innovation is rejected at the end of the process, but
a

adopted at a later date. Finally, the innovation can of course be

continuously rejected.

Lven our limited discussion of previous work in the diffusi©n

of innovation we hope illustrates, when applying it to higher educa-

tion, how easily a number of significant hypotheses can be generated.

From such hypotheses emerges the kind of theoretical model which

might help set the stage for our own investigation, and assist us

in interpreting some of our findings. Thus we hope that through

this preceding discussion we have developed a further perspective

from which the data reported in the following chapters can be viewed.

'a:71%,34



Chapter ITT.

INTRODUCTION TO THE RESEARCH CASE HISTORY
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It has been slightly more than five decades since the Russian

Boris hosing and an Englishman, A. A. Campbell- Swinton, independently

suggested that cathode rays could be used to reconstruct an image

transmitted electronically. This discovery was to become the corner-

stone of one of the most fantastic technical developments of our

century. These cathode tubes, major components in our television

sets, patiently project for us the kaleidoscopic events of our

world -- a world in which technology advances with incredible speed,

while little progress has been made in solving the problems of

human relations with which man has had to struggle since his begin-

ning, as for example discussed by the senior author with analysts

Carl Jung and Erich Fromm (Evans, 1964; 1960a).

During one year alone, this amazing electronic device was able

to provide American viewers with a front row seat first at the

coronation of the 267th Pope, by direct transmission from the Vati-

can; than at massive racial demonstrations in southern and northern

metropolitan areas; and finally making them eye-witnesses to the

assassination of a presidential assassin. The cathode tube continues

to reflect man's greatest triumphs as well as his most disastrous

failures. Yet like any technical innovation, probably beginning

with the invention of the wheel, television has been viewed - even

by some segments of western culture - with suspicion and contempt.

It has been accused of a myriad of evils, ranging from destroying

the imagination of our children to jeopardizing our judicial system.

It has been referred to by some as the "boob tube", the "window on



a wasteland", and been made responsible for the creation of a gener-

ation of "vidiots", in fact, of course, it is guilty of none of

the offenses of which it stands accused. Like all technical inno-

vations, it is dependent on the ability of human beings to mani-

pulate it to their advantage, rather than to misuse it. Its poten-

tial for either good or evil staggers the imagination.

Instructional television as an innovation in higher education

Our research case history focuses on one particular use poten-

tial for this modern system of communication, namely television as

a teaching device at the college level. As we pointed out in the

preceding chapters, diffusion of technical innovations in the field

of education in general has been slow and always accompanied by

suspicion and hostility. We found instructional Television (ITV)

to be no exception. 1
Although we are awaie that at the present time

a considerable number and variety of universities are offering tele-

courses, both open and closed, virtually all teaching institutions

which have attempted to use TV have encountered some difficulties.

Undeniably the possibility exists that ITV may become institutional-

ized in some of these; but the findings of our research case history

and reports from the nine universities at which this question was

explored, do not auger well for those who favor ITV as a permanent

teaching method in the university.

'Extensive observations relevant to this point will be found in
Chapter VIII, which reports on some of the reactiors the authors
received during their visits to nine other universities, and, in
the tables in Apeendix 9which reports studies of ITV at four other
universities.
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Such resistance seems to fall into two categories. 1) an apathy

or perhaps a feeling of irrelevancy concerning television as a

teaching device; and 2) an outright hostility and repudiation of

ITV regardless of the manner in which it is applied. The intro uc

tion to the Yearbook of Education (Bereday Lauwerys, 1960) pre-

sents this point more concisely, if less gently: "Inventions making

possible the wider diffusion of knowledge have usually been attackeu

by power elites the suspicion, criticism, and denigration of

radio, television and cinema by the upper classes and the most high-

ly educated classes of today may perhaps be cited as an example."(p.8)

To the behavioral or social scientist, such fear of and hostil-

ity toward innovations on the part of individuals or whole societies

is not a new phenomenon. While some social scientists examine the

social structure to find explanations for it, the social psycholo-

gist as pointed out in the preceding chapter tends to examine

more closely the behavior of the individual within that structure.

Thus he has been able to demonstrate that the individual's percep-

tion of one item in his environment is conditioned to a large extent

by the feelings he has toward other items. It is likely that such

feeling may be rooted in a highly complex network of fears, suspi-

cions and ignorance, as students of the irrational nature of atti-

tudes have pointed out (e.g. Krech & Crutchfield, 1948).

As we will show in this report, many of the negative attitudes

which educators display toward ITV are likewise not always based

on rational evaluations with maximal knowledge, but rather are
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emotional responses to an item vaguely perceived as a threat. Nor

can such accusations of irrationality be hurled only against those

who are hostile to ITV. The euphoria expressed by those who see

ITV as the panacea, solving all of the problems of higher education,

is frequently based on equally irrational reasoning. An invest iga-

tion by Rokeach, Smith and Evans (1960) suggests the possibility

that dogmatic beliefs such as the ones reflected in the present study

concerning ITV (either pro- or anti-ITV) can very well be as impor-

tant and as powerful in the individual's frame of reference as other

kinds of attitudes such as racial or religious prejudice.

in this research case history we are not concerned with support-

ing a case for or against the use of instructional television. In

fact, we were somewhat dismayed that a preliminary report of this

study (Evans, Smith, el Colville, 1963) was perceived by a few of the

readers as attempting to build a case for the use of television in-

struction. We hope that at the outset the present report will not

be perceived in this sense. However, we are operating under the

premise that the extent to which television can provide some of the

answers to some of the problems facing American higher education in

the second half of the twentieth century, is in part governed by

the attitudes of administrators, teachers, and students toward employ-

ing it it the university instructional system.

Although there have appeared in recent years a number of explor-

ations into the values, attitudes and beliefs of the university pro

fessor, some of which were briefly mentioned in the introduction
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Chapter _1, these appeared to be for the most part, although often

extremely interesting, rather limited in scope and were too often

non-research based. Extensive empirical investigations of values,

beliefs, and attitudes involving members of university faculties

as subjects have apparently been only rarely undertaken.- Fu her-

more, although there have been some investigations of faculty atti-

tudes toward Instructional Television (ITV) in particular,- these

have frequently been limited to a relatively simple descriptive

level of analysis. In fact, Kumata (1960) referred to such research

when he stated: "There is a tendency for research to be an after-

thought to instructional television efforts. Except in a very few

studies, a true partnership between performance and evaluation does

not exist." (p. 5)

Review of aims and research questions

Aside from viewing faculty reactions to instructional tele-

vision as an interesting case history in the social psychology of

innovation, the study was designed to accomplish three major goals:

1. To examine certain interesting attitudes and values of

an urban university faculty in general, and to provide a

specific analytic focus on ITV attitudes.

the writers have recently become aware that such a study is
currently being undertaken by the Association for Higher Education
of the National Education Association.
3
A representative sample of these is shown in Appendix 9.
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4. To evaluate techniques of overcoming ITV resistance in a

departmental group, as a means of testing hypotheses

implicit in certain social psychological theories of

attitude change.

3. To examine, by the use of a battery of tests, interviews,

and analyses, the relationships between general faculty

attitudes and extreme attitudes toward ITV.

In the pursuit of these three basic goals, answers would be

sought to the following questions:

1. What is the nature and extent of attitudes held by a

university faculty toward the prospect of teaching by

television?

2. In what way are these ITV attitudes interrelated with

other attitudes and values inherent in the university

social and intellectual climate?

3. Ili what ways are professors who are strongly favorable to

teaching by ITV different from those who are strongly

hostile to ITV?

4. As a theoretical exploration of the dynamics of attitude

change, to what degree can a "forced compliance" situa-

tion, as defined by Festinger (1957), consisting of an

ego-involving participation by a group of faculty members

in the use of instructional television, modify their 2tti-

tudes toward ITV?

What promise does the video-tape recorder, as used in the

faculty participation situation described above, hold as

an improvement-of-teaching device?



So, in short, aside from its relevance as an example of the

diffusion of innovations in higher education, the research case his-

tory deals with a more extensive and empirical social psychological

exploratIon of the values, attitudes and beliefs of a faculty than

is reflected in the publications to which we referred earlier.

The present investigation was further directed toward exploring the

conditions which might precipitate the modification of attitudes

toward a perceived innovation, namely teaching by television.

The investigators had no illusions about the difficulties that

might be involved in their task. Unlike the natural scientist, who

observes the behavior of certain material in a test tube with com-

plete detachment, social psychological investigations like the pres-

ent one always involve interaction between the investigators and

the subjects whose behavior is being observed. Factors such as

these are greatly accentuated when we are dealing with an explora-

tion of controversial attitudes. Thus it was clear that the hos-

tile attitudes toward ITV on the part of the faculty who fre-

quently perceived it as a "threat to job security" - would make them

suspicious and hostile to any attempt to "intruue" into their pri-

vately held opinions and to attempts to manipulate their attitudes.

McKeachie (1962) points to this problem when he says: "Since some

college faculty members are anxious about technological unemploy-

ment and resist innovations, research has often been used as a

technique of infiltration,*rather than as a method oC developing and

testing theory." (p. 342) The reader may perceive parts of the

present research case histofy as being simultaneously directed toward



both testing theory and "infiltrating". Obviously, the present

investigators did not have the latter goal in mind. Unfortunately,

apparent infiltration was an inevitable result of the methodology

necessary to test hypotheses in the theoretical framework which was

used.

It must also be pointed out that the investigators were them-

selves members of the university community. Therefore, although we

extended all possible effort to approach the investigation with a

high degree of objectivity, by the very nature of the research meth-

odology employed, we left our:;elves open to criticism by those un-

familiar with the intricacies of research in the behavioral sciences.

For this reason, the methodology employed in this research case

history was executed with the greatest possible care to minimize

the evoking of hostility or ego-threat to our respondents.

Instruments,, methods and techniques

Let us now move to a general examination of the design of the

study and the instruments which were used. Chronologically the

investigation began with an initial questionnaire, sent to the entire

full-time faculty of Metro University. This instrument consisted

of three major parts. The first section requested information con -

cernLig the professional and academic background of the respondent,

and certain other items of a biographical nature.



The second section consisted of thirty concTts which were de-
.

signed to elicit attitudes toward a representative array of items

implicit or critical within the total university situation.. Five

of these were directly related to instructional television (ITV) ;

the rest it was thought might or might not bear an indirect rela-

tionship to theSe ITV attitudes. Included among these latter con-

cepts were night students, athletic scholarships, emphasis on

research, state support for the University, and others. 2

This second section of our instrument utilized an especially

adapted form of the Semantic Differential designed by Osgood, Suci

and Tannenbaum (1957).3 This technique is widely used in psycho-

logical measurement. It requires the respondent to rate a particular

concept as being more closely related to one or the other of

sets of bi-polar adjective pairs, such as bad-good, rough-smooth,

etc. Each concept for which an attitude is solicited is rated on a

sequence of such adjective pairs, which on the basis of a systematic

analysis have been demonstrated to be the most fundamentally mean-

ingful for the individual. Each adjective pair has a seven-point

scale, three points to indicate the degree for each of the oppos-

ing dimensions, and a theoretical neutral point, indicating that

neither adjective has a connotation related to the particular concept.

`'For a complete specimen questionnaire, see Appendix 1.

3
We wish to thank Dr. Charles Osgood for the valuable suggestions

he made concerning the use of the Semantic Differential prior to
the beginning of the project.



One sample item and its scale is reproduced below:

Metro University becoming a state university

good bad

55

By using this standardized, quantifiable method, it is possible

to assign measurable valences for each subject from his response to

each concept. The Semantic Differential also has clusters of adjec-

tive pairs designed to provide measures for different components of

meaning. Previous factor analytical analyses of data obtained by

this technique have revealed at least three such components for

which such separate scales are relevant. It provides an Evaluative

Scale, expressed by adjective pairs such as good-bad; a Potency

Scale, expressed by adjective pairs such as weak-strong; and fin-

ally, an Activity Scale, which might be expressed by the adjective

pair slow-fast.

The scales for the present study were selected from a compila-

tion of such adjective pairs (Jenkins and Russell, 1958), for which

factor loading has been determined, i.e. the extent to which each

pair contributes to the variability of the response. The criterion

for the choice of the particular pairs was of course, their rele-

vance both to the specific 1TV-related concepts and the mortis general

items of local importance to the university community, as well as

the relative size of their factor loadings. The scales selected

were:

Evaluative Scale

Good Bad

Dishonest Honest
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Unfair

Unpleasant

Worthless

Potency Scale

Rough

Weak

Soft

Fair

Pleasant

Valuable

Smooth

Strong

Hard

Activity Scale

Passive Active

Slow Fast

As part of another section of the study, all of .:he Semantic

Differential responses were subjected to a factor analysis, a statis-

tical method that attempts to ferret out from large groups of

responses to diverse concepts - those which are interrelated or

overlapping and basic, thereby identifying attitude determinants

which underly such clusters. Although this analysis was completed

to provide us additional insight into the nature of response constel-

lations as mentioned earlier, it also allowed us to further validate

our use of the Semantic Differential in the context of our research

case history. This portion of the study is reported in detail in

Chapter V.

In the third and final section of the faculty questionnaire,

respondents were asked to indicate which methods from a list of four-

teen teaching methods they favored for use in large-enrolment intro-

duct.-.,ry courses; and which techniques from a list of various techniques
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they employed in the evaluation of student performance. Two of these

were related to ITV.

Each of the items in the Initial Questionnaire was.selected in

terms of an effort, on the basis of staff judgment, to arrive at as

many facets as possible of the total university teaching situation,

which would reflect various values and attitudes of professors with

respect to the teaching situation, and the range of teaching tech-

niques which they employed. Prior to administering the instrument

to the total faculty, the questionnaire was administered to a sample

of young psychology instructors who were asked to critically evalu-

ate the instrument. On the basis of their suggestions, a second form

of the instrument was developed and likewise evaluated.

Although from the outset the study was not designed to study

students' attitudes extensively, a group of 45 students enrolled in

qn introductory psychology course were asked to respond to a slight-

ly modified version of the last two sections of the instrument, so

that comparisons of faculty and student attitudes could be made on

some items, even if in an exploratory manner.

We realized that even this administration of our initial ques-

tionnaire was unique in the university context and so might not

yield a very high return from faculty members without a special effort

on our part. With such effort we were fortunate enough to obtain a

return from eighty percent of the total faculty, 319 out of 400.

This special effort involved obtaining permission from the Dean of

Faculties to administer the instrument fas is normally the case with

such materials, the Dean's approval was-indicated on the face of the
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instrument); and by personal contact repeatedly encouraging returns

from faculty members who were slow in returning the completed ques-

tionnaire. Since the "no return group" was so small, the data ob-

tained were probably representative of the entire.population.

(Even though no study in depth of the "no return" group was attempted

to determine the possibility of atypicality, simple demographic

analyses of this group as compared to the "return" group suggest it

probably was not atypical..)

The next step in the procedure was the selection of two anti-

podal groups on the basis of their responses to the specific ITV

questions. Analysis of the questionnaires showed that the concept

Television in large enrolment classes evoked the most unqualified

reaction on the good-bad, weak-strong, and valuable-worthless scales.

Therefore this question became the basis for establishing two extreme

groups:

Pro-ITV's (55 faculty members most favorable to

instructional. television)

Anti-ITV's (65 faculty members most hostile to

instructional television)

Imbedded within the two above groups was a third one we will

designate as our experimental group (EXP-ITV). Its 20 members

represented two departments in the College of Arts and Sciences.

These departments were selected for the experimental portion of the

study to be described later because they had in the past rejected

official overtures from the Adminic.:ration to use ITV in their

required, large enrolment, introductory courses. As a result of
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extended explorations made by the senior investigator prior to the

beginning of the investigation, these two departments agreed to

participate en masse in the experimental-ope,.ational phase of the

study. These twenty profeqiors (nine members of one department,

eleven of the other) made up the group which would ultimately be

involved in the experL,ental phase of the research case history. A

more detailed description of this phase of the study will be pre-

sented in Chapter VIII rc,r the present it is important for the

inader to keep in mind that this was one of the experimental groups

which would provide the data for testing some of our attitude change

hypotheses.

To supplement our self-administered initial questionnaire, two

face -to -face interview schedules were developed to be administered

prior to and after the experimental phase. Some of the .typical

guidelines described by Maccoby and Maccoby (1954) were utilized.

These interview schedules were carefully designed to elicit through

standardized open-end, fixed-alternative and projective questions,

more intensive responses from the Anti- and Pro-ITV groups concern-

ing their values, attitudes, beliefs, and certain other personality

characteristics. Because of their particular relevance, in the case

of the items in the instrument dealing with teaching machines and '"-;

instructional television, a special adaptation of a "cognitive role-

playing" device designed by Evans (1952) was used. This is an indir-

ect measure of attitudes, which hopefully eliminates some defensive-

ness in respondents.
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Before administering these instruments to our subjects, the

interview forms were pretested on a group of six young instructors

in psychology, and their critical evaluations of the instrument

were sought. In the light of these critical evaluations, the instru-

ment was revised and constructed in a final form. Because of the

unusual nature of our sample, a team of three clinical psychology

professors were recruited to complete the interviews. Using this

instrument, these clinical psychologists completed personal inter-

views with each of the professors in the Anti- and Pro-ITV groups.

Analysis of data obtained in the interviews was handled in

terms of the typical procedures described by Berelson (1954). Three

members of the research staff who were psychology graduate students

served as the original coding group, as a first step in the content

analysis of the responses. These coders independently set up re-

sponse categories for the open-end interview responses. The three

raters then met together and, on the basis of independent external

criteria, determined to what degree their response categories were

consistent with one another. It was found that to a surprising

degree the raters had arrived at very similar response categories.

Therefore, after the categories were subjected to a few more trial

and error modifications, certain categories seemed to emerge as

being adequate.

Using these established response categories, the three raters

again coded the Pre- and Posttest Interview responses. Occasionally

there were times when certain responses could not easily be coded.
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In these cases it was arbitrarily decided that where there was an

agreement pattern of two out of three, this would be considered

adequate. It was interesting to note how infrequently this kind of

arbitrary decision was necessary; the response categories set up by

the research staff coding group seemed to be quite adequate. The

overall agreement in coding between the three raters of the Pretest

Interview was 76.6%, and for the Posttest Interview, 78.50.4

V'

An introduction to Metro University, its students and faculty

A brief description of the history and present complexion of

the Metro University community may help to give some basic orienta-

tion to the total study, and at the same time may set some limits

for the generalizability of the findings. Metro U. is located in

a rapidly growing urban area in the southwestern part of the Uni-

ted States. Its growth and development have not been atypical for

institutions of higher education in such environments. It had its

humble beginning in the late twenties as a junior college, a sort

of adjunct to the local high school, and was controlled by the local

school board. Its rapid growth, coupled with competent leadership,

resulted in accreditation as a full-fledged university in less than

ten years. Later the University was divorced from the public school

system, acquired financial endowment, and came under the control of

4
Samples of the pretest and posttest interviews and response

categories appear in Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 respectively.
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its own board of trustees. At the time of this study it received

some state support, and there was increasing sentiment, both among

its own staff and within the community at large, in favor of seek-

ing fall state support a change which has since been obtained.

It was generally anticipated that such a transition would bring

with it a reduction in the tuition charges and hence an increased

enrolment. This conjecture was confirmed by later developments;

enrolment increased by fifty percent during the first year of state

support.

For purposes of this study it is also important to point out

that i.n 1953 Metro University began the operation of an educational

television station. That summer the first credit course, an intro-

ductory psychology course, was broadcast. During the first year

there were nine instructional courses. More recently the tele-

courses included three freshman courses biology, mathematics and

psychology - and three sophomore courses English, accounting, and

political science, . All of these were credit courses requiring the

students to watch two television lectures and to attend one class

session per week. Some four to six thousand students a year were

instructed by this method. However, in 1964 all university telecourses

were terminated, for lack of adequate state support of the television

system. As will by pointed out later, such eventual termination is

a typical pattern i.n most universities which began television courses,

but of course for ostensibly differing reasons.
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At the time of the study, Metro U. was attended by approximate-

ly 13,000 students who were instructed by a faculty of around 400

full-time members. As is fairly typical for institutions of this

type, most of the students lived at home, or at least resided off-

campus, many working in the community, and their age was above that

found normally on a resident college campus.

Since our investigation is focused primarily on the university

faculty, the general description above is sufficient to give a pic-

ture of the setting for our study, permitting us to turh now to a

more detailed analysis of the characteristics of the University's

instructional staff.

Responses to the initial questionnaire provided considerable

insight into the general characteiistics and professional status of

the faculty at Metro U. Again it appears as though the composite

picture is not unusual for the relatively young, urban university.

Eight out of ten of those who responded to the questionnaire were

males, their average age was 40, and on the average they had

2.75 dependents. They carried a teaching load averaging ten and

one-quarter semester hours, with twelve hours given as the most

frequent. It is interesting to note here that although fifteen

respondents failed to answer the question concerning age, thirty did

not respond to the question about their teaching load. Half the

faculty had less than ten years' teaching experience, although the

average was slightly above thirteen years. There were only lit who

had not earned a degree higher than the baccalaureate, while 42%

had earned a master's degree and 47% had earned their doctorate.
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Slightly over one-fourth of the respondents held the rank of profes-

sor, less than one-fourth were associate professors, less than one-

fourth assistant professors, and almost one-fifth were instructors.

Another index for measuring academic and professional status,

one which has gained considerably in importance in recent years, is

the degree of the faculty member's contribution to professional

journals and participation in professional organizations. Of those

who responded to questions concerning these activities, about one-

half reported that they had published from one to 78 papers with an

average of slightly over 6; and again,over one-half had presented

papers at professional meetings, the number of these ranging from

one to 30, with an average of five.

With this brief thumbnail sketch of Metro University and its

faculty, we hope that we have conveyed to the reader something of

the background against which our research case history should be

seen. Although no two institutions are precisely alike, of course,

we feel that Metro U. is fairly similar in many respects to other

urban centers of higher education.



Chapter IV.

GENERAL ATTITUDES OF METRO UNIVERSITY'S FACULTY
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By now the reader has undoubtedly become aware that although

our research case history focused on the analysis of resistance to

ITV, it explored a far broader spectrum of faculty attitudes related

to many other aspects of the college professor's environment. Thus

it seems appropriate that we begin our presentation of the empirical

data with an examination of those findings which reveal something

of the general attitudinal patterns of the faculty, and thereby pro-

vide the context for the interpretation or spe.ifically ITV-related

data to be presented in the next chapter.

However, before we report our data, we should again caution

against overly literal interpretations of "images" which are deduced

from statistical analyses. Rarely even in statistically significant

relationships is all the variance accounted for, i.e., perfect rela-

tionships are not very often found. Consequently, patterns of inter-

pretation which are reported are often merely probabilities that

certain interesting relationships exist. Furthermore, some of our

interpretations of the data are relatively subjective, especially

when the results revealed relatively low order relationships, simi-

larities, or differences.

The data which form the basis of our discussions in this chap-

ter on general faculty attitudes came from three sources within our

study: the initial self-administered questionnaire, and the Pre-

and Posttest personal interviews. To provide a more readable pre-

sentation of our findings, we have separated the clearly ITV- related
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responses 1
from those which, on the surface at least, appear to

be unrelated to ITV, and will present these in the following chap-

ter. Furthermore, although we have often combined the data from

the three sources, the reader will recall that the data gathered

from the questionnaire represent virtually the entire faculty, while

the data collected through the interviews represent only the extreme

Pro- and Anti-ITV groups. We hope the necessary distinction between

the sources of the data is made clear by identifying the interview

responses. Although we do-nom.and then allude to some of the clear

differences between the responses of the Pro- and Anti-ITV groups,

a detailed discussion of these differences will be found in Chap-

ter VI.

The faculty personality

Contemporary social psychological theory (e.g. Krech, Crutch-

field and Ballachey, 1962) suggests that few if any of an indivi-

dual's attitudes exist in complete isolation, although they do vary

a great deal in the degree and patterns in which they are intercor-

related. Often we find that a person's values, beliefs, opinions

and attitudes tend to form clusters which include interrelated

values, beliefs, opinions and attitudes directed toward a variety

of social objects, some alike, some different. For example, in the

dr
A comparison of Pre and Posttest ITV responses appears in

Appendix 4.
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early work on authoritarianism (Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson,

Sanford, 1950), attitudes toward various minority groups were

related to various political attitudes. It would be greatly over-

simplifying, however, to say that such a constellation of values,

beliefs, opinions and attitudes always forms a unified whole,

although the degree to which there is unity may be indicative of the

degree of consistency of the individual's ideology. At the same

time there is considerable evidence of conflicting attitudes, even

toward the same item. Some writers (e.g. Krech & Crutchfield, 1948)

have referred to some of these inconsistent attitudes as "logic-

tight compartments". For example, someone may assert the belief

that all persons should have equal rights, but in even a slightly

different context appear to believe with equal firmness that tiie

rights of some should be abridged.

In recent years there have been numerous investigations which

have attempted to show that one of the basic personality traits

which affect a person's perception of social objects is the extent

to which that individual relies upon authoritarian or equalitarian

beliefs.% The earlier-mentioned work in authoritarianism ( Adorno et

al., 1950) identifies, for example, rigid adherence to and exagger-

ated concern for conventional middle-class values, condemnation and

rejection of those who violate conventional values, preoccupation

uf,th figures of authority and power, and hostility toward members of

outgroups, as personality traits which are interrelated and contribute

to high authoritarianism.
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It appeared that it might be interesting to explore, even peri-

pherally, this personality dimension among the respondents in our

research case history. We felt that an examination of the authori-

tarian-equalitarian dimension :in our respondents might suggest some

characteristics which might conceivably be related to faculty atti-

tudes toward innovations such as the one we considered, instructional

television. Hence two projective questions from the California Group

study were included in the Pretest Interview schedule, items which

apdeared to be at least peripheral measures of authoritarianism. We

felt that these items could easily be adapted to our instrument and

would be minimally offensive to our respondents. They were:

"What great people both living or dead do you admire the most?

"What experiences live you the greatest feeling of awe?"

The responses were content analyzed, using as a base the categories

suggested by Adorno et al. (1950).

In response to the first question, according to the categoriza-

tion based on our content analysis, 59 respondents were classified

as ranking high in authoritarianism, while 35 ranked medium and 24

low. In response to the second question, 47 ranked high, 47 ranked

medium, while again 24 ranked low. However, using only two items

dealing with authoritarianism from a far more elaborate group of

measures designed to measure this variable is admittedly a very

limited procedure, so these data should be interpreted in this light.

Rater agreement, using three independent raters, was .81.

ti/.10/..14111110.114111411.i1.111.1104140
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It was evident that there were no significant differences in authori-

tarianism between the extreme groups. However, since we had no auth-

oritarianism data on our "middle" group (neither Pio- nor Anti-ITV) ,

it is difficult to assess this finding, except that it suggests at

least as high an incidence of authoritarianism in our faculty sample

as is found in less select populations.

The Pretest Interview also included an item that elicited

faculty evaluation of the original questionnaire in general and asked

for their reaction to being interviewed. This evaluation was de-

signed to generate faculty responses approximating an attitude which

might be called "reaction to intrusiveness", or anti-intraceptive-

ness as described by Adorno et al. (1950).3 Anti-intraceptiveness

represents a lower tendency to introspect with less readiness toward

gaining insights into psychological and social mechanisms of one's

self and others. Adorno et al. (1950) point out that the anti-

intraceptive individual is afraid of what might be revealdd if he

or others should look closely at himself. He opposes people "prying"

into his affairs, and is equally unconcerned about what others think

and feel. Instead of unnecessary "talk", he prefers to keep busy,

devot4ng himself to practical pursuits. lie would rather think about

something more cheerful than examine inner conflicts. But we need

to emphasize that these are not the only reasons why a person may

)
The authors learned rece tly that this construct forms the basis

of some ongoing research by Daniel Levinson at Boston Psychopathic
Hospital.

=4=3110
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react unfavorably to such intrusions. 4
However, one interpretation

of the responses of our faculty interviewees to the administration

of the original questionnaire could be an indication of anti-intra-

ceptiveness. Since anti-intraceptiveness was also found to be related

to authoritarianism (Adorno et al., 1950), the responses here ten-

ded to confirm the findings of the pro)ective questions measuring

authoritarianism. Only 75 favorable responses were given; among these

the most frequent (21) was that they liked the questionnaire because

it was easy to answer, clear and easily understood. Against this,

198 responses were counted representing dislikes of the original in-

str ment. Eighty-four professors disliked the questionnaire because

it was ambiguous, confusing and unclear. In part this reaction was

due to the indirect nature of the Semantic Differential as described

by Osgood et al.(1957). In fact, it was surprising that so few

respondents reacted to the ambiguity of the instrument.

Further data concerning the individual behavior of our respon-

dents in the interviewing situation was provided by the summary rat-

ings of the respondents by the interviewers of both the Pretest and

the Posttest Interviews. For this purpose, three , 9-point a pirini

scales designated by the investigators recorded interviewers' esti-

mates of the dimensions of secure-evasive, tolerant-hostile, and

sophisticated-bland. A value of 1 was assigned to the first concept

in each of the dimensions, and nine fear the second. Independent

ratings of these interviewer summaries by three raters showed high

inter-rater agreement coefficients of .77.

4--
Proshansky Evans (1963), dealing with political extre ist groups,

recognize that reaction to intrusiveness should not be interpreted
as being necessarily "bad". Obviously there can he rational reasons
for resenting such perceived intrusions of one's privacy.
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The mean of these ratings for each dimension ranged from 5.28

to 5.47. Since 5 was a neutral point, of course, this indicated

that the respondents in the interview situation were only slightly

evasive, hostile and bland. When these data are considered in the

light of the generally expressed hostility toward the intrusion of

psychological intefviews by many of the professors, as indicated by

the anti-intraceptiveness data presented earlier, it is a tribute

to the skill of our interviewing staff that this fairly high degree

of apparent cooperation was obtained.

It is undoubtedly clear by now that the present study proceeded

from the assumption that attitudes toward ITV held by most of our

respondents did not exist in isolation, but that they were often

interconnected in varying degrees with attitudes toward other items,

such as teaching machines, teaching methods versus content, and even

the respondent's attitude toward himself and his general philosophy

of life. A clearer picture of these relationships will emerge from

the factor analytic data reported in the next chapter. These data

will also point to some apparent inconsistencies in the attitude

structures of our respondents.

The professor's self-image

Table 1 shows the r Jverall means of the evaluative scales of

the Semantic Differential from the original questionnaire.- The

items are ranked from the most favorable to the least favorable.

Amore detailed presentation of these data appears in Appendix 5
and Appendix 8.
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Table 1

Over-All Means of Osgood Evaluative Scales

Ranked from Most to Least Favorable

Rank Item=1.1.11

1. Myself Conducting a Small Class

2. Myself as a Professor

3. Myself Conducting an Advanced Course

Over-All Mean
(Evaluative Scales)

1.111.71111MIEN

5.99

5. 80

5. 76

4. Myself Conducting an Introductory Course 5.67

5. Myself Conducting a Lecture Course 5.61

6. Night Students 5.49

7. Higher Entrance Requirements for University 5.48

8. University Becoming a State University 5.48

9. Larger Salary Increases with Fewer 5.46
Additional Fringe Benefits

10. Emphasis on Research at University '9

11. Lecture Method Supplemented by Small 5.38
Discussion Sections for Large Classes

12. Myself Conducting a Large Class 5.34
1:-

13. Myself Doing Publishable Research 5.23

14. Training in Teaching Methods for Prospective 5.02
Professors

15. Admitting Qualified Negroes to the University 4.95

16. Answering Students' Questions in Large Classes 4.94

17. Training in Teaching Methods for Professors 4.87



Table

Rank

1 (Cont. )

Item
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Over-All Mean
(Evaluative Scales)

18. Television Instruction Supplemented by 4. 73
Small Discussion

19. Frontier Fiesta (Student Activity) 4.56

20. Myself Conducting a Television Course 4.42

21. Honor Courses Consisting Only of 4.21
Textbooks and Final Examinations

22. Teaching Machines 4. C7

23. Television Instruction in Introductory Courses 4.02

THEORETICALLY NEUTRAL ON OSGOOD SCALES

24. Athletic Scholarships

0,
aMMO

3.99

25. Straight Lecture Method for Large Clasbta 3. 96

26. Correspondence Courses 3. 84

27. More Fringe Benefits with 3. 83
Smaller Salary Increase

28. Additional Tuition 3. 73

29. Television Instruction in Advanced Courses 3. 57

30. Straight Television Instruction for Large Classes 3.48
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Even a cursory examination of the items relating to the professors'
self-concepts shows that the Metro University faculty is, on the
whole, self-confident about its instructional skills. Combining the
first three items, our respondents clearly saw themselves favorably
as college professors teaching a small, advanced course, while rank-
ing the conducting of a large class, or doing publishable research,
wat valued considerably lower. We can note further that all of
the items dealing directly with ITV are ranked in the lower half of
the list, with the lowest ranking given to the ITV concept when com-
bined with "advanced courses" or "straight". It is worthy of note
at this point, though this will receive further attention later, that
when the professor was asked to project himself into the television
teaching situation, his opinion of the medium under these circumstances
rose significantly. It appears that the "myself" component of that
concept weighted the item in a more favorable direction.

In view of the fact that the faculty members thought so highly
of themselves as professors, it was decided - as mentioned in the
methods section - to administer a similar instrument to a sampling
of students to see whether they evaluated the faculty in the same
favorable light. Forty-five students in an introductory psychology
class were asked to respond to fourteen items from our original

questionnaire. The "myself" items were changed to read: "Most
professors I have had at the University." An overall evaluation of
these responses, shown in Table 2, indicates that the students'

evaluation is fairly consistent with that of the faculty, at least
as far as ranking goes. However, a more subtle analysis of the
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Table 2A

Chi Square Comparisons of Over-All Mean Evaluative

Scale Responses of Professors and Students

Professors Students Chi Square 2.
Myself as a Professor 5.80 5.60 39.86 .001(Most Professors I Have Had
at Metro University)

Myself Conducting an Introductory 5.67 5.51 26.18 .001Course (Most Professors at Metro
University Conducting an Introductory
Course)

Myself Conducting a Lecture 5.61 5.20 56.66 .001Course (Most Professors I Have
Had at Metro University Conducting
a Lecture Course)

Lecture Method Supplemented by 5.38 5.64 12.30 .01Small Discussion Sections for
Large Classes

Myself Conducting a Television 4.42 4.92 87.82 .001Course (Most Professors Con-
ducting a Television Course)

Television Instruction in 4.02 3.72 54.24 .001Introductory Courses

Straight Television Instruction
for Large Classes

3.48 3.41 43.96 .001

As the reader can see, highly significant differences in distributions
were found on all 7 items tested, although the relative ranking of items wasapproximately the same for both groups.



Table 213

Mean Evaluative Scale Values and Rankings of Student

Responses to 14 Items as Compared to Professors' Responses.
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Students'

Professors'
Means (Item
in "myself"Item Means Rank terms) Rank

Most Professors at Metro University 6. 03 1 5.99 1Conducting a Small Class

Lecture Method Supplemented by Small 5.64 2 5.38 6Discussion Sections for Large Classes

Most Professors I Have Had at Metro 5.60 3 5.80 2University

Most Professors at Metro University 5.51 4 5.67 4Conducting an Introductory Course

Most Professors at Metro University 5.44 5 5.76 3
Conducting an Advanced Course

Most Professors at Metro University 5.33 5.34 7Conducting a Large Class

Most Professors I Have Had at 5.20 7 5.61 5
Metro University Conducting a Lecture
Course

Television Instruction Supplemented
by Small Discussion Sections for Large

5.19 8 4.73 8

Classes

Most Professors Conducting a 4.92 9 4.42 9Television Course

Teaching Machines 4.30 10 4.07 10

Straight Lecture Method for Large Classes 3.97 11 3.96 12

Television Instruction in 3.72 12 4.02 11Introductory Courses

Television Instruction in Advanced 3.53 13 3.57 13Courses

Straight Television Instruction
for Large Classes

3.41 14 3.48 14
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results indicates clearly that students rate the faculty lower than

the faculty rates itself. This may be seen in Figure 2 which is

based on an illustrative extrapolation from the data.

Course content and teaching methods

Now that we have something of a picture of the personality make-

up and self-image of our faculty, we are ready to consider those

attitudes which are more specifically related to the respondents'

profession. As every college student or alumnus knows, the methods

and techniques which professors employ in the presentation of mater-

ial and in the evaluation of students' performance vary greatly.

Our data tend to support this; furthermore, most of our respondents

felt that the methods which they were using were particularly suited

to the subject which they taught, and although they were aware that

others were using different methods, they felt that these would

not work for their subjects or their students. We find also that

university professors, again not unlike other members of profession-

al groups, tend to be conservative, favoring old, tried and true

methods, and view with considerable apprehension new innovations of

any kind.

Should a professor, in addition to being competently acquainted

with the material he is teaching, also have training in teaching

methods? This is a question which has generated some rather heated

discussion in recent years. The fact is that virtually no university

requires that prospective professors obtain training in teaching
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methods. Presumably the assumption is that the student at this

level, in contrast to the primary and secondary pupil, is capable

of comprehending material regardless of how it is presented. In

response to a Pretest interview question concerning the importance

of content versus method of teaching, most of our respondents appar-

ently agreed with the prevailing opinions. Forty percent felt that

knowledge of content is a sufficient prerequisite for university

level teaching, although thirty-five percent felt that method was of

some importance and ten percent felt that they were of equal impor-

tance. This is contrasted with the fact that only five percent felt

method to be more important than content. it might be a legitimate

extrapolation from these data, though this is purely subjective,

that our respondents not only considered content more important in

teaching at the university level in general, but further felt that,

although they may lack training in methods, their content knowledge

was sufficient to make them good professors. Having already climbed

out on this limb, we might cautiously climb one step further to say

that ITV might be seen to require knowledge of teaching methods or

risking exposure of inadequate methods to the viewing audience, an

audience which might include fellow faculty members and administra-

tors. We will return to this point in the next chapter.

Does this mean that teaching methods were unimportant to the

Metro U. faculty? It would be erroneous to say so. As a matter of

fact, the professors placed training in teaching methods for profes-

sors and prospective professors fairly high on the evaluative scale,

with means 5.02 and 4.89 respectively. This indicates some consider-

able concern about method in spite of the heavy emphasis on content.



Our or questionnaire probed more detmly to find specifi-
cally what the preferred teaching methods were, and again the instruc-
tors' rankings were compared with those of a group or forty-five
students in an introductory psychology class. Table .5 shows these

preferences in order from the most to the least preferred. These
results clearly indicate a preference l'or the methods which cast the
professor in his traditional role: standing before the class, giv-
ing a lecture, using the blackboard, assigning some outside "home-
work", and occasionally giving a classroom demonstration. The only
surprising factor in the ratings of these methods is the relatively
high rank occupied by motion pictures, these being ranked fifth.

Perhaps this is an indication that here is a medium innovation

nhich has achieved some degree of acceptance. On the other hand,

television lectures and teaching machines were again rated lowest.

Apparently the students are pretty much in agreement with their
mentors as far as these methods arc concerned. Their ratings, with
the exception of outside work or readings in addition to textbooks,
would indicate that they are satisfied with the methods by which
material is pilesented to them. It should be observed, however, that
students rated class demonstration above all other methods, and rated
television lectures slightly higher than did their teachers.

6

Because these students were selected from one particular sectionof a specific course, introductory psychology, it must be emphasizedthat they do not in any sense constitute a representative sampleof students in general or even students ellolled at Metro U.

MIKWW.WAtiocnf`64.7 fie% .u:T= *rimilimommemm



Table 3

Comparison of Professor and
(Preference in order from most
favored; 2, next preference; etc

Teaching Method

Classroom lectures

Use of blackboard

Outside work or readings
in addition to textbook

Class demonstrations

Motion pictures

Supplementary small discussion

Guest instructors

Slides

Supplementary viewing
(occasionally) of ITV

Fields trips

Private tutorial sessions

Socratic method

40 Television lectures

Teaching machines

Student Preferred Teaching Methods
to least. Ranking of 1, most used and
. See APPENDIX for frequency counts. )

f.9-,771%.6Miryfsei,4;:Myr0 ,X;fr.ify.

Instructor
Rating (n=319)

Student
Rating (n=45)

1 2. 5

2 2. 5

3 9.5

4 1.

5 4.

6 5.

6.

8 12.

9 8.

10

11

12

13

14
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Teaching machines

One item concerning teaching methods deserves a more detailed

analysis, namely that of teaching machines. It appeared co the inves-

tigators that these devices would not be unrelated to ITV as a

focal point of faculty resistance. It will be recalled that in

response to this item on the original questionnaire, our respon-

dents ranked teaching machines lowest among the teaching methods

they preferred, even lower tt.an television lectures. When the con-

cept appeared among the thirty Semantic Differential items, it was

again ranked barely above the theoretically neutral point, with an

evaluative mean of 4.07. The graphic presentation in Figure 3 shows

how closely to the neutral point this item was rated in all dimen-

sions.

The lack of variability within these results seems to indicate

the probability that our Semantic Differential scale was not an

adequate tool for the measurement of this item. On the other hand

the provocative responses resulting from the inclusion of questions

on teaching machines in the Pretest Interview suggest a consider-

able variability in the respondents' feeling toward teaching machines.

Of the 120 interviewees in the Pro-ITV and Anti-ITV groups, 67 were

opposed to such devices, while 29 favored them, and 24 held no opin-

ion. To get at the reasons for faculty resistance to these teach-

ing devices, the interviewers probed more deeply.

Instead of simply asking the respondent how he personally felt

about teaching machines and why, the special role playing device

developed by Evans (1952) and mentioned earlier in this report, was
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adapted for use in the present investigation. The "quasi-role-

playing" technique consists of what we might call "cognitive role-

playing": the respondent is asked to imagine himself first opposed

to some social object, and then is asked to imagine himself in favor

of the same object. It was decided that this technique was appro-

priate for investigating both the teaching machine and the instruc-

tional television items. It became apparent that this technique

permitted a wide range of expressions of faculty attitudes, theor-

etically more revealing than would have been possible using a more

direct measurement device.

To begin with, the interviewees were asked if they were ac-

quainted with teaching machines; if they indicated they were not,

they were given a short, simple description. These devices, it was

explained, present a series of problems or questions to the student,

and after he has attempted to answer them, they provide the correct

answer automatically. The student proceeds'at his own rate. Later

material cannot be understood without learning the earlier material.

The rachines are usually built in such a way as to provide a perman-

ent record of the student's work. After this explanation, the respon-

dent was asked to consider himself first opposed to teaching machines

and then in favor of them, stating in each case as many different

reasons as possible for favoring or opposing their use.

While imagining themselves in favor of teaching machines, the

instructors offered 269 responses. About half of them felt that

these devices might be good for drill and practice, and that by

reaching more students the teacher shortage might be overcome. About
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one-fifth felt that the machines provided dependability and a method

for more standardized teaching. On the other hand, when our respon-

dents imagined themselves as being opposed, they were able to think

of 290 reasons iihy.one might oppose such devices. Most of them,

nearly three-fourths, felt that the machines are too impersonal and

provide no opportunity for discussion, while about one-fourth felt

that they won't motivate students and can only handle facts, lack-

ing any sort of creativity. Clearly these reasons for opposition to

the machines show dimensions on a pole opposite to the "myself"

dimension discussed earlier. In effect our respondents were saying:

"The machine cannot provide those ingredients which I, myself, can

provide. I am personal and provide discussion, I motivate students,

and I am creative." Undoubtedly the quasi-role-playing technique

was most valuable in soliciting this great variety of responses.

What is universily:lclI22shipz?

As with other questions which the investigators felt had a

major bearing on the central purpose of our study, an attempt was

made to validate the responses to the fixed alternative questions

with "open-end" questions during one of the two interviews. In

addition to testing the validity of our original instrument in this

way, we were provided with further information which could not have

been obtained by the fixed alternative questions. Hence one of the

questions asked in the Posttest Interview was: "What do ycu believe

good university-level teaching really consists of?" There were
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7 re6pons-s given to this item. Among the most frequent ones

v.ere, again as before: "The teacher should know content and keep up

with research," given by 63 respondents; for 55 good preparation

and use of methods were essential. Pleasant personality and inter-

est in students was given by 43, while 36 felt that a good teacher

should inspire his students. Considerable doubt exists as to

whether students would agree with this hierarchy of attributes

being prerequisite for good university teaching. Evans (1962) ,

using a representative sample of university students, found that

"ability to communicate" was the single most important character-

istic that students sought in an instructor. Factors such as re-

search by the professor were considered far less important.

Continuing along this sme line of thought, the interviewers

then moved to another quasi-role-playing question. "Supposing you

were the dean of a college," they asked, "and you wished to improve

the teaching faculty. What approach would you take to this problem?"

"Give reward of money and recognition," was the method proposed by

48 respondents. Forty responded with: "Hire competent teachers;"

while 28 would "Require refresher courses and further study."

"In-LAnss observation and approval of lesson plans" appeared to be

of value to 22; while 18 proposed that they would "Gather student

opinions." Interdepartmental meetings and group discussion was

suggested by 16. Interestingly enough, and perhaps quite disturb-

ing in the light of our investigations, this question elicited only

one response category which was even slightly related to ITV. There

4



were 12 responses which suggested "Use of and aids, includ-

ing television." Obviously, even the strongest proponents of ITV

did not visualize its use in the context of improvement of teach-

ing. Perhaps most disturbing is the fact that there were 16 who

stated that it was not possible for them to improve the teaching

faculty.

Evaluation of student performance

Actually the student is far more concerned with his professor's

method of evaluating student performance than with his teaching

methods. At least at the undergraduate level, questions asked dur-

ing the first session of each semester are sure to deal primarily

with the way in which the instructor will test for retention of the

material to be covered. How much will each quiz count? How much

will the term paper count? How will the midterm exam be weighted

as compared to the final? Will these tests contain mostly essay

questions, or so-called objective questions? Does spelling cc'int?

These are some of the questions which every instructor must answer

during the first session. In fact, of course, this preoccupation

with grades among undergraduates is not without justification. For

not only must he maintain a satisfactory grade average to remain in

college, but if he has any plans for further professional training

after his baccalaureate, he knows that most graduate schools still

consider past performance as shown on his transcript the best pre-

dieter of future performance - in spite of the fact that national
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aptitude tests, such as the various Graduate Record Examinations,

are also important in gaining admission to graduate school. But

what should be the criteria by which a professor evaluates student

performance? Which aspect of performance should be measured? So-

called objective tests provide some indication of the student's

ability to recognize and discriminate items learned, but generally

require little or no original thought. They are easy to correct;

for large classes they can even be machine scored, and grading can

be on a purely objective basis. It is not surprising, then, that

both faculty members and students rated this method highest. As a

matter of fact, Table 4 shows that there is again amazing instructor-

student agreement. Most surprising, perhaps, is the consensus on

ratings of essay tests (both professors and students rated them

"low ") , which one would assume would be ranked higher by instructors

and lower by the student, because they require that the student

recall, rather than recognize, the material and also give some indi-

cation to what extent the student has integrated the new material

with his existing knowledge.

Less surprising were the differences of opinion on attendance,

English usage, and promptness in completing assignments. While the

student thinks attendance ought to be among the most important

criteria, the professor ranks promptness in completing assignments

and three other items ahead of attendance. However, the student feels

promptness in handing in assignments ranks only 8th in the list.

English usage occupied the middle slot of the rank order list for the
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Table 4

Comparison of Professor and Student Preferred Evaluation Criteria
(Preference in order from most to least. Ranking of 1, most used and
favored; 2, next preference; etc. See APPENDIX for frequency counts. )

Instructor Student
Method of Evaluation Rating(n=319) Rating (n=45)

Objective tests

Promptness in completing assignments

Showing improvement

Essay tests

Attendance

Attitude

English usage

Themes or term papers

Spelling 9 6

Class recitation 10 9

Neatness 11 13

Tardiness 12 11.5

Extra work to raise grades 13 10

Oral examinations 14 14

1 1.5

2 8

3 5

4 4

5.5 1.5

5.5 7

7 11.5

8 3
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professor, but the student ranks it as one of the least important

criteria for evaluating performance.

The other large discrepancy occurred in response to the item,

"Themes and term papers." Again, from the professor's viewpoint,

these are not easy to evaluate

than the faculty felt they had

and undoubtedly require more time

available. This may not indicate

judgment of this method E2I se, but rather a rating dictated by

practical considerations arising from the size of their classes.

a

In summarizing our findings concerning teaching and evaluation

of students, we can say that we found few, if any, surprises. College

professors see themselves in the traditional role of standing before

a class, delivering a lecture on which his students take notes,

which they are expected to commit to memory, supplemented by read-

ings in the textbooks and some additional readings in the library.

Periodically the student is expected to reproduce some of this mater-

ial, preferably in an easr-to-score test of recognition and dis-

crimiration. It is more important to the professor that the student

complete his assignments on time (perhaps this is because late papers

and make-up exams require extra time) than that the student be con-

scientious in attending class sessions, which has little effect on

the time of his mentor. The student, on the other hand, feels that

he should receive some reward for faithful attendance and should

not be judged too harshly when, for reasons perfectly justifiable to

him, he turns in an assignment after the announced deadline.'
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The faculty and the university

Unlike most professional men, e.g. physicians, lawyers, etc.,

the college professor is a salaried employee of his institution.

However, unlike most salaried employees, the relationship to his

employer is a highly complex one. There is no need to review here

in detail the hierarchical structure of large educational institu-

tions, with its clearly defined roles for each member, beginning

with the classroom teacher and reaching to the board of trustees,

or - in the case of state-supported schools - to the state legisla-

ture. Again, unlike most employees, the university professor has an

unusually high vested interest in the "business" of his employer.

His professional status depends to a large extent on the status of

the university; its fate and his are frequently closely inter-

twined. The schoolts academic standards add to his prestige, and

the total research produced by his fellow staff members within the

university community increases his stature, quite independent of

his own involvement in such research. An investigation of faculty

attitudes toward university policy should therefore prove reveal-

ing and highly relevant to the purpose of the present study.

In many ways the policy problems which confronted Metro Uni-

versity were fairly typical of most similar institutions, as we will

see in a later chapter which deals with the generalizahility of

our data. There was one fairly unique problem facing Metro U. at

the time of our study, namely whether it should become a wholly

state-supported institution. Such a move would profoundly affect

the complexion of the institution. Undoubtedly the substantial

tSVIP!,.:10tt 6,4r,
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decrease in tuition would result in a sharp increase in applica-

tions which would not only increase enrolment, but - by supplying

a greater pool of applicants - might provide the University with

better qualified students. Certainly the financial position of

Metro U. would be made more secure by state sponsorship. There

would also be some supervision by state education agencies, which

might be viewed favorably by some and unfavorably by others. In

general, though, the feeling among members of the Metro U. commu-

nity was that through state sponsorship, the prestige and status

of the institution would be enhanced and the overall effect of such

a change would be a beneficial one. Therefore it is not surprising

that our respondents ranked this change fairly high on the Osgood

Scale with a mean of 5.48.

Among the questions relating to university policy which brought

the most interesting and perhaps somewhat puzzling results was the

one concerning admission of qualified Negroes to Metro University.

(Since completion of the study, Metro U. admitted Negro students

completely without incident.) The dimensions of honest and fair,

both on the evaluative scale, received by far the highest responses.

On the other hand, the activity scales active-passive and slow-fast

received far more neutral responses, as did the potency scales of

rough-smooth, weak-strong, and soft-hard. Therefore the data would

indicate that our respondents felt that while it was right to admit

qualified Negroes, they were less sure about how they would act if

and when such students were admitted. The puzzling part about this
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question was the fact that the Pro-ITV professors were found to

have a less favorable attitude toward this item than their Anti-ITV

colleagues who, it would have been predicted, would show a lower

score because of their greater resistance to change in general.

Much has been written in recent years in popular as well as

professional journals about the effects of the ever increasing num-

ber of prospective students knocking on the doors of already over-

crowded universities. Whether the problem is acute across the

nation, or for the moment affects only the more popular institutions,

seems to be a debatable question but one that is not really germane

to this study. Metro U. was in fact facing an immediate and sub-

stantial increase in the number of applicants for admission. There-

fore, our Pretest Interview question concerning upgrading of entrance

requirements as a possible solution for controlling the effects of

the student population increase, was far from "academic". The major-

ity of our respondents favored higher entrance requirements. When

asked to give the reasons for their position, most felt that the

University should "pick those who are able" and "keep up a standard

of quality education". Those who were against upgrading indicated

most frequently that this was an "undemocratic" way to control enrol-

ment. In passing we may note again, that not one response even from

the Pro-ITV group suggested that instructional television might alle-

viate the increasing classroom and teacher shortage. Hence, we will

need to come back to this question at a later point in our report.

In connection with this question of upgrading entrance require-

ments, it is important to point out that the faculty as a whole in
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the original questionnaire favored such upgrading even when it was

not presented as a solution to an increase of applications. A

positive response to this item was particularly pronounced on the

evaluative dimensions, showing a mean of 5.48 for that scale. There

were six respondents who in the interviews expressed the opinion

that upgrading should be carried on regardlcss of enrolment demands.

Rounding out our picture of faculty attitudes toward university

policy questions, we find that the faculty by a large margin favored

larger salary increases with fewer additional benefits over more

fringe benefits with smaller salary increases. This might again be

an expression of confidence in their ability to manage their own

affairs.

Night students, a major portion of the total student body at

Metro University, were evaluated relatively highly by the faculty

with a mean of 5.49 on the evaluative scales. Similarly, emphasis

on research at the University received the faculty's endorsement

with an evaluative mean of 5.39.

On the other hand, extracurricular activities were lower on the

scale. The concept Frontier Fiesta, an annual student activities

event since curtailed, was rated only slightly above the theoreti-

cally neutral point, and athletic scholarships, with an evaluative

scale mean of 3.99, were seen just slightly below neutral.

ArryNoriv7(4.1 rimr1,11M27
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The erring colleague

We end our discussion of general faculty attitudes by present-

ing the responses to one of the most provocative questions of our

studies, which in a way reflects our respondents' attitudes in sev-

eral areas discussed in the earlier parts of this chapter, e.g. atti-

tudes toward profession, attitudes toward university policy, etc.

Question 19 of the Pretest Interview read: If you were the presi-

dent of a university and Charles Van Doren applied for a position

a faculty member, would you hire him? The reader may recall

that Charles Van Doren, a professor at a large Eastern university,

first astounded the nation by his seemingly incredible ability to

answer extremely erudite questions on a series of television quiz

programs, and then equally shocked the nation by admitting that he

had received the answers to the questions in advance. He was re-

lieved of his teaching position, and a lively discussion as to whether

he should or should not have been fired ensued throughout the academic

community. In general, 43 of our respondents favored hiring Charles

Van. Doren, while 51 were against it, leaving 25 without a crystallized

opinion. About an equal number of reasons were given in favor of

and against employing him. Among the largest number of reasons given

for hiring him were that one should take advantage of the fact that

he was a good instructor (48); Van Doren corrected his mistake, and

should be given another chance (33). Surprisingly enough, 17 felt

that everyone would have done the same thing, and 16 saw him as a

victim of circumstances, and saw no moral issue involved since it



was done off-campus. On the other hand, reasons given against hir-

ing the key figure in the quiz scandal saw him as dishonest, immor-

al, a liar, who disqualified himself as a college professor (40);

he had displayed an unprofessional attitude, was unethical and there

can be no excuse for his action (18). Fifteen feared his hiring

would be bad public relations and would harm the university's repu-

tation, while 14 pointed to the fact that he would lose the respect

and trust of the students, and :et a bad example for them.

There appears to be some indication from these data that the

professor views his colleague who errs vthically in the same harsh

manner that is characteristic of other groups, such as the medical

and legal professions. But on the other hand, he appears to be

torn by the fact that Charles Van Doren was also an excellent instruc-

tor who, aside from his transgression, would make a most desirable

addition to any teaching staff. Therefore, some of our respondents

tried to rationalize hiring him in spite of his infraction.



Chapter V.

SPECIFIC ATTITUDES OF METRO'S FACULTY

TOWARD INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION
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in the preceding chapter, we used our data to present a kind

or generol overview of the attitudes and value structure of the

Metro University faculty. We did so by looking at their responses

to a number of items which in part make up the University's social

and intellectual climate. We are now ready to consider specifically

the focal point of our study, faculty attitudes toward instructional

Television (ITV). In the first part of the present chapter, we will

present our data and discussion of the nature and extent of the

beliefs and attitudes held by a universityfaculty toward ITV and the

prospect of utilizing it as a teaching method. In the latter part

of the chapter, we will attempt to restore the total "Gestalt" of

our study by presenting our findings about the apparent inter-

relatedness of these ITV attitudes with the attitude clusters des-

cribed in the preceding chapter.

Degree of faculty resistance to ITV

Knowing no more about university professors than we have pre-

sented, the reader could undoubtedly intuitively predict their atti-

tude toward ITV. The teacher's general reluctance to desert tried

and true teaching methods, and his firm belief that only through

face-to-face contact can the student be properly motivated, predict

his reluctance to accept ITV as a vehicle for his teaching. Perhaps

it should now not surprise us too much under these circumstances

that virtually every educational in which has attempted to

use ITV in its curricula has encountered massive hostility on the
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part of its faculty, and not infrequently, its administration. As

pointed out in the introduction, one of the purposes of this re-

search case history was to endeavor to collect empirical data that

would more clearly pinpoint

The reader will recall

ratings of teaching methods

Table 3, p. 82), television

with only teaching machines

recalled, ranked television

the extent and nature of this resistance.

that when we presented our respondents'

from the original questionnaire (See

lectures were rated 13th of 14 items,

ranking lower. Students, it will be

lectures slightly higher, i.e. in the

11th spot. This fact may be a significant indication that students

would be far less hostile toward ITV if their attitudes were not to

a considerable extent influenced by those of their mentors.

McKeachie (1962) points out that: "....one of the most interesting

outcomes of the studies of student attitudes toward television in-

struction is that they tend to reflect those of the proctors in the

viewing rooms." (p. 351) Undoubtedly this is not the whole story,

there are indications of other factors which are responsible for

student attitudes, apart from those imparted consciously or uncon-

sciously by their teachers. A study by Evans, Wieland & Moore (1961)

concluded that:

"Negative attitudes toward television instruction may be less
the result of experience in taking teiecourses than of such
factors as poor course performance. In other words, television
as a medium of instruction may become an available whipping
post because of its novelty or latent hostile attitudes aris-
ing from other factors in the college course situation."

In any case, television lectures rank low among preferred teaching

as well as learning methods.



Examining now the data from the Osgood Semantic Differential,

we can plot the direction of faculty resistance in addition to its

extent. The reader will recall that the original questionnaire con-

tained five ITV concepts, which are shown below together with the

mean of the responses on the evaluative scales: (See also Appendix 8.)

Item Overall Mean
Evaluative Sale)

1. "Television Instruction in Introduc-
tory Courses"

2. "Straight Television Instruction For
Large Classes"

3. "Television Instruction Supplemented by
Small Discussion Sections for
Large Classes"

4.02

3.48

4.73

4. "Television instruction in Advanced
Courses" 3.57

5. 'Myself Conducting a Television Course" 4.42

First of all, even a cursory examination of the data reveals

that these concepts were generally reacted to unfavorably on evalu-

ative scales when compared to other teaching concepts (see Table 1,

p.73). In fact, only three of the five television concepts elicited

evaluative scale means of greater than the theoretical neutral point

of 4.00. Television supplemented by small discussion sections for

IlIg!ciaLses elicited the highest evaluation of the ITV responses.

Attitudes toward this item may well have been influenced by the then

prevailing pattern of telecourses at Metro U.« which in fact util-

ized ITV for some of the introductory courses (e.g. biology, psychol-

ogy, political science, trigonometry), with two television lectures
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per week and small discussion sections once a week. We may see here

an indication, however slight, that involvement even in an indirect

manner may alter attitudes. We will explore this in greater depth

in a subsequent chapter on attitude change. Similarly the second

highest evaluative scale mean was obtained when the concept of

"Television Course" was combined with the concept of "Myself". As
AN*

was pointed out earlier, the "Mysel f" component of this item was

likely responsible for raising it above the neutral point. Although

basically opposed to ITV, the professor feels that he would be cap-

able of conducting a television course, and as a matter of fact,

in so doing the value of television as an instructional device is

improved. By projecting himself into a television teaching situa-

tion, his opinion of the medium in this context rises significantly.

The nature of faculty resistance

Now that we have presented the extent of opposition to ITV

among the faculty of Metro U., let us turn to the more subjective

responses to the open-end questions of the Pro-ITV and Anti-ITV

groups. These responses were obtained by again using the quasi-

role-playing device (Evans, 1952) described earlier. The reader

will recall that this technique instructs the respondent to imagine

himself first opposed to, and then in favor of, a particular item,

in this case ITV. Actually this item appeared in both the Pre- and

Posttest Interviews, but the responses will be discussed in this

chapter without regard to the differences in frequency of occurrence

in the two sets of data. (These frequency differences will be anal-

yzed in Chapter VII.)

1
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The strongest reason for opposing ITV, according to our respon-

dents, centers around the lack of personal contact with the stu-

dent. This is in line with the importance of the "Myself" compo-

nent as expressed in the attitudes toward teaching methods in gon-

oral. One might favor ITV because it reaches more stuJents, but

what about distractions, the lack or intellectual atmosphere in

the student's home, and the lack of proper motivation? Would these

not interfere with the acquisition or knowledge via television,

they asked. A professor might well favor TV lectures because this

would reduce his teaching load and leave more time for research,

but he well might oppose it because it is more difficult to teach

on TV, and some felt that there is always the danger that without

feedback from the students, controversial viewpoints expressed by

the teacher may be misinterpreted. A teacher may find TV acceptable

for straight lecture presentations, particularly when he considers

the advantage of being able to reuse good lectures and thereby pre-

rent them to an even larger number of students, but for the teaching

of laboratory courses he would find it considerably less advantage-

ous. While some of our respondents admitted that ITV is economical,

effective and efficient (from the University's standpoint), they felt

that an instructor might be justified in fearing it as an innovation,

which may even lead to widespread unemployment of classroom teachers.

As the interviewer moved from the role-playing device to the

question of how the respondent actually felt, and reasons for his

belief, the range of answers was staggering. We shall present here
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a composite picture of these responses, again without particular con-

cern about frequency counts or differences between Pre- and Posttest

Interviews. (A table of these response ontegories and their frequen-

cy counts appears in Appendixes 2 and 3.)

Television in General: There was a small minority of our respon-

dents who expressed unqualified favorable opinions about ITV. While

some merely considered, it boring, others opposed it strongly, and

some stated flatly that if it should catch on they would quit teach-

ing and go into research. In the middle were those who saw the med-

ium as being useful for some subjects, highly advantageous if used

in suitable places, with certain individuals, under certain circum-

stances. They saw a need for further experimentation, some indica-

tion that they are open-minded and willing to try it out. Few said

that they were in favor of anything new and expansive, and will-

ing to try out new ways.

1117221_2111s12111_2fclassroom Lecture: Again in this cate-

gory, acceptance if any was tempered by many qualifications. Cau-

tiously our respondents might admit that there may be a student body

different from Metro U.'s, one with more initiative to dig out infor-

mation, which might benefit and learn from ITV. They hastened to

point out that not all courses lend themselves to TV; as a matter of

fact, the areas in which it can be used were thought to be very lim-

ited. ("You couldn't teach an entire course in political science

on TV.") Therefore it was not seen as a substitute for classroom

lecture. Some granted that there may be some advantage in using TV
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as a supplement, but felt that there must be periods where teacher

and student meet face to face, thrash out pros and cons, and in

this way TV with recitation might be a good combination. In this

way TV could become a good study aid.

Ideal Academic Level for TV Instruction: None of our respon-

dents suggested ITV for use in graduate instruction. There was some

disagreement as to whether it was good in basic courses, particularly

at the freshman introductory level. Some felt it would be useful

here, others thought it was bad for introductory courses and viewed

with disfavor any television instruction for first year students.

Some felt that ITV might be useful for showing recent advances in

science to the general public, to keep the community informed, and

as entertainment. They envisioned ITV as a valuable tool for adult

education, such as providing home study courses in foreign languages.

ITV: What Methods for 4hatiects? Here the range of respon-

ses was again very great. Some felt ITV might be used in, straight

lecture courses where purely factual material was presented, while

a number of others saw the possibility of presenting certain types

of demonstrations, particularly in the natural sciences. But there

was a strong feeling that while TV instruction might be helpful in

some courses, it was not yet applicable to the respondent's particu-

lar area. Statements along this line included: "Art courses cannot

be taught by TV until the color is improved." "One cannot teach his-

tory by this method." "Perhaps it could be used for music apprecia-

tion, but not for teaching theory and composition." "There would be

little application of TV for engineering work, and it would no do

for vocational shop teaching."
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Size or Class: Responses in this category, though few in over-

all number, were fairly positive. For large classes, some respon-

dents actually admitted, TV may be better than large classroom lec-

tures; they could see it as overcoming the obstacles often faced

in large lecture halls. If the alternative is limiting the number

of students, then maybe TV teaching is preferable. But they felt

it should be used only for large classes, in certain courses; a

good teacher in a small class was considered as ideal.

quality of Course: The majority of respondents expressed

these feelings: TV teaching is not really an academic position. Its

use may well lead to mass mediocrity. If it were any good, other

larger universities would have taken it up. It is doubtful that a

truly great school would use it. Instruction on TV cannot be com-

pared to classroom instruction, it lowers academic standards, com-

mercializes education and weakens it. There were a few who felt

that TV will upgrade educational programs. Some were aware that TV

lectures can be superior to classroom instruction, and that they are

being used in some other institutions.

Students' Attitudes: Some of the interviewees were sloe that

students disliked taking TV courses. They reported students feel-

ing that they cannot get questions answered and that they resented

the barriers between themselves and the faculty resulting from TV

lectures. Many negative effects on learning resulting from TV were

among the reasons for disliking TV. Respondents felt that watching

TV at home, with all of the distractions, the student relaxes too

PiT r.07-* riltRIMPF,4r;t
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much and does not take learning seriously. If the student fails,

they pointed out, the instructor does not know why. Is it because

the student did not watch and study attentively enough, or was the

presentation inadequate? Then, too, it is difficult to audit a

student's verbal performances in such subjects as foreign languages.

Four of our respondents actually admitted that they thought very

few students fail TV courses, indicating that average grades in TV

courses are higher than, or at least equal to, those resulting from

classroom teaching.

Effects on the Teacher and his Profession: Some of our inter-

viewees felt that TV, with its ability to reach a large number of

students - some of whom might not be able to come to the University

might meet the "Communist challenge to our technology, relieving

the teacher shortage at least in part and meeting the needs of future

increased enrolment. Some felt that while a TV system was expensive,

there could be large savings in the future by reducing costs per

student and making better use of available facilities. On the other

hand, some saw TV lectures requiring a lot of preparation, making

it difficult if not impossible for the professor to do justice to

other courses if he were teaching a TV class`: There would be a need

for constant revisions of lectures, involving too much administrative

work. Some felt that through TV teaching, time and energy could be

conserved for both teacher and learner. If students were unable to

understand a particular lesson, it could easily be repeated.

4k,
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TV teaching and classroom teaching were seen as two completely

different operations. The instructors felt that limitations in

methods are accentuated on TV, with much emphasis being put on the

importance of the personality of the lecturer, few possessing the

personality required for TV. (I wouldn't be a good TV instructor.")

("Probably fine as long as I'm not involved.") Certainly, they felt,

personal experience is the main factor. TV requires instructors who

are adequately trained in this method and who have sufficient exper-

ience. As far as they were concerned, the good classroom teacher -

the one who is enthusiastic and stimulating - should be doing TV

teaching. The school should use the best lecturers available for TV

courses.

Student-Instructor Contact: As we have already seen in the

responses to the Evans quasi-role-playing questions, it is in this

category where our respondents were most critical of TV as a teach-

ing device. In none of the other areas did the professors speak so

much with one voice. Here is a composite summary of what they said:

"Interaction is lost; the student cannot express himself, he can't

ask questions or express his opinion. Without student contact, I

don't want to teach. Professors want to know their students, stu-

dents need personal contact, because, after all, learning is a spir-

itual process of student-teacher relationship. It's better to have

a poor instructor in the classroom than to have a good one, on TV."

Then, too, they felt that learning depends on individual personal

needs of students who have individual differences, deficiencies and
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shortcomings, and these could not be dealt with adequately in TV

teaching.

By now the reader surely needs no further comments to grasp the

strongly negative feelings of the Metro U. faculty toward ITV. Even

when we include the moderately positive statements, the negative

ones outnumber them two to one. This means that even the group which

we empirically labeled Pro-ITV had many reservations about teaching

via TV. This is an important fact to keep in mind when we come to

the discussions of the Pro- and Anti-ITV groups in the next chapter.

The interrelatedness of attitudes toward ITV and other variables:

A factor analysis

To what extent are the attitudes toward ITV described in the

preceding section interrelated with the other variables related to

the university climate and which were explored in the research case

history? This is a question which reappeared persistently. It

also,appeared continually in our discussions at nine other univer-

sities, reported in Chapter VIII. Many of the respondents in our

discussions at the other universities felt that ITV was not typical

of innovations in higher education, and that attitudes toward media

innovations such as television are unrelated to attitudes toward

other innovations in the university as a whole.

This question of interrelatedness is one that cannot be answered

easily. As we pointed out earlier, attitudes tend to cluster, and

belief systems tend to be chi acterized by considerable consistency.
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However, there is ample evidence of exceptions to this generaliza-

tion. The consistency of attitude cluters appears to be relative

rather than absolute, frequently permitting the existence of some

isolated attitudes which are outside of, or even contradictory to,

the individual's overall belief system.

One approach to finding an answer to this question is repre-

sented by our factor analysis of the 300 Osgood items from the

Initial questionnaire.)

Factor analysis is a statistical technique that attempts to

ferret out from a large group of responses those that are interre-

lated or overlapping and bring to the surface underlying determin-

ants. Factor analysis might be compared to the appraisal of a com-

pletely new product by looking only at its contents.

For instance, a new exotic food item appears on the market.

Although it may be packaged in such a manner as to be tactually and

visually obscure, the predominant contents listed on the label would

give some indication of the product. Yu may be sure that it con-

tains other random items which are, however, negligible to the com-

position of the overall product. Furthermore, the label might list

items that the product does not contain, e.g., "salt-free" for diet-

ary purposes. From the listed contents one must "intuit" to some

extent the characteristics of the product. In factor analysis, one

must likewise "intuit" from the variables which appear and their

particular loadings. Some variables, therefore, are as important

for their negative loading in a factor, just as the excluded contents

This analysis was completed at the Survey Research Center, Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley.
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of our hypothetical food were important in describing the overall

project.

Procedure: As the reader may recall, the procedure was des-

cribed in a brief manner earlier in the present report. In the

interest of fuller clarification, a more detailed discussion follows.

It was elected to secure rotations by quartimax method, which

attempts to account for variables in as few factors as possible.

Factor analytic programs for 300 variables were not available; so,

using a unique method developed by Samuel Pinncau, who served as

the statistical coordinator for the present study, 4 stratified sam-

ples of 75 variables each were used. Mere were 3 groups for each

of the 30 concepts, based on the Evaluative, Potency, and Activ4ty

dimensions - or a totalof 90 groupings. The scales of the rational

categories were randomly assigned to one of the two new groupings,

which yidlded 2 comparable groups in terms of their representation

of each concept and of the Osgood dimensions. Because "round-off"

errors accumulate at such a rapid rate when more than a hundred

variables are analyzed by the Centroid Factor Analytic Program, each

of these groups of 150 scales was broken down into two 75 item groups

by taking the odd numbered items for one group and the even numbered

items for the other.

The four separate analyses were run through correlational rou-

tines and also the Centroid Factor Analytic Program. The factor

loadings wore then rotated. Twenty factors were extracted from each

study of 75 items. One would usually extract a smaller number
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using some criterion for stopping extractions. Admittedly, many

of the 20 factors may be meaningless. A different consideration is

encountered, however, when one uses stratified sampling of variables

and combines the factors obtained from 4 different samples of vari-

ables. A given factor which meets a restrictive criterion in one

set of items may not reach the criterion in others. Still the fac-

tor could be meaningful and represented in the other group to a

measurable extent. Indeed, a factor which does not meet such

arbitrary criteria, if present in two or three of the item group-

ings, could hardly be considered to surface by chance and should be

regarded as meaningful.

Thus the criterion employed in the present study regards fac-

tors as significant if they appear in both of the analyses. But by

continuing the analysis beyond the usual bounds, i.e., to 20 fac-

tors, it seems unlikely that a meaningful factor in any one of the

analyses would be left out if present to a measurable extent in

one of the four matrices.

Only the factor analytic data based on ITV-related items will

be presented in the present report, and of these only the first 9

factors within each of the 4 studies. The tables also consider just

the items which correlate with hypothetical dimensions (the factor

content) to the extent of .25 or greater. The relatively low value

was chosen to prevent exclusion of any variables which might be at

least theoretically significant to the nature of the hypothetical

dimension.
I.
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Results and discussion: In the following results and discus-

sion, the reader will note that the authors, a priori, placed "labels"

on the various factors which have emerged. It is hoped that the

reader will recognize (as is always the case in dealing with results

of factor analytic studies) that such "labels" and broadly related

interpretations of factors are basically subjective procesJes. It

is therefore hoped that the reader will, not take the authors' discus-

sion too literally and, in fact, will feel free to reinterpret these

factors from still different frames of reference.

One may conceive of each of the resulting factors as relating

to one of two patterns with respect to the meaning of ITV to the

respondents in the present investigation. These two patterns are:

1) "Pure ITV", or factors which show intra-related concepts within

the ITV framework, and 2) "ITV with non-ITV", or factors relating

ITV concepts to the individual's pre-established attitudes or cog-

nitive structures concerned with the general university climate.

Ten factors which reflected the patterns referred to above are

detailed in Table 5. As can be gleaned from this table, three fac-

tors appeared to show intra-related ITV attitudes or concepts. One

of these "Pure ITV" factors that might be designated as a "Diverse-

ITV-Evaluative-Factor" appeared in all but the fourth study. A sec-

ond factor that might be designated as a "Diverse-ITV-Potency-Activity-

Factor" appeared in the second study. The third "Pure ITV" factor

appeared in the fourth study and may be designated 'Diverse-1TV-

Potency-Factor".

011
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Table 5

Factor Analysis
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Diverse ITV Evaluative Facto

(Study 1 / Factor 2)

Item Scale Loading
1. Television Instruction in Fair -Unfair .888

Introductory Course
2. Television Instruction in Honest-Dishonest .854

Introductory ,Course
3. Television Instruction in Good-Bad . 763

Introductory Course
4. Television with Discussion Groups Fair -Unfair .567
5. Straight Television Instruction

for Large Class
b. Television in Advanced Courses

Weak-Strong

Fair -Unfair

. 565

.406
7.5 Television with Discussion Groups .Fast-Slow .398
7.5 Television in Advanced Courses Fast-Slow .398
9. Myself Conducting Television Course Worthless -Valuable .385

10. Straight Television Instruction
for Large Class

Qt%, Passive -Active .365

11. Myself Conducting Television Course Fair -Unfair .348
12. Correspondence Courses Honest- Dishonest .337
13. More Fringe Benefits Honest-Dishonest .328
14. Myself Conducting Television Course Good-Bad .313

(Study 2 / Factor 2)

1. Television in Advanced Courses Good-Bad .824
2. Television in Advanced Courses Worthless -Valuable .822
3. Television in Advanced Courses Weak-Strong . 753
4. Straight Television Instruction for Worthless -Valuable .390

Large Class
5 Straight Television Instruction for Fair -Unfair .303

Large Class
6. Myself Conducting Television Course Rough-Smooth .282
7. Straight Television Instruction for Rough-Smooth .260

Large Class

(Study 3 / Factor 2)

1. Television with Discussion Groups Worthless -Valuable .832
2. Television Instruction in Worthless -Valuable .825

Introductory Courses
3. Television with Discussion Groups Good-Bad .810

I



Diverse ITV Evaluative Factor (Cont.
( udy 3 / Factor 2)

Item.

4. Television Instruction in
Introductory Course

5. Television with Discussion Groups
6. Television Instruction in

Introductory Course
7. Straight Television Instruction for

Large Class
. Straight Television Instruction for

Large Class
9. Television in Advanced Courses

10. Television in Advanced Courses
11. Myself Conducting Television Course
12. 1,1yself Conducting Television Course
13. Correspondence Courses
14. Correspondence Courses
15. Frontier Fiesta

Teaching Technique Activit Potenc Factor

(Study 1 / Factor 9)

1. Training in Teaching Methods for
Professors

2. Training in Teaching Methods for
Professors

3. Teaching Machines
4, Additional Tuition Increase
5. Television with Discussion Groups

6.5 Honors Courses of Text and Exam
6.5 Answering Questions in Large Class

Diverse ITV Potenc -Activit Factor
(Study 2 / Factor 7)

1. Television with Discussion Groups
2. Straight Television Instruction for

Large Class
3. Straight Television Instruction for

Large Class
4. Television with Discussion Groups
5. Television Instruction in Introductory

Course
6. Television Instruction in Introductory

Course

1,77;
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Scale Loading

Weak-Strong .712

Unpleasant-Pleasant .711
Unpleasant-Pleasant .703

Unpleasant-Pleasant .611

Honest-Dishonest .496

Unpleasant-Pleasant .452
Honest-Dishonest .416
Weak-Strong .3E1
Honest-Dishonest .349
Passive -Active .258
Unpleasant-Pleasant .251
Passive -Active .250

Rough-Smooth .650

Hard-Soft -.546

Hard-s_ -.419
Fast-Slow -.382
Rough-Smooth .372
Fast-Slow -.312
Rough-Smooth .312

Weak-Strong .645
Worthless -Valuable .608

Fair -Unfair .575

Honest-Dishonest .558
Passive -Active .373

Rough-Smooth .318

.41.111111.,e4...* "V



Evaluative Didactic Instruction Factor
(Study 2 / Factor 9)
Item

1. Straight Lecture Method
2. Straight Lecture Method
3. Straight Lecture Method
4. Straight Television Instruction for

Large Class
5. Straight Television Instruction for

Large Class
Calculatine, Realistic Potenc Factor
(Study 3 / Factor 4)
1. Emphasis on Research
2. Myself Conducting Television Course
3. Myself Conducting Large Class
4. Myself Publishing Research
5. I-.igher Entrance Requirements
6. Frontier Fiesta
7. Honors Courses of Text and Exam
8. Myself Conducting Television Course
9. ,Xlys elf Conducting an Introductory Course

10. Admitting Qualified Negroes
11. Night Students
12. Becoming a State University
13. Larger Salary Increases
14. Myself Conducting Advanced Course

Self-Evaluative Factor
(Study 3 / Factor 8)

1. Myself Conducting Large Class
2. Myself Conducting Advanced Course
3. Ti-ainrg in Method s for Prospecthe Professors
4. Emphasis of Research
5. Myself Conducting Television Course

Diverse ITV Potenc Factor
(Study 4 / Factor 4)

1. Television Instruction in Introductory
Course

2. Straight Television Instruction for
Large Class

3. Television in Advanced Courses
40 Television with Discussion Groups
5. Training in Methods for

Prospective Professors
6. Television in Advanced Courses

116

Scale Loading
Worthless -Valuable .819
Fair -Unfair .756
Unpleas ant - Pleas ant .492
Worthless -Valuable .304

Fair -Unfair .280

Hard-Soft .672
Hard-Soft .640
Hard-Soft .61
Hard -Soft .590
Hard-Soft .553
Hard-Soft .466
Rough-Smooth -.449
Honest-Dishonest .391
Fast-Slow .340
Rough-Smooth -.314
Fair -Unfair .304
Rough-Smooth -.268
Fast-Slow .255
Honest-Dishonest .235

Honest-Dishonest .639
Honest-Dishonest .582
Honest-Dishonest .387
Honest-Dishonest .347
Honest-Dishonest .318

Hard Soft .761

Hard-Soft .734

Hard-Soft .651
Hard-Soft .568
Hard-Soft .363

Passive -Active .253
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The "Diverse-ITV-Evaluative-Factor" showed the intra-relation-

ship of evaluative attitudes of ITV with its application to 1) intro-

ductory courses; 2) discussion groups; 3) advanced courses; 4) large

courses; 5) self-evaluations as ITV Professors. Also appearing in

this factor was an apparent relationship of ITV to correspondence

courses. It might be noted here that the extreme Pro- and Anti-ITV

groups also responded to the concept of Correspondence Courses in a

manner similar to their responses to ITV concepts, i.e., the Pro-

ITV group gave a significantly higher evaluation to Correspondence

Courses than did the Anti -ITV group. (See discussion of Pro- versus

Anti-ITV group data.) Although the Correspondence Courses item

factor loading never exceeded .337, the fact that it occurred 3 times

lent some validity to the statement of a relationship of faculty

attitudes toward such courses and their attitudes toward ITV. Of

the 36 items loading on this factor in 3 different studies, 25 were

from the Osgood Evaluative Scales.

Another factor which illuminated some intra-relatedness of ITV

items was the "Diverse -ITV- Potency Activity Factor ". This factor

appeared as the 7th fctor in Study 2. The most heavily loaded item

in this factor was "TV with discussion groups - Strong" (.645).

Half of the items appearing in this factor were from either Osgood

Activity or Potency Scales. From these data concerning this factor

one might hypothesize that ITV attitudes showed an activity-potency

intra-rclationship among the concepts of ITV applied to 1) Discussion

groups, 2) Large classes, a'nd 3) Introductory courses. In general

one might say that this factor reflected an Activity-Potency facet

-TIONNWINFOIMMWWWV ..41.41111111911r
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concerning the nature of many of the items included in:the "Diverse-

ITV-Evaluative-Factor".

The final factor to be discussed here concerning intra-relation-

ships of concepts within the ITV framework is the "Diverse-ITV-

Potency-Factor" which appeared as the fourth factor of Study 4. All

but one of the 6 items loading on this factor were from the Osgood

Potency Scale, "hard-soft". The single exception was the least

heavily loaded item, "ITV in Advanced Courses Active". Again intra-

relationships were found between ITV with 1) Discussion groups,

2) TV for large classes, 3) TV for introductory courses, 4) TV with

discussion groups, and 5) TV in advanced courses. A relationship of

ITV to "Training in teaching methods for prospective professors"

also appeared in this factor.

Conceptualizations of and attitudes toward aspects of ITV ap-

peared related to n'on-ITV concepts and attitudes in 4 factors. The

first of these factors designated as a "Didactic-Instruction-Evalu-

ative-Factor" appeared as the ninth factor in Study 2. The rela-

tionship between "Straight lecture method" and "Straight TV for large

classes" might reflect less concern with ITV as such, but rather

indicatesa limited didactic approach to teaching in general. All

5 items loading on this factor were from Osgood Evaluative Scales.

In the factor "Teaching Technique-Activity-Potency-Factor",

relationships of ITV to other teaching methods were noted. The only

ITV item which appeared within this factor was "TV with discussion

groups". It appears to be related to the concepts "Training in

teaching methods for professors", "Teaching machines", "Answering
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questions in large classes", "Honors courses ", and "Additional tui-

tion increase". With the exception of the item concerning "Addi-

tional tuition", one might conceive of this factor as indicating an

integration of ITV conceptualizations into an existing cognitive

structure. Such a cognitive structure might reflect a preoccupation

with a variety of teaching methods.

The third factor related to TTV with non-ITV attitudes and con-

ceptualizations was found in the third study and was designated a

"Self-Evaluative-Factor". Among the items appearing in this factor

(which all loaded on the "honest-dishonest" Evaluative Scale) were

3 "myself" items including "Myself conducting a TV course". Appar-

ently related to these "myself" evaluations were "Training in teach-

ing methods for prospective professors" and "Emphasis on research".

Again we have here an instance of ITV being integrated into an al-

ready existing focus of concern. In this instance, the cognitive

structure might be regarded as a concern with the professor's self-

image and "doing the right thing" in terms of what is expected of

him in the university climate.

All of the items which appeared in the above "Self-Evaluative-

Factor" were found to appear also in the third factor which was

described as a "Calculating Realistic-Potency-Factor". This factor

seems to reflect a relationship of its included items with the items

appearing loaded on the "Self-Evaluative-Factor". Whereas, in the

"Self-Evaluative-Factor" the professor seems to display a subjective

concern with himself and the appropriateness of his behavior, here
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he is concerned with his competence to objectively assess concrete

realities. Among the wide range of interrelated concepts appearing

in this factor were "Emphasis on research"; "Myself conducting TV

introductory and advanced courses"; "Higher entrance requirements";

"Myself doing publishable research"; and "...Becoming a State Uni-

versity". Of 14 items which were loaded on this factor, 9 were from

the Osgood Potency Scales. Here we have reflected a strong tendency

to see things as they "really" are with a skeptical, "no nonsense"

approach.

In briefly re-examining the results of the factor analysis, it

appears that some very significant aspects of professors' attitudes

toward ITV have emerged.. First of all, it can be pointed out that

professors, although they are perceived by advocates of ITV as being

preoccupied with a nemesis-like conception of the medium, very often

evidenced attitudes toward ITV that have, in fact, resulted from an

incorporation of ITV concepts into an already existing structure of

attitudes and cognitions. Such pre-established attitude and cogni-

tive structures were found, in the case of these professors, to be

concerned with the overall university teaching situation and the

professor's personal, general philosophy of life. On the other hand,

there is indeed a basis for suggesting that the professors may, in

some instances, isolate and "see" ITV in a context specific to the

medium. In such a specific ITV context the professors' attitudes

and conceptualizations center or converge upon ITV, per se.
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This factor analysis, in addition to being a rather interesting

examination of cognitive structures and feelings concerning ITV, also

may be seen as an exercise in terms of what some writers have referred

to as "isolation and differentiation" of attitudes (Rokeach, 1960).

Certainly we find here a clear instance of some individuals display-

ing a rather isolated attitude (relating specifically to ITV) and

other individuals expressing a high interrelationship among attitudes

(ITV as related to the individual and his academic environment).

In the same vein as our earlier discussion of this problem,

Rokeach (1960, p. 36) speaks of such an isolated attitude as actually

expressing "the existence of logically contradictory beliefs within

the belief system". He has proposed as an example the frequently

denoted attitude of "believing in freedom for all, but also believ-

ing that certain groups should be restricted". A parallel to this

type of isolation was seen in this study as typified by such state-

ments from individuals as the following: "ITV is a fine instruction-

al medium, but not for my subject area"; and "ITV is the best means

to reduce expenses in time, money, and facilities, but I would

get out of, teaching if I had to use it". The factor analytic data

point to the existence of a similar "isolation" factor in reacting

to ITV.

These data may be thought of as presenting an interesting exam-

pie of a cognitive model of the organization of attitudes and thus

are rather interesti from the standpoint of attitude theory.
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Chapter VI.

THE PRO- AND ANTI-ITV PROFESSOR: AN ANALYSIS OF PROTOTYPES
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The report of our study has, thus far, focused in the main on

the nature and extent of attitudes directly or indirectly related

to TV as an instructional device in college teaching. We have used

our data to present to the reader a composite picture of these atti-

tude clusters without structuring them into a complete framework

which could be identified as making up the personality of the Pro

or Anti professor. In this chapter we will present some data and

interpretations which will create such personality images. We

should like to emphasize once again that the professors which we are

about to create are "statistical men", prototypes, to which we

will attribute extreme attitudes. It is highly doubtful that any

of our respondents completely belonged to either of the gjcoups even

in a statistical sense, in other words displaying all of the charac-

teristics of the prototype. In fact, most of the faculty members

involved in the study fell in a group central to the extreme polari-

ties which will be described. For this reason an individual faculty

member may well display characteristics observed in both extreme

groups, or none from either of them.

It will be recalled from our presentation of the methods and

procedures that the two antipodal groups were established on the

basis of the analyses of responses to the original questionnaire.

The specific criterion for selecting the extremely favorable and

extremely unfavorable group was Zhe concept Television Instruction

in Large Enrolment introductory Courses. ThiS item appeared to evoke

the most unqualified reaction to ITV, producing sufficiently large
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samples of responses in terms of 7 and 6 point (favorable) and 1 and

2 point (unfavorable) on the good-bad, weak-strong, and valuable-

worthless scales. This then was the basis on which the 55 Pro-ITV

and 65 Anti-ITV subjects were selected. As we will see later, the

validity of this selection criterion was confirmed in terms of other

responses to related questions, particularly the open-end responses

in the Pre-and Posttest Interviews.

One more word about the use of extreme groups for exploring

attitudes. We urge the reader to look at our utilization of such

groups as a mere social psychological device. The temptation is great

for both investigator and reader to over-interpret such data, and to

derive both good and bad value judgments concerning the general

nature of professors friendly or hostile to a particular item like

ITV. The investigators have made every attempt to avoid making such

explicit or implicit judgments, and we urge the reader to proceed

likewise with caution.

Academic area and ITV

The modern urban university requires and attracts instructors

with a variety of attitudes as well as skills. It can be intui-

tively predicted that the person teaching a pragmatic course in tech-

nology may have attitudes which stand in stark contrast to those of

the philosophy professor. Again the values of the physical education

instructor undoubtedly are not all shared by the lecturer in English

literature. An examination of ITV attitudes in the light of academic

disciplines may therefore prove most fruitful. Thus our investigators
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categorzed the Pro- and-Anti-ITV groups first according to their

departmental discipline. These categories were then collapsed into

seven general instructional fields. A statistical test of signifi-

cance was used1
to determine whether particular academic areas had

greater numbers of respondents belonging to one or the other extreme

group. Table 6 shows the general instructional field, the depart-

ments it subsumes, the actual frequencies in both Pro and Anti groups

and the level of significance.

As can be readily seen from Table 6, the Anti-ITV subjects were

most frequently in the more traditionally academic fields, the sci-

ences, humanities, social sciences, and the field of education.

Hence hostility to ITV seems to be more intense in the areas which

are more central to the traditional core of the university's curri-

cula, the area which is generally identified as "academic". On the

other hand, the most Pro-ITV respondents were in fields which are

known by their very nature to display less hostility toward innova-

tions, such as engineering-technology, communication arts, and the

general area of business administration.

The Pro-ITV respondents were found to be members of 29 differ-

ent departments; the Anti-ITV respondents were located in 24 differ-

ent departments. Thus is may be stated that the Pro-ITV sample was

representative of a somewhat broader spectrum of academic disciplines

1Significance levels were established by a binomial, non-parametric
test of significance as described by Siegel (1956).



Table 6
Membership of Pro- and Anti-ITV Groups
In Seven

Field

Engineering and
Technology

Communication
Arts

Business

Social Sciences

Physical- Biological
Sciences

Humanities

Education

General Instructional Fields

Frequency
12.sartments. Pro-ITV Anti-ITV 2

12

Music, Art, Radio- 12
TV, Journalism,
Architecture,
News Service

Economics,
Finance, Account-
ing, General
Business

Psychology,
Political Science,
History, Military
Science

9

4

Mathematics, Physics, 5
Chemistry, Biology, .

Pharmacy, Geology

Philosophy, English, 4
Foreign Language

Elementary Education; 4
Secondary Education;
Health, Safety, and
Physical Education

3 .02

5 .07

2 .03

12 .04

15 .02

9 .13

9 .13
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than was the Anti-ITV sample. A careful analysis of the departmen-

tal memberships held by the extreme groups, indicated that the Pro-ITV

group was represented more often by 4 or less members within a de-

partment, The incidence of only a single member of a department

appearing in the Pro-ITV group was noted 18 times, while it occurred

in the Anti-ITV group only 12 times. While the Pro-ITV group was

never represented by more than 4 people within any single department,

the .Anti -ITV group was represented by 5 people in one department,

6 people in 2 departments, and 9 people in still another department.

It might therefore be hypothesized from these data that the Pro-ITV

professor is more likely to hold his attitude toward ITV as an indi-

vidual not particularly dependent upon or receiving the support of

his colloagues. On the other hand, it might be hypothesized that the

Anti-ITV professor's attitudes tend to be nurtured by intra-depart-

mental group support or pressures. However, this interpretation must

be tempered by the fact that these data are not necessarily relative

to the total number of members in the departments cited.

Obviously, not all disciplines, or all members of departments

in any one discipline are reflected in these extreme groups. As a

matter of fact, it must be kept in mind that with few exceptions

most respondents in all disciplines fell in a "middle" group -

neither strongly in favor of nor strongly opposed to ITV.
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The Pro-ITV professor

What sort of person becomes an innovator or an adopter in a

given community in which there is considerable hostility toward an

innovation? This r4. a one of the main questions raised by social

psychologists and sociologists in the investigations'reviewed in

Chapter II. Obviously there must be some attitudinal characteristics

which, if not causally related, are at least coexistent with his

more favorable attitude toward certain innovations. The results

of our study do project some interesting images of the innovators in

at least one such community confronted with a specific innovation.

To explore this question in depth, our problem was, of course, to

pinpoint in what ways the responses from the Pro-ITV group were dif-

ferent from those of the Anti-ITV's. To find these areas of dis-

agreement, we applied the Chi Square test of statistical significance

to the differences in response frequencies. Since this statistical

method is commonly used in the behavioral sciences, it should suffice

to say that it is a means of determining whether a given distribu-

tion of values differs sufficiently from those of another distribu-

tion as to be indicative of the operation of non-chance factors.

Such significance can be determined at several levels of confidence,

i.e. chance levels. Hence, when we show .a difference between the

two groups at .01 level, it indicates that there is a 1% chance

that this was a characteristic of both groups. On the other land,

when we show a significant difference at the .10 level, the chance

of this not being a real difference is increased to 10%. Actually
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we have included in our report only the most significant results and

inferences. Because we are dealing with extreme groups of small

numbers to begin with, an exposition of the analyses which yields

insignificant differences wr,Ald be of little use.

Table 7 shows the items on which the Pro -ITV group responded

significantly higher than the Anti-ITV group, as well as the levels

at which these differences were statistically significant.

Surveying the pattern of attitudes significantly more displayed

by Pro-ITV's, we can make several generalizations. It is clear that

the innovators among our respondents were less conservative, less

traditionally oriented, and perhaps in a way less "scholarly" and

"academic" in the narrow sense of the word. They tended to feel

that the university climate can and should include some non- or extra-

curricular activities, such as the "Frontier Fiesta", a student fes-

tival, and athletic scholarships, assuring a better athletic program

for Metro U.

Furthermore, the Pro-ITV's attitudes toward teaching and student

evaluation also show significant differences. He appears to have

somewhat less self-assurance. Although he is, of course, willing to

teach on TV, the only other. significant "Myself" concept is teaching

a small class. Method seems more important to him than to his col-

leagues. Not only is he willing to receive more training, .but he

is also far more willing to experiment with various instructional

methods, such as class demonstrations, field trips, motion pictures,

TV viewing, even teaching machines and television lectures. Similarly

he reports that he evaluates students along ore diverse lines,
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Table 7

94 Items in which the Pro-ITV Group Responded

Significantly Higher than the Anti-ITV Group

Initial Questionnaire
Osgood Data

Item
Si.tnificance Levels

1 .02 05 10

Frontier Fiesta Pleasant Honest
Valuable

Good

Athletic Scholarships Good
Honest
Fair
Pleasant
Valuable

More Fringe Benefits
with Smaller Salary
Increase

Good
Pleasant

Smooth
Fair

Strong

Emphasis on Research Strong
Valuable

Training in Teaching
Methods for Professors

Valuable

Training in Teaching
Methods for
Prospective Professors

Fair Active

Lecture Method
Supplemented. by Small
Discussion Section for
Large Classes

Pleasant

Television Instruction --7A-rrgEins
in Introductory Courses
*Straight Television 9 Scales
Instruction for of 10
Large Classes

* "Hard-Soft" not significant
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Item
Signifiaance Levels

. 5 10

Correspondence Courses Fair
Strong

Smooth Good
Active
Hard

:4 Television Instruction
Supplemented by Small
Discussion Section for
Large Classes

8 Scales
of 10 Smooth

* Tel,.vision Instruction
in Advanced Courses

8 Scales
of 10 Active

Teaching Machines Honest
Strong
Valuable

Fair Good Fast

* Myself Conducting
a Television Course

7 Scales
of 10

Active
Fast

Myself Conducting
a Small Class

Strong NOW/111INIMONNOI

Academic and Background Data

Item
Si:nificance Levels

1 2 5 .10
Teaching Methods
Preferred:

Class Demonstration
Field Trips
Motion Pictures
Suppl. TV Viewing
Tt, -,chirxg Machines
Television Lectures

x
x
x
x

x
x

Total number of various
teaching methods selected(
was higher for Pro-TV
group.

x

Criteria for Evaluating
Students: .

Attitude
Objective Tests
Promptness in

Completing Assignments

x
x
x

* "Hard-Soft" not significant
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Table 7 (Cont. )

Academic and Background Data (Cont.)

pItem
More Pro-ITV
have taught at
more institutions.

Significance Levels
01 1 .02

Pre-Experimental Interview

lt,..-m
Si!nificance Levels

1 2 05 0
Liked Questionnaire x
Apnroved Questionnaire x
Judges Overview Ratings
over questions 8-12
(all concerning teaching
machines)

Favor

Judges Overview Rating
over questions 13-16
(Imagine self strongly
favoring ITV; Imagine self
strongly opposed to ITV;
How personally feel about
ITV and wh

Favor

........

Hire Van. Doren?
Was good instructor.

Yes
x

Summary of Interview
Ratings

Tolerant
I Sophisticated

Post-Experimental Interview

Item
Significance Levels
.02 05 10.01

Number of miscl.
advantages in using
VTR to improve teach-
ing.

. x

Judges Overview Ratings
of questions 8 & 9 (Per-
sonal Feeling to TV &
why)

Favor

132
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including attitude, objective tests, and promptness in completing

assignments as criteria for judging student performance. Again this

may be some indication that less intellectual factors play a greater

role in the Pro-ITV's view of the total university.

Naturally it should come as no surprise that great differences

were found between the Pro- and Anti-ITV groups on the items, "TV

instruction in introductory courses", and "Straight television for

large classes", and "Television with discussion groups". As can be

seen from the table, all differences were found to be in the pre-

dicted direction. This provides us with a check on the validity of

our criterion for the selection of the two extreme groups. The Pro-

ITV apparently felt that the greatest value of TV would be in easing

the teacher shortage, again an indication that pragmatic problems

are of greater concern to him. {e also responded with a signifi-

cantly greater number of miscellaneous advantages of the video-tape

recorder to improve teaching, in line with his concern for method.

Is the innovator less opposed to intrusion into his own life by

others? Our data would so indicate. Significantly more Pro-ITV

instructors liked and approved the original questionnaire than did

their Anti-ITV colleagues. More of the Pro group were judged to be

tolerant and sophisticated, less hostile and bland, in the interview

situation.

Perhaps one explanation for several of these factors is the

fact that the Pro-ITV professor had taught at more institutions.

Intuitively we would hypothesize that exposure to a large number of
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different institutions would broaden the instructor's view of educa-

tion. He would, of necessity, have had to become more flexible in

dealing with a variety of attitudes within different institutions

and among differing groups of colleagues. However, it may w111 be

misleading to belabor this fact too long. As we pointed out earlier,

there is some danger in assigning causal attributes to statistical

relationships. It may be that the Pro-ITV professor, possessing

greater flexibility and more willingness to experiment is more prone

to present himself to more institutions for employment, while the

less flexible, more academically oriented and perhaps somewhat pedan-

tic professor would rather stay put, build his academic position and

not look to the other side of the fence, even if there might be

greener grass.

Our data would tend to support the limited empirical findings

available concerning the innovator or earlier adopter personality.

For example, Rogers (1962) pointed out that innovativeness (the degree

to which an individual is relatively earlier to adopt an idea than

the other members of his social system) is related to a modern

(flexible) rather than traditional (rigid) orientation. He goes on

to note that observers have found that venturesomeness is almost an

obsession with innovators.

To round out the image of the Pro-ITV instructor it is necessary

to look at some of the items on which he scored significantly lower

than his colleagues. In a way these negatively weighted items may

be as characteristic of his personality as those to which he re-

sponded positively. The Pro-ITV professor apparently feels less
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positive about the concept of Night Students. On the whole, these

more mature students are already involved in a profession or occu-

pation, and tend to contribute little to the non-academic aspects

of the University. In the jargon of the college campus, they are

said to have no "school spirit". They are, on the other hand, known

for the seriousness with which they approach their education, want-

ing to get the maximum out of every available hour -- they want to

get their tuition money's worth. They may have little patience

with an instructor who experiments, feeling that they haven't time
0

for such experimentation, but prefer to get the most straight know-

ledge in the shortest possible time. They generally couldn't care

less about extracurricular activities like "fiestas" or athletics.

As we will see, these may be characteristics which impress the Anti-

ITV instructor more favorably than his colleague.

The Anti-ITV professor

As we move now from one end of the spectrum to the other, the

data shown in Table 8 provide us with the contrasting image of the

Anti -ITV professor. One of the first insights into the structure

of the Anti-ITV instructor's attitude, in contrast to the Pro-ITV

colleague, is the former's academe-centered disposition. To the

Anti-ITV faculty member, the traditional academic values of the

university discussed in a preceding chapter are at the center of

his value structure. He views with considerable indifference, or

even hostility, those items which are peripheral to the university
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Table 8

30" Items in which the Anti-ITV Group Responded

Significantly Higher than the ProITV Group

Initial Questionnaire
snood Data

Item
Significance Levels v

1 .02 .05 10
NiAht Students x
Additional Tuition
Increase

Unpleas.

Larger Salary Increase
with Fewer Additional
Frincse Benefits

Pleasant
Hard
Valuable

Good
Honest

Fair
Strong

Becoming a
State University

Active
Fair

Good
Honest
Valuable

Strong
Pleasant

Admitting Qualified
Negroes

Active
Strom

Fair

Pleasant

Good
Smooth

4Straight Lecture
Method
Answering Students
Questions in Large
Classes

Good

Myself Conducting
a Lecture Course

Good

Myself Conducting
a Large Class

Good
J

Academic and Background Data

Si: nificance Levels
Item
Criteria or Eva uating
Students" Spelling
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Pre-Ex]perimental Interview
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Item
Significance Levels

.01 .02 .05 .10
Heavier Teaching Load ....

Hire Van Doren?
He had unprofessional
attitude, was unethical,
dishonest, immoral

Against
Closely
approach-
ed this
level

Number Miscellaneous
Disadvantages to ITV

In responding to the specific questions, "How do you personally feel
about television?" and "Why?", the Anti-ITV group gave the following
responses significantly more often than did the Pro-ITV group.

Item
Television Courses
Give Bad Results

01
Significance Levels
.02 5 0

x

Inter - personal
Relationships
Left Out

In responding to the specific questions, "How do you personally
feel about television?" and "Why?", the Pro-ITV group gave the
following responses significantly more often than the AntiITV
group.

Item
Sigaificance Levels

.01 .02
General Statements

"TV Good"
Aid Teacher Shortage

x

.05 .10
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as he perceives it. There is some indication that he tends to ration-

alize hostility tcward such peripheral items by countevrelating them

to his academic station and academe centeredness. Thus we find

that in response to our hypothetical que-tion concerning Charles Van

Doren, the Anti-1TV professor typically opposed hiring him on the

grounds that Van Doren was "unprlfessional in his attitude", "uneth-

ical", "dishonest", and "immoral".
2

As indicated earlier, the one overall characteristic which

marks the laggard, i.e. the last to adopt an innovation, according

to Rogers (1962), is tradition. The laggard's reference point.is in

the past. Decisions are made in terms of what was done in past gen-

erations. Laggards tend to be frankly suspicious of innovations and

innovators. The prototype of our Anti-1TV professor fits this model

rather well. His greater concern is for the traditional approach

to instruction, as indicated by the significantly higher evaluations

he gives to such concepts as "Straight lecture method" and "Answer-

ing students' questions in large classes". His self-image is one

of adequacy, at least within his limited field of academic endeavor,

as shown by the significantly higher score on the questions which

begin with "Myself conducting...." This may also be seen as further

verification of the "professionalistic" disposition of the Anti-ITV

professor.

7-

Although the incidence of any of these responses only approached
significance, it is clear that had all the specific Anti-Van Doren
responses of this nature been collapsed into a single category,
the difference would have become significant.
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A further indication in support of an hypothesis questioning

the consistency of attitudes toward diverse innovations emerges in

response to the concept, "The university becoming a state university ".

Perception of this change appears to be independent of his percep-

tion of the technical innovation. if we accept Rogers' postulate

that "Perception (of an innovation) is a function of the situational

fields within which the individual operates," we can fit the favor-

able responses to this concept given by the Anti-ITV instructor into

his preeminent concern with the academic aspects of his existence.

Perhaps he perceives the new "Metro State University' as possessing

more academic prestige, 'attracting more applicants, thus providing

more opportunity for selecting a more qualified student body. He

is aware and favorably disposed toward the fact that the state

legislature will be loath to allocate money for extracurricular

activities or for experimentation with new teaching methods such as

instructional Television. Miles (1964) describes such innovations

as non-disturbing, since they can be fitted easily into the existent

value structure of the individual.

As would be predicted (Evans, 1952) in the operation of the

quasi-role-playing technique of measuring attitudes, the Anti-ITV

professor was able to give significantly more miscellaneous disad-

vantages to ITV. When asked to give reasons why he personally op-

posed ITV, the instructor in this group pointed significantly more

frequently to the fact that television courses give bad results,

and that interpersonal relationships are left out. However, while

he appears to be more concerned with interpersonal relationships on
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some items, he tends to use fewer criteria in the evaluation of

students. Furthermore, the single criterion which he prefers to use

more often than the Pro -ITV professor in evaluating his students is

the somewhat pedantic criterion of "Spelling". In part, higher

valuation of this criterion may be conditioned by his "psychological

field". The Anti TTV professor's academic field tended to be more

central to the traditional university areas, where it may generally

be assumed that correct spelling is more highly valued than in the

more applied areas such as technology.

Why is the Anti-ITV professor apparently more concerned with

"Larger salarY increases with fewer fr.inge benefits"? Again, there

are several possible explanations.. It may be that attitudes toward

this, item are related. to this group't self-image. To the instructor

who has high confidence in'his own judgment and who adheret to more

traditional values, fringe benefits may appear to be innovations

aimed at reducing his role in deciding how to allocate his income.

On the other hand, he may simply have selectively responded to the
.

f3rst part of the concept, "larger salary increases". If the latter

were the case we might suspect that the Anti-ITV professor receives

less -alary than his pro-ITV colleague. University policy made it

impossible in the present study to obtain professors' individual

salaries, so that we were unable to obtain data confirming or deny-

ing such an hypothesis. However; more indirect supportive data

might be extrapolated from our finding that the Anti-ITV professor

carries a heavier teaching load than his Pro-ITV counterpart. Typ-

ically in U. S. universities, there is a negative correlation between
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salary and number of hours taught. Thus professors who have large

teaching loads are those whose names appear at the lower part of the

payscale. Admittedly this is a questjonable extrapolation from

our data, but one which supports another generalization, namely that

earlier adopters have a more favorable financial position than late

adopters.

Briefly rccapping our findings, we may picture the Pro-ITV pro-

fessor as being more adventuresome, flexible and mobile in his think-

ing and teaching. His concern is not limited to the narrowly de-

fined academic aspects of the university; rather he tends to see the

university as a social as well as academic community. As far as

the academic aspects of his existence are concerned, he is far more

willing to experiment with new methods and techniques than his Anti-

ITV colleague. However, when it comes to innovations which affect

the social aspects of the university, he may be less supportive of

change. In any case, he is interested in a wide range of questions

which transcend the traditional boundaries of the university.

At the opposite extreme of the continuum we find the A:Ai-ITV

professor, narrowly focused on questions and events which revolve

around the traditional academic framework. The acceptance or rejec-

tion of any concept depends, for him, on the way in which it fits

into his academically ordered world. He perceives himself as being

highly competent in his chosen profession, and thus he spends more

time doing what he thinks he does best - teaching by traditional

methods. He sees as the greatest threat those forces within his

envir nment which might "dilute" the academic aspects of the univer-

sity, or alter his role within it.
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Of course most of our respondents in all the departments were

not clearl either Pro- or Anti-ITV. In other words, most of the

population studied favored ITV in some ways and in some ways opposed

it, while others perhaps were indifferent toward it. However, as

has been found in most American universities, professors as a group

are inclined to be opposed to, rather than in favor of, the use of

tel;:vision instruction. considering the Pro- and Anti-ITV attitudes

along a spectrum, it is likely that most of our population which

was, of course, at least moderately anti -ITV could not be thought of

as possessing many of the qualities which at least statistically

appeared to characterize our extreme Anti-ITV group. Likewise, of

the professors who were moderately pro-1TV, few would possess many

of the qualities which at least statistically appeared to charatr-

,ize our extreme Pro-ITV group.

This should be made clear, since as we indicated some

faculty members who read a preliminary report of our research case

history (Evans et al., 1963) and who themselves were perhaps at

least moderately opposed to ITV were moderately defensive, since

they rightfully could not apply many of the qualities of our statis-

tical prototype of the Anti-1TV professor to themselves. In fact,

one of the most difficult tasks of a psychological investigator in

a study utilizing such a select and rarely studied population as

college professors, is to communicate the ethics involved in psycho-

logical research. For example, in our research case history, indi-

viduals and departments were not identified. Also, even though such

results may appear to some readers to reflect a bias on the part of
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the investigators, it is more likely that the reader is "selPctive-

ly perceiting" an alleged bias in the investigators, hhich may in

fact reflect his need to believe such a "bias" exists. As a case

in point, some members of the faculty felt that our inclusion of an

item relating to the number or papers a professor published implied

that we were somehow emphasizing the importance of publishing as

against good teaching, since the Pro-ITV group reported more publi-

cations. Others r,fel t that the Fact that we were even studying reac-

tions to ITV meant that we were necessarily advocating 'is use. We

hope our use of prototypes of the extreme Anti- and Pro -ITV profes-

sors is seen only in terms of the objective perspective that we

have tried to maintain throughout the present report. Our only pur-

pose in such a comparison is to explore extreme reactions to one

controversial innovation, in the hope that this assists us in gen-

erating more hypotheses about the social psychology of innovation

in the American universitv. In fact, even the belief that innova

tion in general is necessarily good, and resistance to innovation in

general is necessarily bad, would be an inappropriate bias for an

investigator in this field.

With the aid of the prototypes introduced in the preceding sec-

tion, we feel that we have indicated some value in introducing a

study of psychological dimensions in innovation research in the

university. Now we will look at some of the theoretical implica-

our findings and, most especially, discuss the need which

we see for further research using more refined instruments for the

measurement of underlying psychological dimensions. As we have
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pointed out previously, our research case history was in many ways
a pilot project which we hope will provide the basis for further

research into factors relating to innovative behavior. We are aware
that our instruments, though carefully constructed, in many ways
lacked sensitivity for providing the kind of data which would make

possible reasonably broad predictions about an individual's or a

group's behavior. However, the data have provided us with some

fundamental insight into personality dimensions which might provide
hypotheses which could become the basis for instruments which would
be helpful in understanding and predicting innovative and innovative-

resisting behavifor among members of university faculties.

Innovation theory and the TTV prototypes

One of the most promising dimensions which deserves further in-
vestigation emerges from th studies within the framework of innova-
tion theory discussed in Chapter TT. The reader will recall that
we pointed out that most of the extant research in innovation has
been carried out by sociologists and cultufal anthropologists who
tend to seek an explanation for the varying degrees of innovation
acceptance behavior in an analysis of the social system and the in-

dividual's role within that system. Although valuable information
has been gathered in this manner, we feel that a more psychologi-

cally directed understanding of the individual within the system
provides an added dimension of understanding which could contri-

bute significantly to the predictability of innovation acceptance
or rejection behavior. This could be achieved, for example, by
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probing more deeply into individual frames of reference, values, and

attitudes with respect to a particular innovation proposed for a

university. It would require two further steps: first, to ferret

out from the many personality attributes which show some possible

relationship to the degree of individual acceptance or an innovation,

those which appear most likely to bear a causal relationship; and

scco:td, to design the necessary instruments to provide more refined

measurements of such personality traits, which then can be utilized

in more extensive, controlled investigations.

The cosnopolite-localite dimension

An example of the problems which innovation theory encounters

by ignoring psychological dimensions will illustrate the possible

limitations of sociological approaches which sometimes appear to

use simple behavioral descriptions as indicators of psychological

processes. Rogers (1962) reports a study by Ryan and Gross in which

they

brid

Iowa

show

found a positive relationship between time of adoption of hy-

seed and the number of trips a farmer made outside the small

farming community to Des Moines. Rogers use this study to

how such an empirically derived hypothesis tested operationally

can be used to support a more general hypothesis which states that

innovativeness varies directly with cosmopoliteness. (Leaving one's

own environment regularly apparently indicates that one is relatively

cosmopolite.) However, such a simple operational measure may not be

an adequate one for a general theory. There is nothing inherent in

7
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going to Des Moines that changes the farmer's attitude toward hy-

brid corn. We need to know those factors involved in traveling to

Des Moines which shape his attitude. There are several possibili-

ties. On the way to Des Moines he may observe that the fields of

corn along the road look better than his own, and note the brand of

corn, a hybrid type advertised on the field along the road. lie may

stop six miles outside the city limits or Des Moines to visit the

experimental farm where Henry Wallace developed hybrid corn. His

trips to Des Moines may include attendance at the "Farmers' Insti-

tute", where experts present many new innovations, but on the other

hand, it is quite conceivable that he could make many trips to the

city without any modification of his attitudes toward hybrid corn.

Conversely, the farmer who rarely travels to Des Moines may actu-

ally emerge as an innovator, disrlaying a high degree of cosmopolite-

ness. He may listen regularly to the farm programs broadcast by

various radio and television stations and he may subscribe to and

regularly read the Des Moines Register, a daily paper which promi-

nently features farm news. Thus is can easily be seen that the num-

ber of trips to Des Moines would provide at most only a very gross

index for the measurement of an individual along a cosmopolite-

localite dimension.

Our own study indicated the possibility of taking too seriously

similar superficial and .vssibly spurious relationships. For exam-

ple, we found a positive relationship between the number of institu-

tions at which the respondent had taught prior to coming to Metro U.

1,*11,49(WWW0,414119*-F,#0.
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and his favorable attitude toward Irv.. But as we pointed out when

we reported these data, there are many reasons for such a correlation

which need not signal a causal relationship at all.

Careful analysis of our Findings, together with the empirical

data of the limited number of other studies in this area and the

informal data which will be reported in Chapter VIII, have however

convinced us that one of the basic premises of innovation research,

namely that innovativeness varies directly with cosmopoliteness and

inversely with localiteness, does represent a most promising spec-

trum for further research in the social psychology of innovation in

higher education. On the basis of a number of criteria, our data

have shown that the professor with an orientation outside the social

system, i.e. the University, who thereby receives new ideas from the

outside, tends to look upon ITV more favorably than the professor

whose orientation is perhaps too narrowly and exclusively focused

.upon his own academic community.

We would suggest the development o: a specific measurement in-

strument of the psychological aspects of the cosmopolite-localite con-

tinuum. However, even without a specific study of this dimension,

we decided to include in our report some of the variables derived

from our present study which we feel are relevant to the development

of a measure of the cosmopolite-localite behavior of the university

faculty.

Miles (1964) similarly speculates that the pedagogically innova-
tive teacher turns out to have worked in several different school
systems.
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It would appear that a cosmopolite individual must have channels

reaching outside his particular social system in order to receive

new ideas which frequently and in some systems exclusively come from

outside the system itself. This appears to be particularly impor-

tant in the case of educational systems because of the relative

dearth of change agents, who in some systems serve as the intro-

ducers of new ideas. Again some relatively' easily measurable oper-

ational factors might be included in our instrument. The frequency

or attendance at regional and national meetings of professional soci-

eties, the number of professional and academic journals received,

the nature and amount of community involvement, may provide a par-

tial picture of the instructor's cosmopoliteness. But of even

greater importance would be an index of the meaning which these

explicit behaviors have for the individual professor. Does he see

the professional meetings as a true opportunity for acquiring pro-

fessional information which will guide his professional life and

provide the stimuli for new research to be undertaken by him? Or

does he perceive these meetings as an opportunity to increase his

status, to find support from kindred souls, and strengthen his

academe-centered outlook. Anyone who has attended professional

meetinrcs can attest to the fact that they can easily serve the latter

purposes. If the professor subscribes to professional journals we

would need to know how he tends to use the information he gains

from them. rr he sees journals as a vital part or his continuing

education, providing him with the latest information in his field

which can alter both the content and method of his teaching, then
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they could be a valid instrument for measuring the degree of cosmo-

politeness, and thereby serve as a partial -predictor for the degree

of innovativeness. It goes without saying, however, that the pro-

fessor who subscribes to journals may not read them at all, and the

one who does not subscribe at all may nevertheless read his colleague's

or library copies.

Our findings lead us to suspect further that there is a signi-

ficant difference in the way in which the cosmopolite college pro-

fessor perceives the university as a whole. A refinement of our

instrument measuring attitudes toward non-academic, even non- univer-

sity,< activities might yield highly predictive factors.

It would appear to be reasonable to intuit that the cosmopolite

professor's outside references provide him with a perspective of the

university which is not available to the localite instructor. While

the latter can perceive the university only from inside the system

itself, and often only from within his own discipline, the former

can in a sense look from the outside in. This perspective may lead

the cosmopolite to be more sensitive to the overall needs of the

university community, while the localite tends to be primarily con-

cerned with its academic development, frequently restricted to his

field. The information channels open. to the cosmopolite instructor

may furthermore influence his manner of teaching and methods of eval-

uating students. Thus the significantly more favorable attitude

toward field trips, motion pictures, and other non-conventional teach-

ing devices including ITV, may in part be the result of tht- Pro-ITV

instructor's cosmopoliteness. Similarly promptness in completing
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favored as evaluative criteria, may well be values which are more

related to the respondent's reference groups outside the university,

while the insistence on correct spelling may be more indicative of

a localito, academe-centered orientation.

Greater communication with sources outside the university may

also affect the way in which the innovator views himself and items

posing a potential threat to him and the values he holds. Because

he has greater knowledge of and frequently relates to the community

around the university, he is less afraid of exposing himself to that

community. Hence we would expect that he would be less concerned

over increased interrelationships between the university and the

community. Specifically, he may feel less threatened by having to

perform his profession for the community at large over an educational,

television station. It :is likely that he is more open about his

abilities and feels less need to be secretive about his knowledge

and teaching methods. It is interesting to note here parenthetically

that Cater and Williams (1959) found in a quite different setting,

namely among industrial firms, that technical progressiveness was

indicated by - among other factors - a lack of secretiveness with

plant visitors and worldwide travel of executives.

Another interesting factor which will require further investi-

gation possibly with a cosmopolite-localite measuring instrument,

is the apparent clustering of individuals with one orientation in

certain instructional fields. Is a cosmopolite orientation required

or at least desirable in certain disciplines, and less important or
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c:en undesirable in others? in intuitively it stands to reason

that those who tech engineering, technology, and communication

must be in touch with the "outside" to keep up with developments.

rut should not the same be e:Tected or the social and natural sciences?

\t this point in our discussion we encounter one or the fflajor

issues which confront higher education today. An ever increasing

number of fingers are pointed at the ineffectiveness of the humani-

ties, social sciences, and to some extent even physical sciences,

to equip the student with the tools which make it possible for him

to come to grips with the complexities or the 20th Century. An in-

teresting review of studies which have shown the ineffectivensss in

one of these areas, the social sciences, is provided by Jacob (1957).

Effectiveress as measured by the changes in the values and at

of students, Jacob points out, is low -- particularly in those insti-

tutions here only classroom instruction is offered. Among the

innovations which Jacob indicates would contribute to increased mean

ingfulness of the material to the student are laboratory practice

experiences, which - for the social sciences at least - means involve-

ment of the student (and teacher) in off-campus activities. lie goes

on to point out that: "Vicarious exnerience does not deliver the

punch, even though 'role playing' techniques in the classroom, and

the analysis of challenging case studies and problem situations, do

arouse mare interest in the course."

All uf this is to say that changes in our current teaching methods

require major innovations which ought to permeate ni1 academic are19,
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net jut those h t h re mort: porinht,-ral to the university system

to begin with and aich 1w their nature are more dependent on con-

stant change in tune with the technological developments in the .

community at large.

Recently much iliterest has focused on the psychological distance

which has developed between professor and student. For example, the

so-cal led Berkeley riots may at least in part reflect hostility

toward the iTicrensing impersonal pattern in professor-student rela-

tionships on the part or a group of University of California students.

This development provides a particularly interesting example of the

way in which our proposed cosmopolite-lecalite dimension may he one

factor affecting the social climate of a university. For example,

it might be hypothesized that with an increase in the number of cos-

mopol;tes, faculty interest in teaching per so declines. This may

be so because the cosmopolite's reference groups increasingly become

members of his own profession at large, national institutions, and

even society-at-large. Thus his immediate concern with his own

students and his local teaching role in general may be increasingly

less important to him.

It might be postulated that as the number of cosmopolites among

the professorial ranks on a given campus increases, the psychological

distance between professors and students also increases. This, it

might be predicted, would lead to increased feelings of neglect on

the part or the students, and may provide the seeds (I protest.

'The questions of what might be the proper division of a professor's
time and commitment among teaching, research, administration, public
service, and private professional practice was explicitly raised by
the Berkeley Academic Senate (University of California, 1965).

4
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Thus while the cosmopolite is more likely to tolerate or even pro-

mote innovations than his localite colleague, the latter may foster

a closer association with his students, and thereby reduce the

psychological distance. Here it becomes pretty clear that the

hypothesized extreme out-of-university identification of the proto-

type cosmopolite which may be responsible for his innovative be-

havior, may be less desirabl than a pattern of professional be-

havior that reflects constructive characteristics of both the cos-

mopolite and localite orientations.
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From the discussion in preceding chapters, the reader may have

gained the erroneous impression that an individual's attitudes toward

a myriad of items in hi:: environment, once formed, are inflexible

and unchanging. The truth of the matter is that we needed to "fix"

our hypothetical attitude clusters in order to be able to examine and

analyze them. Since it is so much a part of everyday experience,

it seems hardly necessary for us to point out that an individull's

attitudes toward a particular item can and frequently do chanoe. As

a matter of fact, just as species and individuals must make phy-

sical adjustments to the environment according to Darwinian

theory in order to survive physically, behavioral scientists gen-

erally agree that we must make similar adjustments in our attitudi-

nal network in order to survive sociologically. Therefore, unless

we want to live in semi- or total social isolation, we are from time

to time pressured to change certain of our, attitudes. The extent of

such changes, the speed with which they occur, and the discomfort

which we suffer in the process of making such alterations, depend

in part on the forces in our social environment, and in part on the

degree to which the changing attitude is related to othcr atti-

tudes in a cluster.

The reader will recall from the chapter describing the purpose

and methods of the research case history that one aspect of the pres-

ent investigation became a field demonstration of the dynamics of

attitude change. Before we present the empirical data of this aspect

of our study, it may be well to look at some of the theories of
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attitude modification in general and, in a more detailed manner,

eyamine the one which was selected to serve as a basis for our

research.

Theories of attitude chaige

The most widely discussed theories in contemporary social

psycholo literature concorninp attitudes, postulate that an indi-

vidual's attitude constellation strives to maintain a balance, an

equilibrium, or at least a tendency toward such a state, sometimes

called homeostasis. This homeostatic model has its origin in phy-

siology, where it has been used to describe the maintenance of con-

stancy of relations in the bodily processes, e.g. maintenance of

body temperature, regardless of environmental temperature. It is

assumed that any departure from the equilibrium sets in motion acti-

vities which tend to restore it. Are the dynamics of our attitudes

analogous to this physiological model? There is a considerable

amount of convincing empirical evidence that such a model is indeed

applicable to certain social psychological phenomena, particularly

to an individual's affective cognitions, i.e. his beliefs or feel-

ings about a person or object which is an important component of

his attitude toward them. A number of theories have been constructed,

all representing variations on the same theme. They generally

postulate that a state of equilibrium or balance exists in a belief

system, so that the related elements in the system are made up of

non-contradictory items which exist in harmony with each other,

each being compatible with all of the others. Perhaps we can best

"r, Olywn'45C-Wel%
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illutrato this postulate by again considering a set of beliefs

1-17 r havc, a contradictory relationship, as we have in other contexts

er!ic.. An individual may say: "I believe in freedom of the press;

not all he new; Is fit to print ; I favor some censorship of news-

11:!norl."

\ccording to the postulates of the various balance theories, an

Illnllnced attitude or belief system tends to shift toward reain-

ing, an equilibrium. Thus in the above case, the individual may end

no approving of freedom of the press only within the boundaries of

what he thinks is printable, or he may come to feel that censorship

is too high a price to pay for the elimination of an occasional item

beyond that boundary.

Heider (1946) is considered by some to be the father of modern

consistency theory in psychology. His "balance theory" provided a

detailed account of the phenomenology of relationships beteen indivi-

duals. He postulated a triadic cognitive system, one made up of

three cognitive components, the person himself, another individual,

and a social object. Each of these cognitions could have positive

or negative values or signs. A state of balance is achieved when

the three values are either all positive or when two are negative.

As an example let us assume that we have a dislike for Orthovians

(a non-existent ethnic group). A person whom we like also dislikes

Orthovians. Our triadic cognitive system has two negative and one

posI tive, component and is the/Wore in hniance. Now let us assume

"P-1".'41P'f--*.C70...0"1Alr.rary7r717,71,
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that our friend likes Orthovians and acts in accordance with his

feelings toward them; now the system is out of balance. In striving

for equilibrium, either of two components must he changed. Either

we must change our feelings about our friend, or alter our attitude

toward Orthovians.

A similar formulation was stated by,Nowcomb (1953) in his theory

of symmetry. His important contribution to this theoretica/ framework

is the postulate that these negative or positive relations between

cognitive events may also vary in 'intensity. Thus he holds that

symmetry of the system requires not only identical signs, but is

furthermore dependent on equality of intensity.

Osgood and Tannenbaum (1955) , who developed the Semantic Differ-

ential scale employed in the present investigation, further expanded

this theoretical system. Referring to the equalibrium state of a

cognitive system as "congruity", these investigators hold that the

interactions of cognitive events are such that they modily each

other's valences and intensities toward congruity with each other.

The degree of such modification is inversely proportional to the

original intensity of the isolated events prior to booming related.

According to their formulation, beliefs may have valences of zero,

or degrees of positive or negative intensity. Congruity is achieved

when signs are all zero, or two are negative, and the intensities

arc equal. Using our earlier example, we might have a very strong

positive affect related to our friend. His slight positive affect

for Orthovians will only slightly modify our feelings toward him,

or toward Orthovians. If, on the other hand, he feels strongly

V'r"'",:".51".`"*P!'".p, :A..10-APW,,. ....4.10-F...-a:11410617,*!TeMr'''. Trierwl. fig



poitive toward them, then the modiricalt of olir he

be reater. mnst either alter our stron1, positive C

in tc 'd r_qrr friend, or drastically roappraise our 11:e atti

,10 C)rthovians.

The present inl:estigators selectd for use what is perhaps the

nst (-f al o the balance theories - the one outlined by l'estinger

! )n,) hls iheory oC issonance - as the theoreltcaL
r . .

_

basis or tho expe-rimental asroct of thoir investi ation. k!ain,

qtinqer's formulations are similar to those described ear!ier.

As ho himselF points out, by substituting the word "consonant" for

"balanced", and "dissonant" for "imbnlanced", Fielder s theor cal

considerations as far as they go are not unlike his own. Simi

larly he points out that Osgood and Tannenbaum's "principle of con-

gruity" is not unlil:e the principle of consonance, "incongrui be-

similar to the con-ept of dissonance. Thus s nted in his own

words, Testing er formulates his balance theory as follows: "There

pressure to produce consonant relations among cognitions and to

avoid and reduce dissonance." The most significant contribu ion

made 1w Fostinger theory of cognitive dissonance to balance theory

in :general is the manner in which it serves to broaden the theore

tical base, and to make it applicable to a variety of phenomena in

social psychology. An important theoretical extension of this kind

is found in the fact that dissonance theory links attitudes with

overt 1 41avior, by stating the conditions which are proroquisite icr

the correspondence of attitudes and behavior. Normally, restinger

, -",4. tog 'PM
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points out, an individual's opinions and attitudes tend to form

c! asters which are internally consistent, and his actions tend to

be equally consistent with what ho believes. that happens when

inconsistencies occur may best be shown h quoting three points

whIch summarize his basic theory:

"1. There may exist dissonant or 'nonfitting' relations among

cognitive elements,

. The existence of dissonance gives rise to pressures to

reduce the dissonance and to avoid increases in dissonance,

and

S. n'nifestations of the operation of these pressures include

behavior changes of cognition, and circumspect e:Tesure

to new information and new opinion." (1957 p. 31)

Thus, dissonance theory could be used to interpret a variety

of phenomena of interest to the behavioral scientist. Many of these

could also be interpreted by means of other theories, however. The

phenomena which appear to be most accountable in terms of this

theory, and perhaps uniquely so, are those which surround the conse-

quences following an indiidual's choice bet;:oen two or more mutu-

ally exclusive alternatives. Since his commitment to one of the

alternatives also means a rejection of the otner(s) , and since both

had undoubtedly. some positive and some negative elements for the

individual, dissonance is an almost inevitable consequence of such

a decision. Since Festinger's theory holds that such dissonance

leads to efforts to reduce it, it would follow that the individual

7.s.4flas
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:ays the positive valuel4 -he chosen

alternatives and l'imilarlv inr a, the ne,ati a of the(To

on(' he ry'ec

When an inlividual commit, himsolf to bthavo in a manner

eons t.ith his attitude,, or liels 11,e have another situation

which area di manco. "tl-lain the theory is carThle or providing

tls with an interpr,l-ali n of )h, r'sultin. phenomena. hostinoor

calls this to it lation, in which an individual docid, to heha,:c in a

manner contrary to his bet ieI or publicly expresses an opinion

which is in fact contrary to his private opinion, a forced compliance

situation, Accordinr, to him, such forc-d compliance occurs ,;2,ener-

ally only when the pressure to comply. is accompanied by an off of

reward for compliance or a threat of punishment for non-compliance.

Agt n dissonance is to some degree an inevitable consequence or a

forced compliance situation. The pressure to reduce such dissonance

following compliance is a function of its magnitude, which in turn

is a function of the relative importance of the elements forcing com-

pliance, Tr the reward (-r punishment) which compels an individual

to act contrary to his privately hold opinion is so great as to be

grossly out of proportion to his opinion, dissonance will be mini

mal, and hence the pressure to change his opinion will he equally

small. As Pfstirwer points out, a million dollars offered to a per-

son in return for 4;2afin a pco-',itivo opinion about comic hook,'" when

in fact he is opposed to them, will give rise to little dissonare.

On the other hand, ir the reward or punishment is just barely strong

-J-4,,tv,InimpariNnMm4101191111
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c11,-,1wh to p'r:°!Aadc the pyr1-.on to at contrary to his belief, disso-

IMliCk: Will hC ma%imal and thert'fore at change should be

rreatest.

Fe-4tinger and (:arlsmith 11959) put this aspect or dissonance

theory to an empirical test. In a rather ingeniously designed exper-

iment, they found that when subjects were paid one dollar to describe

to someone else as interesting, a task which thPy knew was boring,

the subjects tended to persuade themselves that the task was really

interesting and enjoyable. other subjects, who were paid twenty

dollars to do the same, were Car less litelv to change their private-

lv held opinion. These results confirm the theory. :lpecifically

they showed that if a person is forced to improvise a speech sup-

porting a point or view with which he disagrees, his private opin-

ion moves toward the position advocated in the speech, provided

the reward is ,great enough to elicit such expression and not so high

as to eliminate the resulting dissonance.

The experimental phase o I the present investigation at Metre U.

became a further test or this aspect of Festinger's (1957) theory.

Instead of using verbal techniques. which must be considered rather

abstract involvement, or role playing, our investigation made an

effort to actually involvc participants in a real-life situation,

that is, behavioral involvement. The subjects which participated in

the operational phase of our investigation were corporeally and soci-

ally involved in a positive forced compliance situation, and were

not simply isolated in an ", climnic" or a role playing

-



situation. 1:Lv-rtholess, in LBeet our o-Teriment 1-,,:came a further

test of the ( @11e6.'intiY derivation from Pest i no''s theory

dissonance:

"If a person is inducLd to do or sav sow'thing which is con-
trary to his private opinion, there will he a tendency for him
to charpl,e his opinion to H-inn it into )rremtnide!wL
with what ho had done or !;aid." ... "The la r, r th- pryure
used to vlicit the ovf'rt hehavior (1r11 the in needed
to elicit it) the weaker the above mentioned tendeacv.,,

(Festinger and Carkmith, 1959, pp. 210)

The "forced compliance" e i' Icet in a natural setting experiment

Tn this, the experimental phase the present int -,ti!,,,ation,

wo sou ht the answers to two

1. As a thenret i col exploration or the dynamics of

att'tude t=han c, to what d-v-e- can a "forced compliance"

situation, as defined Festinger, consisting or an ego

inrolvinz participation in instructional tel lisiln,

modify faculty attitudos toward 1TV?

2. Aside from our di s nance theory investigation, what promise

does the video" rape recorder, used in the facult- par-

ticipation situation descril

ment-of-teaching device?

Although our xperimental design was in many was simi ar to

that used by Pe tinter and Carlsmith (1959), it differed signifi-

cantly from theirs in some respects. Most important among these was

that the forced compliance situation in the present study was ar

more "real" than the lab ratory se tting d by the oth(*t

gators. The fact that some II of their "1 cuhjects admitted that
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111

on He c,thir hlnd, our _Terimental design had the disadvantage

that data r!)" only ai small number or :':peri

mentn1 subjects, ai condition brrught about primarily by economic

rictors. \s rewar,1 Ivor their participation, subjects in the exp

in additi +n to recoivinp their r 1Hlar salaries, were

e ii the Htoice I. h vc.d n the r t one Iii ng Ioa 1

receiving com! -nsltion ror overtime worh in return ror their

participation. our reward situntion appeared to meet the criterion

for prelicting the greatest amount or nttitude change according to

Petinger and Carl smith (1959) nqmelv a reward just high enough to

elicit the behavior which might 1 - contrary to privately hold opin-

ion. However, an empirical vi_rirication or this with the situation

and subjects involved, would obviously have been difficult if not

impossible.

Subjects and experimental procedure

The render has already become acquainted with some or the oper-

ational procedures used in the present experiment. Since this infor-

mation is somc.what scattered throughout the preceding chapters, it

might be helpful for us to review briefly the major steps leading

Hp to thi. (,pr.rimrntal phN.
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h( is the to oor Ties

:1,111»1 i p,1 1 Prr-1 - IV

dua 1 -1 rh, f)vorJb in truction-il

!-,5): Anti IT LA I V:ho re p unfa-

to intructiona, lmony, suh-

th :0 faculty r(wilr!-, rtirwynt in

the Art and 'ciencf.'s iljartm('nts "A" and 'I '). These

two departments, sounded out eiclier by the senior author, were

rotino to be "1-1 '!ards" with respect to ITV, having, rc i -c I e ffi

cial overtures to use televisiou in their rooflired larc-i°Throlment

introdi -tory courses. From the 1 n itial (luestionnaire and the Pre

test interview, it was hod qed that these 20 faculty memberss were

divided almost equally into Pro, Anti , and ..,eutral-TTV groups, but

as wo have stated their previous collective behavior reflected

resistance, which in a sense made them an ideal sample for a study

of the dynamics or attitude modification.

Thus we can now i dent i f v a third group, subsumed within the two

others, and label i t I X P -ITV 20 faculty members selected to par-

ticipate in the experim ntal phase. E. opt for this latter phase,

all of the groups described above receiv._ 1 the same experimental

treatment, i.e. participated in the Pretest and Posttest Interviews.

Therefore, we are now able to identify 2 ) experimental subjects and

100 control subjects. A graphical representation of the subject

categories is given in Figure .1.

:711111,1014A
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Figure 4. Graphic presentation of subject categories.
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ncl-J (,ftctronic device is

d r.

similar to the iamil iar audio-tape r(a.-)rdcrs, providin immdiate

r1 -bac1: and e rash ,attire s th tin:' audio and visual com-

pommts. For thH reason it appear

instrument for use in this Indv, 111

1:11,-, 10 ical and id(7,al

t

that it afforded the ma y imum Ivr.tructicoal .1 sionnt prr,' i-

bilities inhecent in any medium in the history ci education. Aftc.r

completion of these tnpr_ss, the participant was then to

and react to the tape produced.

Tn addition to the individual elt'orts, member:; or each of

the two departments twhich had been hosti i e to IFV instruction)

were asLed to collaborate in the production of several video tapes,

which represented a cooperative e effort

EXP- ITV subjects were offered consul tat ion, ITV reports, books,

pamphlets, and other ITV information by the investigators

ally, however, the planning and evaluation of each instructor

video-tape presentation was left entirely up to him. ft wa:, postu-

lated that this would cause the maximum ego involvement sought in

our investigation, which on the basis of the results appeared

to he the case. ::obsequently few of the ine.tructor, availed t1i-111-

selves of research staff assistance to any appreciable degree. As



a mntter ol fact, :inn partiCir1LtS

titm and structure, tho project stall

not want to ive nnvthin,2, but ccncral lssis.,tanco. It as

it 1as ,..,:.'sscntini to the fulfillment of the t oorct cai lilt

th;:t

if-01

of tin? .:.tudv for the participants to be ic,rt to thHr a-7

'Mich :1S

The lel evision rroduction Coordinator, a mc.mb(-r of our

team who assisted the faculty members in the production er thi

tapos, provided a detailed written report of the qualit.: I etch
tape produced and the verbal and non-verbal behavior or each 11,/rti

cipnnt "on camera".

Finally, each experimental subject was asked to write a report

concerning his experience and his opinion of the video tape n'cerder

as an improvement or teaching device.

This summary description of our subjects and experimental pro-

c,-dure shows that our participants were not literally "-orc" to

take part in the experimental phase or the study, A!--7, WaS the case

in Pest iner and Carlsmithls study, in which compliance v2ns Forced

as a requirement for a course in introductory psYcholoff. Vet in

a more subtle way, our subjects' compliance could be deli nod as

"forced", as defined by Festinger and Aronson (19(0). it se(

sonable to assume that, once departments "A" and ":';" as a whole had

committed themselves to participation, there would be subtle or

direct intra-group pressures exerted upon the individual partit:iptn;:.

to meet departmental responsibilities. Finally, subsidization re-

ceived by each participating faculty member in a sense made him a
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' n co10 ornito !-imilnr to 1r,nrstinr lnd CArlth's

n ,-HHLAnts.

l design reviewed in the preceding sevction

111 °!Iree (,:-Isentiallv independent MC'15111r(r- or 'Arc' imPa'2t

11'( VP'1!,1 :111 1111111"'40

UU to tho I it-

on ma nage r.

tho cdvoorvntion

,ocond, wo can ry lho

np which Nplwnrod in both the Prc,tyt :nid

nnd v:ould thererore indicto attitude Ii

to!fllt or the e'Terimentot manipulation. We can make such

compari-loos ror hoth the experimental group and the control, i,1°()11p.

r;nolh-, we Ure the participants' own report- reflecting their

0-uorin,-.0 and evaluation or th vidoo-tapo recorder.

tmpressionnl data obtained by the product ion manager di ingoxper
plo it'i1 phn:;c, ot study

These observations are of necessity highly subjective. When

we consider, however, that they were made by a professional trained

observer, carerullv recorded during and arter each subject's per-

Cormance, these phenomenological data become most valuable. To pre-

sent these reports in detail would not serve much purpose; however,

so that the render may get some idea of the reaction or our non

innovators when "Corced" to use A tcchn i cal innovation, we present

summaries for ten of the participants .1

1
A more detailed summary of these reports appears in "\ppendi.!: 7
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Figure 5. Categories used for comparison of pretest to posttest
differences. The two groups within douhie line
either pnrticilinted in or h:uI ine Lnim%lcdpo of the
e\rwrimentni
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in a directi n mor n of in-

creased "willingness to accept IIV as a replaccmont for classroom

lectures", and an absence in the PoJtest of the response,

hut r ,a I I1 : ;t I V", ch had occurred t

t er t .

I don't

in the 1're

i ng thy t1uo11ntht that ,1%.flit I d "1 imit t he number

of qualified instructor Q,", indi ating a shift in a les favorable

direction, appeared once in the Pi ctest and 5 times in the Posttest

Interview. Also on the anti-ITV side l the ledger, the number of

miscellanecus reasons given against ITV increased fron the Pretest

to the Posttest. Fhe impressin that ITV would .1 toachino load

and give mere t Ime r r r ar h" shows another atHitude shirt, by

appearing t irlre s on the Pretest and only twice on the Posttest.

Only two items appeared in the CoNTk.I group which approached

significance at the .1t1 lex I iii confidence. As, was the case with

the EXP-1TV group, favorable shift occurred on the item related to

acceptance rep Incement or classroom l c=ctures by [Tv. The other

item, which is extremely difficult to interpret within the P- -ITV/

Anti-ATV frameworL, concerned the relationship of tolevi.-;ion instruc-

tion to "si:e or class". Five respondents on the Pretest perceived

large classes as more suitable Hr ITV than small classes, as com-

pared to one respondent on the Posttest.

Oddly enough, we found the highest statistically significant dif-

ference involving Pretest and Posttest responses among the CtINTR.II

group, which presumably were least influenced by the experimental

phase or ollr investigation. Chi .-4111Nrce. for six response categories

IN,
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for which we will present :-;ewe iJa: 111 thy HY :',,eve the-

1 to comilete the statist ical anal

uh:ch showel such modification and

plescut the items

(...,,Acnt. It.o items indicated

a Ch:111Y in the favorable direct( 11, ignil icallt at the .01 level.

These w ere "IPV gives had results" (Pretest Posttest 0), and

"ITV impersonal and mass production" (Pretest 3, Posttest 0). Simi-

larly, two categories of items reflected changes significant at

the .05 level of confidence. These were "Favor 1TV" miscellaneous

responses (Pretest I ost test 31), and the overall ratings on the

favorable-unfavorable-neutral scale of responses to 4 different ITV

items (Pretest 33-34-4, Posttest 31 24-13). This group showed only

one unfavorable shift which wa4 on the item ''ITV does not motivate

students" (Pretest 4, Posttest II), signif icant at the .05 level of

confidence.

1Ve ile(A to emphasi:x again that the small numher of subjects

ill the two critical groups, the CAP-1 TV group and the CONTR.11 sub-

group, coupled with the small number of responses found in many of

the response categories, greatly reduce its meaningfulness. Any

attempt to read into these findings anything more than an indication,

in very broad terms, of direction of attitude shifts for or against

ITV would be unjustifiable. Even when we now effected a somewhat more

gross comparison of Pretest and Posttest results, the above caution

must remain in effect.
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'Ia. LMscr t e responses the 1 t :y ry now ollapsed

into three categories which .re established I usin the same rat-

ing technique used in the tlri,!,inal content anal: -is. 1%ith the aid

o f this categorization of ITV attitudes as favorable, no opinion, or

against, we were able to construct a x 3 Chi Square table of all

responses to the same quest n on the Pret t and Posttest Inter-

iews.- It also permitted a morc 111(daY examination or the shirts

which occurred in each of the three cat f)ri r each or our three

groups. We shall present this overview first. I;ccause there was

an overall reduction in the responses in all cases, ranging from

5'0 :in the EXP-ITV group to and Sri in the CONTI.T and CONTR.II

groups respectively, a comparison of the actual frequencies in each

o f the response categories would be in Instead we present

in Table ¶1 the. c percent of total responses rallinp into each category,

for the Pretest and Posttest Interviews for each of our groups. A

further breakdown of the EXP- 1TV data is provided by presenting sep-

arately the percentages of total responses for Departments "A" and

As we will see shortly, the changes in percentages shown in the

table are not statistically significant at a very high level because

of the small number of subjects who produced these responses. Never-

theless, the table does indicate definite trends in attitude changes

which are in the expected direction. Thus the overa 1 1 FNP-iii shows

an increase or 7.7 7, in the favorable responses with a corresponding

decrease of .6" in the un favo raab le column. Department "A" shows

2
We are indebted to the late Carl Hovland for suggesting this type of
analysis. Dr. Hovland's death was a great shock to all concerned with
the project. His discussions with the senior author in the beginning
stages of the investigation were of great value.

,,Ve111.14 w,folf,01,1yet



Pt:centag,... of Total Pretest and Posttest Responses

Ca tef,o rizeci as Fay ora Lae-, Unt.alyorable, and Neutral

Total
Responses
( I no"..;.)

Percent
I'. )1

Percent
( 1\lentr,t1

i'c (.rit

1._:x p-i 1 v

Pretest (2 38) 4S. 3 .5 46. 2

Posttest (227) 0 4. 4 )9.

Deot. "A"'

Pretest (107) 44. 9 3. 7 51.1

Posttest (113) 2.7 j

Dept. "13"

Pretest (132) 49.2 6. S 43. 9

Posttest (114) 53. 5 6. 1 -10. 4

CONTR I (Had heard)

Pretest (357) 48'. 5 3. 0 -18. 5

Posttest (272) 53.6 4. 43. 0

CONTR II (Had not heard)

Pretest (697) 49. 3. 3 47. 3

Posttest (527) 50. 3 5. 7 44. 0



the highest apparent attitude shift, with an increase
I

the favorable and a 12.5") decrease on the unfavorable

change apparently occurred in the Department "D" group,

n

oltH

4.31:. shift toward a more favorable and a 5.5V shift al...av from an

unfavorable position. Similar changes were recorded Fo

I, showing 5.1', more favorable and 5.

Control

fewer unfavorable repc,r,-,7,(--..

Clearly the least change occurred in the Control ll 11*()141), t%'hiCh

ShOWS Only a .9(:, increase in the favorable recTonses and

decrease in the unfavorable column, most or which apparently shirted

to the neutral categories, increasing them by 2.4 . A graphic com

parison showing percent of change in the number of favorable and un-

favorable responses for-lecech of the three main groups is shown in

Figure 6.

Along with the results or Chi Squares computed for the dif-

ferences in the responses between Pretest and Posttest interviews

(see Table 10) , it was thought the reader would also he interested

in a presentation of those items which were most representative

in attitide shifts.

For the EXP-TTV group the difference between the Pretest and

Posttest distribution of responses yielded a Chi Square value signi-

ficant at the .26 level of confidence a relatively low change

level, but as we indicated in the preceding discussion, one that

indicates change in the hvpothesi:7,ed direction, with the "favor"

responses increasing and the "against" responses decreasing. in

this group the mean number of responses per item for the 48 repeat

_2!". v:
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1

7.7 Percent increase in
favorable responses

5.1

0.9

Percent decrease in
unfavorable responses

5.5

3.3

181

EXP- CONTR. CONTR.
ITV I II

EXP- CONTR. CONTR.
ITV I IT

Figure 6. Percentage increase in favorable responses and percentage
decrease in unfavorable responses from pretest interview
to posttest interview for 3 groups of subjects.
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Table 10

Chi Squares Computed Between Pretest and Posttest

Total Number of Responses to 48 Identical items

Group Category No, Subjects Chi Square p

Experimental 20 2.77 0.26

Department "A" 9 4.28 0.12

Department "B" 11 0.44 0.95

Control I 29 2.16 0.35

Control II

Pretest 71 1.50 0.60*

Posttest 68

*See text.
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questions was 10. It was arbitrarily decided to examine all items

which resulted in a response shift of 5 or more responses. A shift

in the favorable direction was defined as a reduction of "against"

responses, and/or an increase of "favorable" responses. There were

12 such items for the EXP-ITV's, 8 of which shifted in a favorable

direction. These items and the number of shifts were: "Lack of per-

sonal contact"(14); "Extent of replacement of classroom instruc-

tion" (12); "ITV instruction doesn't motivate students" (6);

Miscellaneous feelings against ITV instruction (6); "Interaction

left out" (6); "Outstanding lecturers available" (5); "More difficult

to teach on TV" (5); and "Number of qualified ITV instructors is

limited" (5) .

Responses which shifted in-the "against" direction were:

Miscellaneous "favor" ITV responses (10);'"ITV useful as a supple.:.

ment" (6); and "ITV eases teacher's load" (5).

When the experimental group was again divided by departments,

the Chi Squares computed on the differences in the Pretest and Post-

test distributions of favorable, neutral and against responses were

significant at the following levels of confidence: differences in

the responses of Department "A" at .12, and Department "B" at .95.

Department "B" decreased in responding from Pretest to the Posttest

in all 3 categories, while respondents from Department "A" increased

in favorable responses and decreased in unfavorable responses.
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Differences in the Pretest and Posttest responses of the CONTR.II

group yielded a Chi Square significant at the .35 level of confi-

dence. The mean number of responses per item for the 48 items was 13.

It was decided to examine any specific item which resulted in a

shift of responses of 7 or more items in the same direction. Of the

five items that evidenced such shifts, the following three, again

shown with their respective frequency of change, were in the favor-

able direction: "Imagine yourself against ITV" miscellaneous re-

sponses (15); "Eases teacher's load" (7); and "Lack of personal con-

tact" (18). Items which for this group shifted in the "against" di-

rection were: "ITV instruction reaches more students" (5); and "ITV

useful as a supplement" (11).

The CONTR.II group was the only group in our study which suffered

a slight attrition. Of the 71 respondents who participated in the

Pretest Interview, three could not be contacted for the Posttest

session. In computing the Chi Squares for the Pretest versus Post-

test distribution of favor, no opinion and against responses, it was

discovered that neutral responses in this group accrued approximately

equally from those favorable or against ITV in the Pretest. It is

argued that to include these neutral responses would introduce a

spurious indigation of attitude shift with the kind of data and us-

ing a procedure such as Chi Square. With these neutral responses

included, the Chi Square, value would be 4.53 with a 0.11 level of

confidence. For this reason, the Chi Squares obtained lo'th respect

to Pretest and Posttest comparisons or individual response categories,

ar

..-11411.111~
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discussed earlier, are probably likewise spurious. Omitting these

"inflationary" responses the differences were significant at only

the .60 level of confidence.

The mean number of responses per item for the CONTR.II group

was 25. It was decided to examine those items which showed a shift

of 13 or more responses in the same direction. This criterion was

met by 2 items shifting in one, and 2 shifting in the other direction.

We find that among the "Against ITV" responses, "Lack of personal

contact" appears 57 times in the Pretest but only 14 times in the

Posttest responses. Miscellaneous reasons given when the respondent

"imagined self against ITV" decreased from 34 responses on the Pre-

test to 12 on the Posttest. The 2 items which showed a shift in the

direction were: Favor ITV; "Reaches more students" (Pretest

43, Posttest 11); and "ITV useful as a supplement" (Pretest 27, Post-

test 6).

In spite of the difficulties we have encountered in the statis-

tical analy3is of our data, we can identify a definite trend in the

predicted direction. Comparing the Chi Square levels of significance

foi our three main groups with each other, we can see that the change

in the experimental group shows the highest significance level

(.26), followed by the CONTR.I group (.35), and that the lowest level

of significance (.60) was for those who had the least involvement,

CONTR.Ir.
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The LYperimental group : a subject by subject comparison

As indicated in the preceding section, the small size of the

experimental group combined with the nature of the Chi Square test

of significance, clearly suggested that the mere lack of statistical

significance between the Pretest and the Posttest - though admit-

tedly in the predicted direction - does not preclude the possibility

that critical attitude shifts occurred. In "natural behavioral

setting" research such as was incorporated in our investigation,

an empirical as well as statistical analysis of the resuics appeared

to be a critical part of the procedure.

First of all, the Posttest Interview results were compared

with the reports of both the Television Production Coordinator and

those written by the participants themselves. Comparisons of re-

sponses, when collapsed to the overall 3-point scale used earlier,

i.e. favorable, neutral, unfavorable, indicated that the reports

correlated to a surprisingly high degree with the Posttest Inter-

view responses.

A subject to subject comparison of Pretest and Posttest atti-

tudes toward ITV on the 3-point scale was then effected. Table 11

reflects the results of this analysis.

It can be observed from Table 11 that although the attitudes

of a total of 9 professors were apparently unaffected by the experi-

mental situation, a total or 9 actually shifted to an attitude more

favorable toward ITV than had been reflected in the Pretest, while

2 shifted in a more. unfavorable direction.

N1,010117,,
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Table 11

Frequency, Direction, and Nature of Attitude Shifts

of Professors involved in VTR Phase of Investigation

Direction

Favorable
Unfavorable to favorable
Neutral to favorable
Unfavorable to neutral

Total

Unfavorable
Favorable to Unfavorable
Neutral to Unfavorable
Favorable to Neutral

Unchanged
Favor
Neutral
Unfavorable

Total

Total

Departments
& Frequencies

Total
Frequencies

I I A I I I IBII

2
4
3

1

3
1

1

1

2
5 4 9

0 0 0
0 2 2
0 0 0
0 2 2

2 2 4
0 1

2 2 4
4 9
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It is interesting to note that of the unchanged group, 4 were

originally favorable to ITV, 4 were unfavorable, and 1 was neutral.

So these data do reflect patterns consistent with the theoreti-

cal formulations concerning attitude change involving the effects

of a "forced compliance" situation. It could be hypothesized that,

to come extreme or "dogmatic" attitudinal groups, "dissonance"

may be introduced into existing cognitive structures with the least

effect on the basic nature of this structure. In the present inves-

tigation this was reflected by either "no change" in attitude, or

a shift to a neutral feeling. But only in 2 instances in the entire

sample do we observe an extreme shift from an against position to a

favorable one.

It could also be hypothesized that if a situation - resulting

from conditions similar to those in our experiment - prove to be

"consonant" to subjects who already favor ITV, this attitude would

shift in an even more favorable direction. Although this was not

recorded by our relatively crude 3-point scale, impressionistic evi-

dence indicated that in 2 instances involving the apparently "un-

changed" group, a shift to an even more favorable attitude did occur.

As would also be theoretically expected, the "neutral" group

should have recorded the greatest instance of attitude change. Six

of the 9 subjects who reflected an attitude shift were, indeed,

scaled as neutral on the Pretest Interview responses. Of course, in

the neutral group, 2 subjects shifted in an unfavorable direction

as well. In a way, this should net be regarded as an unexpected

"17'1.1.!,!K.1
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reaction when one considers the potentially ego-threatening as

well as ego-involving atmosphere produced when, for the first time,

a professor must contemplate the portent of his own image projected

from a television tape. In fact, it is surprising that this poten-

tially negative effect of the experimental procedure occurred in

only 2 instances.

Perhaps the most significant result of the present investiga-

tion, in behavior rather than cognitive terms, is the fact that

1) of the two departments involved, one subsequently began offering

a telecourse, a move which the department had previously rejected,

and 2) the other department spontaneously began using some of their

own video-taped material as a supplement to traditional teaching

efforts.

The authors of the present report are acutely aware of the fact

that along with the complex of other internal institutional effects

on these departments, it would be overstating the situation to assume

that in this instance "correlation necessarily meant causation",

particularly since the data from our control group were, in the

strictest sense, inconclusive. However, informal discussions with

members of these two departments suggest that, all things considered,

the experimental situation did play a role in departmental decision-

making with respect to the use of ITV. However, lacking empirical

data on the actual decision-making processes in these two departments,

the extent of the effect of participating in our experimental situa-

tion - overt or covert - can, of course, not be adequately determined.
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Our Pre- and Posttest data, like all attitude measures, give us

merely inferential data concerning actual behavior. As indicated

earlier, Metro U. has since at least temporarily curtailed all

telecourses. So at best, a situational rather than long-range effect

was all that was possible even if our experimental situation had a

maximum effect on the participating departments.

A brief review of the research case history

The case history presented in the preceding chapters is an

example of the course of an innovation in a university community.

In essence it deals with an exploration of social psychological

dimensions of the university faculty previously reLected in such

publications as The Academic Mind (Lazarsfeld & Thielens, 1958).

The research was also directed toward exploring attitudes and values

of professors and conditions which may precipitate attitude modifi-

cation in general. Faculty resistance to the use of educational

telvision was selected as a focal point since it was a highly sali-

ent and controversial innovation at Metro University. One aspect of

the present research case history was a field demonstration of the

dynamics of attitude change as described by Hovland, Festinger,

Sherif, and others, using faculty attitudes toward teaching by tele-

vision as a target.

A psychological instrument, which included an adaptation of

the Osgood Semantic Differential plus a series of "teaching behavior"

items, was administered to the faculty of a large Southwestern,

urban university. Attitudes toward an array of concepts including

ftwo...
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respondents' attitudes toward the use of television as a function of

their own philosophy of education, personality organization, and

general background were measured on evaluative, potency, and acti-

vity dimensions. Completed instruments were obtained from 319 in-

structors or nearly 80% of the entire full-time faculty. Two ex-

treme groups (favorable and unfavorable toward instructional tele-

vision) or approximately 60 faculty members each were established

on the basis of their responses to the teaching by television items

included inIthe instrument. These groups were requested to partici-

pate in follow-up depth interviews. Virtually all agreed. Compari-

sons between professors favorable and unfavorable in their attitudes

toward television instruction were made on the basis of the vari-

ables measured in the present study in order to explore the corre-

lates of this attitude.

A factor analysis of some 300 responses to the Osgood items

was also effected.

Among the findings from the Osgood data is an indication of

the self-image of the profess3r. Eighty-five percent of those re-

sponding tended to regard themselves as "good" teachers. They fur-

ther regarded themselves as rough, honest, active, fair, strong,

fast, pleasant, hard, and valuable. The responses from a student

sample indicated, as would be expected, that professors are per-

ceived by students in a clearly less favorable light than professors

perceive themselves.

One question in the interviews, employing a quasi-role-playing

projective technique, concerns the possibility of hiring Charles Van
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Doren (English professor involved in the television quiz "scandals")

as a university instructor. A majority, acting hypothetically as

a university president, would not have hired Van Doren, with the prin-

cipal response category indicating that they considered his televi-

sion performance and subsequent testimony "immoral" and at odds with

the general ethical code of a professor. Those favoring hiring Van

Doren felt, as revealed in the principal response category, that a

professor should not be responsible to a university for activity off

the campus which did not affect his teaching ability. They also

felt that fallibility must be accepted even in professors.

Responses to depth interviews using projective questions selected

from those formulated by the California Group indicated that our

subjects tended to be, on the whole, at least as authoritarian as

other profession, 1, social, or business groups in our culture. In

addition, the results suggest that many professors have developed

a facade of overt responses which tendsto conceal authoritarianism.

Two large university departments which had been unwilling to

become involved in television instruction were selected to partici-

pate in an ostensibly intensive improvement of teaching program

which included an evaluation of the video-tape recorder for self-

improvement of teaching based on actually taping individual course

presentations with the assistance of the university's television

production staff.

By virtue of a group of control conditions, this group pro-

vided the nucleus for the observation of potential attitude change
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in an "ego-involving", "forced compliance" situation, as theoreti-

cally outlined by Festinger. The results from this portion of the

investigation also provided an opportunity to explore the self-improve-

ment of teaching possibilities inherent in the video-tape recorder,

as evaluated by two university departments.

An analysis of *responses to the Pre- and Posttest Interviews,

the Osgood instrument, the TV Production Coordinator's report (a

daily log or participants' television production performance), and

personal reports prepared by the subjects, revealed dramatic modi-

fications of their attitudes toward ITV in a generally more favorable

direction. One of the two departments, in fact, elected to change

their previous decision and present a telecourse, while the other

began to use its taped efforts as a standard portion of regular

courses. (Of course in the context of a life situation, in spite

of controls, other factors in the social climate of the university

cannot be absolutely ruled out as contributing to these changes.)

Incidental to these findings, the interview and personal report

data also indicated considerable support for the idea of using the

video-tape recorder as a self-improvement of teaching device.

Many statistically significant differences were present between

the Pro- and Anti-ITV groups. To give some examples: Pro -ITV pro-

fessors tended to be less "ivory-tower", more variable in both teach-

ing and evaluation techniques they used, were more interested in

research, and had more teaching experience. They tended also to be

more tolerant of psychological interviews, night students, and stu-

dent activities. They also were less preoccupied with economic
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rewards in teaching. A less puritanical view of ethics was also

significantly more evident in the group favorable to the idea of

teaching by television. Pro-ITV professors were less likely to have

colleagues who share their view. They thus do not receive the

social support of their colleagues which is received by Anti-ITV

professors, the majority of whose colleagues often share their views.

The factor analytic results were also provocative. They in-

dicated that attitudes toward television were sometimes imbedded

in "pure TTV" factors. That is, some groups of respondents appar-
ently had developed specific and isolated frames of references

dealing only with television instruction (e.g. good-bad, active-

passive, or weak-strong). Still others seem to synthesize their

feelings concerning television into already existing cognitive

structures, some dealing with such things as a generalized "concrete-

realism" in their approach to teaching in general. Still others
dealt with an "overall philosophy of education factor", such as con-

cern more with "content" than with "method", and so on.

Although the three Osgood factors often converged in the expected

directions, exceptions were frequently enough noted to voice again

the question of the "purity" of particularly the Activity dimension..
In conclusion the research case history yielded a rich assort-

ment of data concerning the university faculty and an interesting

example of the course and diffusion of an innovation in a university
community. Findings included: evidence or an over-rating of its

own teaching skill and harsh judgment of members of the profession
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who err; 2) a "forced-compliance" situation coupled with a resul-

tant "ego-involvement" appears to modify feelings concerning teaching

by .television in a generally more favorable direction; 3) marked

differences in personality, philosophy of education, and behavior

characterize the professor's "favorable to" and "unfavorable to"

teaching by television, including a less "ivory-tower", more experi-

mental and flexible approach to the business of teaching; 4) attitudes

toward television instruction ranged from being imbedded in "pure

ITV" factors to being only a secondary loading in factors repre-

senting a variety of frames of references toward the total univer-

sity teaching situation; 5) the video-tape recorder emerged as a

promising technique for the self-improvement of faculty instruction.

4b
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Chapter VIII.

..

GENERALIZABILITY: SOME VIEWS ON INNOVATION

EXPRESSED BY FACULTY MEMBERS AND ADMINISTRATORS AT NINE OTHER

UNIVERSITIES
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Inevitably data such as we have presented in the preceding sec-

tions raise the question of generaljzability. Are the findings of
a study such as ours generally applicable to other populations of

college professors and innovations other than ITV, or are these

findings merely artifacts of the particular sample which we chose

to examine? Although the authors are fully aware that a defini-

tive answer to this question requires a replication of our investi-

gation at other universities, it appeared nevertheless to be of

some value to submit our findings to a more subjective test, 7y
presenting them to members of other academic communities and asking

them to respond to them in a relatively informal interview setting.
The findings which are reported in this chapter are not, therefore,

the result of the same systematic investigation employed in our

research case history. It was felt however that they might give

some indication of whether the results of our research case history

were at least fairly universal or whether they were peculiarly

related to ITV and Metro University. Hence the gathering of some

furthar data from nine additional colleges and universities, some
of which were like and some quite unlike Metro University, was com-
pleted. As indicated earlier, they differed in size, source of

sponsorship and support, and geographical location -- Southwest, West,

East, and Middlewest.1

1
Specifically the universities and colleges visited were: HofstraUniversity, Michigan State University, San Francisco State College,Southern Methodist University, State University of Buffalo, TexasChristian University, Trinity University, University of Pittsburgh,and Washington University.

...
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Procedures and interview format

The procedure for this phase of our investigation was as fol-
lows. The senior author contacted a prominent member of the faculty
at each of these nine institutions and asked him to serve as a local
faculty' consultant to our project and to arrange individual appoint-
ments with three or more of the institution's key administrators.

2

These included presidents, vice presidents, deans of faculty, deans
of arts and sciences, deans of graduate schools, and others. Where
appropriate, the top administrators directly concerned with televi-
sion instruction, audio-visual programs, etc., were also included.
Thus, these individuals essentially represent a sampling of approxi-
mately 27 administrators who were quite directly involved with impor-
tant decision making and the diffusion of innovations on their respec-
tive campuses.

A second group which the local faculty consultant was asked to
call together was a heterogeneous faculty group representing as many
academic areas as possible, including the humanities, social sci-
ences, physical sciences, education, and the more technical fields
of engineering, architecture and others. Both the administrators
and the faculty participants were assured that neither their indi-
vidual names nor the name of the institution would be used in report-
ing specific findings. It was felt that granting such anonymity
2
We wish to express our appreciation to our faculty consultants,Drs. David Berlo, Richard Bugelski, Robert Hamblin, Shephard Insel,Kenneth Kramer, Cyrus LaGrone, Jack Matthews, Alvin North, andHarold Yuker. Without exception they did a conscientious job ofarranging our visits and scheduling the appropriate interviews.
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would contribute to a more free expression of opinions and feelings.

After these orrang:ements were made, one of the authors would
then visit the campus. The senior author made six such visits while
the junior author visited three of the institutions. Typically the
interviews with individual administrators would be limited to 20

30 minutes each. Meetings with the faculty groups generally consis-
ted of one to two hour sessions, frequently around the luncheon table.

Wherever possible all participants, the administrators and faculty

members were given an opportunity to read an earlier report of the
case study. However, to assure that all participants had some back-

ground information, the investigator briefly presented the highlights
of the Metro University study and then posed a number of open-end

questions. Although these questions necessarily varied some in

format, depending on the particular institution, the respondents,
and the setting, they essentially consisted of the following content:

1. If an innovation was to be started on your campus, how would

you go about instituting it, or how would you think it would

be instituted?

2Give some concrete examples of innovations that were attempted

on your campus, and trace the effect of these innovations.

3. How do you for did you, or would you) react to the success

or failure of the utilization of instructional television

on your campus?

What is your reaction to our description of the cosmopolite

or broadly innovation accepting professorial prototype

versus the broadly innovation rejecting localite or laggard



type? To what degree are groups which would fit these

attitude patterns present on your campus? If they are,

are there academic areas where these prototypes are found

in greater or lesser concentration? Where do you think

resistance to innovation is more likely to take place?

5. Can you give a general picture of the decision making

process with respect to innovation on your campus?

As can readily be seen, these questions were general enough to

generate as much discussion as possible. An effort was made to pre-

serve informality particularly in the meetings with faculty groups

and to present the questions in such a manner as to avoid undue defen-

siveness. More specifically, the reader will note that the questions

were designed not only to provide information concerning the gen-

eralizability of our more narrowly focused ITV findings, but also

to probe carefully into some of the other dimensions which we thought

might be related to the broader field of innovation in higher edu-

cation, for example, questions .rvlating to the personality make-up
Ik.of the professor which relate to thefindings of our factor analysis

reported in an earlier chapter. In a sense then we feel that while

these interviews give us some indication about generalizability of

our empirical data, they are even more helpful in the development of

further hypotheses concerning the broader issues, to be tested in

future research.
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Characteristics of innovations

In almost every interview or discussiOn one of the first chal-

lenges which had to be met by the investigator was that of defining'

the concept of innovation. This is not to say that the interviewees
did not have their own definitions for the term; it frequently

became obvious to the interviewer, and in many cases the interviewee,

that individuals differ sharply on what to include as an innovation.
We had come to accept the term as relating to an object or idea
which represented a major change in the metLods employed to achieve
the basic goals of a given institution. For our purposes it was
irrelevant whether a particular innovation was new in the absolute

sense, or new to the particular school. For example, we would accept
the recent introduction of a language laboratory on a particular

campus as an innovation, regardless of the fact that many schools
adopted such programs years ago. The question of what constitutes
a major change is an even more difficult one to answer. As we will
see in the following paragraphs, what appears to be a minor change
in, let us say the curriculum, may - to a particular institution -

loom as a major revolution, while to another it represents a minor
readjustment to be handled by a memorandum from the office of the

. academic dean.

But the issue went much further than that. Most of our respon-
dents felt that generalizations concerning innovations were difficult
if not impossible. Frequently it was suggested that the use of more
restrictive modifiers might make some generalizations possible, but
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this frequently led to very narrow definitions Of questionable use-

fulness. Categorizations of innovations included those based on

the nature of the innovation itself, e.g. technical versus non-

technical change, or those involving subjective change rather than

changat in methodology.
. Other classifications of change were based

on the number of institutional sub- structures potentially involv3d.

Thus, changes within a department were viewed quite differently from

those which involved entire divisions, e.g. the college of arts and

sciences, the engineering school, etc. Closely -4-e:ated to these cate-

gories were those which were based on the original source of the

innovation. It was pointed out that changes proposed by the uni-

versity board and instituted by the president frequently meet with

a different response than those which are instituted by a department.

chairman. Furthermore, it must be pointed out, these categories are

not necessarily mutually exclusive. Some of our interviewees felt

that the response to a technical innovation introduced on a univer-

sity-wide basis by the administration would be quite different from

the response to the same innovation introduced at the departmental

level. This led the authors to conclude that the term 'innovation"

without modification may be of limited value, particularly in an,

empirical investigation, where the matter of precise definition is

imperwave.

Turning now to the specific innovations which were described to

us by administrators and faculty members, we found - perhaps not

surprisingly - very few technical innovations. Most of the changes

reported to us involved curriculum or course content changes with a
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minimum alteration of teaching method. Most frequently mentioned

were the launching of an honors program, a coordination of the core

cuAlcula, for example to institute a mandatory humanities course

during the first and second year in the college of liberal. arts.

Innovations which had as their goal improving the relationship be-

tween students and the institution were also mentioned frequently.

Spurred on no doubt by the recent student unrest in many parts of

ther.country - which we discussed earlier - administrators and faculty

members were attempting to find ways to provide students with more

participation in the affairs of the'school, or at least to provide

more adequate channels of communication to reduce the ever more visi-

ble psychological distance between students and faculty. However,

these attempts were generally quite timid, and their highly'experi-

mental nature was repeatedly pointed out. The limited range of

such changes can be illustrated by the comment made at one of the

schools which had just developed a faculty-student senate. It was

pointed out that while more student participation..in some of the

affairs of the school was desirable, students should not have a voice

in the development of course curricula because they are on the campus

only a short time, and are in no way qualified to be involved in

decisions at this level.

All of what has been said above is not to deny the very real

impact that these changes can have on a particular institution. A

change from a liberal arts core curriculum of several individual

courses taught by members of separate departments, to a two-year

humanities course coordinated by a supra division can constitute a
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significant innovation with all the characteristics we have attri-

buted to this form of change. But there are, we suspect, highly

superficial changes which have little or no effect on the major

processes of an institution. Often these changes are not even new

to the particular institution. It appears as though a teaching sys-

tem goes along for some time, then suddenly there is a need for a

slight variation, for example, a curriculum change, or shifting from

the Great Books idea of Mortimer Adler to a system of more tradi-

tional teaching. Is this in fact an innovation? Actually, of

course, the traditional teaching existed before the initiation of

the Great Books course, so that it is not really a new idea. Many

if not most schools appear to play a kind of game of'musical chairs

with innovations, where one innovation replaces still another and

so on. Obviously the number of such changes is fixed, so that even-

tually the system returns to a method which had been.tried before

and which had either been abandoned or become in a sense covertly

institutionalized, that is institutionalized but held in abeyance

to be reactivated at a later date. We found that one of the areas

most frequently involved in this circle of changes relates to the

best use of the faculty's time. Let us assume an institution at a

given time feels that the best use of the professor's time is for

him to lecture twice to large classes of undergraduate students and

for the rest of his time make himself available for consultations

in a tutorial sense with individual undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents. After this has been tried for awhile, the pattern is changed

C.-"1
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slightly. The professor's lecture sections are now supplemented by

discussion period led by graduate students. Later the school finds

that graduate students are inadequate in their instruction, the large

lecture sections are eliminated and the individual professor now

teaches a large number of smaller classes. After this is seen as

an uneconomical use of his time, the school reverts again to the

large lecture section. Almost every institution included in our

sample reported to us innovations which could be placed at some point

in this cycle.

A similar pattern develops in connection with changes in teach-

ing methods. Many schools have continuous or periodic teacher evalu-

ation and committees charged with the responsibility for improvement

of teaching. The innovations reported in this area'are even more

sparse than in those previously reported. It seems clear that these

committees usually have extremely vague and diffuse criteria, and

within the safe confines of their own membership they enigmatically

discuss ideas for getting the-professor to pay more attention to

his students, to spend more time on preparing his lectures, to involve

himself in more or less research, or to become more involved in the

total life of the academic community. As one of our interviewees

pointed out, "Our evaluation committee is for the most part a mutual

admiration society." One of the institutions in our sample reported

some success in evaluating teaching methods by opening these committee

sessions to invited students and members of the board and community

supporters of the school. It was too early to say whether this will

have a real impact on the changing of teaching methods since the pro-
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gram had barely started, but the faculty's response to this innova-

tion was far from unanimously favorable.

Sources of innovations

The sources of innovations in higher education are as diverse

as the innovations themselves. We found that almost every segment

within the academic community can become the initiator of change,

including students and individual faculty members. In addition to

these there are several sources of innovation outside the university.

There are a number of interesting issues which we feel need to be

explored in relation to these sources. To begin with, as we have

mentioned elsewhere, research in the diffusion of new methods in

agriculture and new products in the pharmaceutical field has empha-

sized the important role of the "change agent" in the form of a

county agent in the first and a drug detail man in the second case.

Such change agents are virtually nonexistent in higher education.

Book salesmen who contact faculty members cannot be considered change

agents in this sense, since they are merely promoting more of the

same products. (Parenthetically, we might mention that a small num-

ber of textbook publishers have become interested in producing educa-

tional..films to be used as supplements to textbooks. However, as one

editor pointed out to one of the authors, the first thing that will

have to be done is to train salesmen to sell professors on the idea

of using visual aids in general before being able to sell them

specific films.) Some faculty members seem to he aware of the fact

that little effort is being made from the outside to persuade them
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to adopt new teaching methods and techniques. Several of our respon-

dents readily admitted their own ignorance about such devices as

video-tape recorders, teaching machines and other technical innova-

tions, but they were quick to point out the fact that there was to

their knowledge no source for the dissemination of such information.

Innovations do seem to follow certain predictable routes --

predictable, that is, for a particular institution. One hypothesis

here is that these patterns are closely related to the more basic

nom* of the institutional structure. In a highly permissive set-

ting, particularly if the administration purposely avoids "shoving

things down the faculty's throat," most innovations originate at

the faculty or departmental level. There is some indication that

once such a pattern has become established, changes initiated at

the top tend to be opposed uy the rank and file faculty member re-

gardless of their merits. Conversely, the highly structured insti-

tution generates innovations at the board and administration level

and filters them down through the department chairmen to the faculty.

In a few schools the power seems to rest with the department chair-

man, particularly where such chairmanships are permanent appoint-

ments and the top administration may change more often than the chair-

manships. In several cases in our sample each segment, the adminis-

tration and faculty, feels that the responsibility for initiating

innovation rests with the other group, and one gets the rather humor-

ous picture of two people listening on the same telephone line with

neither of them saying anything.
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Even where there are sources for generating ideas about new

approaches in higher education, economic factors tend, to present a

serious barrier to their adoption. Most university budgets are fixed

from year to year, and there are indications, though this would re-

quire very careful analysis, that these budgets tend to support the

existing system. Allocation systems seem to provide little or

nothing in the way of built-in mechanisms for change. We were often

told, of course, that many innovations in higher education cane be

accomplished within existing budgets, but drastic changes requir-

ing rechanneling of funds often take years to clear the budgetAlur-

die, if they clear it at all. Basically we would hypothesize that

the economics of the system, the entire budgeting procedures, too

oftew.appear to be dedicated to maintaining the status quo.

*There are a few financial sources outside the university. which

are sometimes available for the introduction of a specific innovation

ow.a given campus. Various agencies, public and private,,have made

such funds available, particularly among those institutions ranking

in.the lower part of the academic scale, institutions frequently

attended by socially and culturally deprived students. However, we

would hypothesize that such guaranteed financing in no way assures

the institutionalizing of a new idea. If channels within theisystem

for,the diffusion of innovations are nonexistant, there is.a very

high probability that they will become accepted only at a very,super-

ficial level.

I t
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One other source of innovation deserves mentioning here, and

that is private industry in the local community. This source of

new ideas and their economic implementation is far from widespread,

but we found it to be an important factor in at least two institu-

tions. Frequently it involves only a very narrow academic field,

usually in the more technical areas like engineering or business

administration. Innovations here include two-way television hook-

ups between a large manufacturing plant and a university lecture

room, providing corporation personnel as visiting lecturers in the

university's classroom. Obviously such innovations serve a number

of purposes. Most important among these may be the exchange between

university and industry which itself may give rise to new innovations

simply because it forces members of the academic community to relate

to those outside the system.

Diffusion, institutionalization and the reversion henomenon

Our discussions on the nine campuses clearly indicate the need

for intensive empirical study to determine the fate of an innovation

in higher education over a long period of time. It seems abundantly

clear from our interviews that overt acceptance and what we will

call institutionalization of the innovation are two quite different

stages with a number of intermediate steps. We would hypothesize

two major patterns of development. Both would begin with an overt

acceptance of a new idea or method, i.e. they would begin with the

operation of an ITV program; but while in one pattern this will lead

to institutionalization, in the other there is a kind of "pseudo-

kr
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acceptance". Although the program may continue over a consider-

able period of time, it never really becomes part of the institution,

and at a given point a convenient excuse is found to terminate the

program. Under these circumstances the chances for it being brought

back appear to be very slim indeed, even though the hardware, the

cameras, the receivers, etc. are still available, and are sometimes

readapted for other uses such as adult education or public relations.

In the other pattern, where institutionalization has taken place,

such acceptance may in fact be quite covert, and although the pro-

gram may be discarded at a given point in time, the innovation is

added to the pool of educational methods with a fairly high probab-

ility that at some futura time it will be brought back. This hypoth-

esis leads us to advocate great caution in drawing conclusions simply

on the basis of overt presence or absence of an innovation. Empiri-

cal research is needed to search for factors which indicate covert

acceptance. One key to this question might be the conditions under

which the innovation was rejected. If the original overt accep-

tance led to an experience which was perceived by most or all of the

members of the system as having been basically negative, then chances

for institutionalization are unlikely and we would predict that the

probability is very low that the innovation, once abandoned, will be

reinstated. On the other hand, if the termination of a new program

is brought about by economic factors, or by a less generalized opposi-

tion - for example, simply because one powerful administrator was

opposed to it - some institutionalization may have taken place, with

at least some possibility of a reinstatement if the circumstances
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change. These are purly conjectures on our part, but we feel that

they are important hypotheses which should be investigated further.

In part the high mortality rate of innovations in higher edu-

cation may be a function of the original acceptance in yet another

way. From our interviews we have learned that administrators and

faculty members alike find it difficult if not impossible to evalu-

ate the merits and demerits of a new idea prior to its adoption.

Hence most if not all innovations are adopted on an experimental

basis; the tentativeness of such acceptance was frequently pointed

out to us. When we are told by an administration, "We have set up

a faculty-student senate on a trial basis for one year; if it doesn't

work we can always disband it, just as we earlier disbanded the
ir

faculty-student forum," then it appears to us as though the built-in

mechanism for abandoning the innovation would almost certainly pre-

vent any degree of institutionalization. In other words, it is not

just the experimental nature of the original adoption, but the fre-

quently immanent termination facility that prevents total acceptance.

Once an innovation has been terminated the system clearly has only

two choices: one is to move on to another innovation, and indeed, as

we have pointed out earlier, some systems move from one innovation

to another; and the other is a reversion to the old tried and true

methods. The latter appears to be more often the case, but this is

another area in which we feel further research is needed.
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Instructional television - some ma or confirmations of our findings

Because one major purpose of these interviews was to obtain

responses to our specific ITV findings in our research case history

from a broad sample of teachers and administrators, a considerable

amount of time was allocated in each interview to elicit attitudes

toward this medium innovation. The overall picture emerging from

these interviews is amazingly clear-cut on this point: most if not

all of our findings are confirmed. Admittedly our sample was too

small to permit a truly scientific generalization. Nine institutions,

27 administrators, and some 7S faculty members do not constitute an

adequate sample of higher education in the United States. Further-

more, it must be remembered that we did not meet with the faculty

members individually but rather in groups, which may have had a deci-

sive influence on their responses. Nevertheless we feel that these

groups and individual administrators represented enough of a hetero-

geneous sample to lead us to postulate that the findings of our case

study are not restricted to one institution, although there may be

some question of whether they are in fact restricted in part to one -

or at least a particular type - of innovation.

The first thing that clearly emerges from our discussions on

other campuses is that attitudes toward ITV appear to transcend the

structural and other characteristics of the institution itself. It

appears as though attitudes toward ITV are more generic to the teach-

ing role as perceived by the faculty member, although our sample was

tco small and our interviewing techniques inadequate to do anything
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more than hypothesize on this. But we were impressed with the

apparent invariance of attitudes toward ITV, regardless of the size

of institution, its urban or rural location, its sponsorship, or

even its past experience or inexperience with television as an in-

structional device.

An overwhelming majority of our interviewees on these campuses

were antipathetic to ITV. Perhaps the most amazing aspect of their

negative attitude was the similarity of the reasons they gave for

resisting ITV. Without exception, wherever reasons for resisting

ITV were elaborated, we found patterns of responses similar and in

some cases identical to those reported in our research case history.

Some of our interviewees gave sound, rational and objective reasons,

but at the same time a myriad of by now familiar irrational, emo-

tional responses were given, implying that ITV represents some sort

of a threat to their very existence, or that it is a kind of toy

which has no place in any seriously academically-oriented educational

institution.

One of the most interesting examples of the kind of reasoning

engaged in by sophisticated professors which further cautions against

value judgments in psychological research in innovation in universi-

ties, is the provocative responses which were received from two pro-

fessors on different campuses. One was a distinguished behavioral

scientist with a record of unusual interest in innovation in his own

field, and one who would be described as a "cosmopolite" by any

standard. With respect to television instruction, he stated that

on.thing that cannot be ignored in the study of the use of,television
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in teaching at universities is that perhaps the eventual rejection

of television instruction by most professors could be interpreted

as a valid reaction. In other words, the use of television instruc-

tion may comprise a critical trial period during which time profes-

sors really seriously consider its use but reject it on a sound

basis, namely that it really doesn't do the job in the most subtle

sense. A professor at another institution, a very productive bio-

logical scientist, also demonstrated an unusual interest in inno-

vation in his own field and was a person for whom the label cosmop-

olite would be equally appropriate. Reacting to a point made in our

discussion that universities haven't essentially changed the pattern

of instruction almost from their very inception, this scholar pointed

out that this persistence of the old ways of doing things simply

suggests that they stem from the essential needs in the situation,

and offer - in the long run - the greatest utility in satisfying

these needs.

In other words, here are two respondents who take the stand that

the slowness of universities to adopt innovations is no particular

indictment of the rigidity of the university as an institution or

of its professors, but rather is support for the basic effectiveness

of the traditional way of doing things that persists in the univer-

sity.

Apparently the type of television facilities employed in a given

program had little effect on faculty attitudes. This was one of the

questions of particular interest to us, since Metro University had
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an open-circuit channel, i.e. one that can be received through any

television set in the community, and it was thought by some that this

public visibility might have contributed co the resistance among

the Metro faculty. Apparently this is not a major contributor to

the negative attitude. The nine institutions in our sample in this

phase of our investigation had had a wide range of experience with

ITV, ranging from complete inexperience to open-circuit. Some had

used open-circuit and then switched to closed-circuit. There is some

indication that public scrutiny might appear to be undesirable in

a few academic areas where potentially controversial material may be

presented, such as in the teaching of history, political science,

or even biology where discussion of evolution might bring criticism

in some parts of the country. However, it seems that the resis-

tance to ITV is not really predicated primarily upon fear that the

general public will view the presentation. A much greater fear ap-

pears to be that television, open or closed-circuit, opens the pres-

entation to the scrutiny of one's colleagues within the university.

Thus the possible judgment of fellow faculty members appears to be

the more likely source of resistance than the possibility of public

reaction to controversial material. We are reminded of the almost

universal but unwritten ethic that in the university in general

(except in medical and dental and perhaps in some other professional

schools), professors ordinarily do not enter one another's classroom.

Why should this be, aside from the belief that this is an extension

of academic freedom. It is possible that many professors have tradi-

tionally been loath to expose their presentation to the scrutiny of

h
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their peers. If this attitude is held as universally as we suspect

it is, it becomes readily understandable that there will be strong

resistance to any form of broadcasting of class proceedings which

increases the probability that others might be viewing the professor's

presentation. The fact that such viewing could be effected covertly

would only increase his anxiety.

Having now postulated that neither the characteristics of the

institution nor the type of television equipment appear to have a

major bearing on faculty ITV attitudes, the next question we explored

is whether there are perhaps specific academic areas which are more

adaptable than others to teaching via television. Here we found no

common agreement among our interviewees even within one institu-

tion. The only generalization we can make is that most agreed that

while ITV may have some value in other academic areas, in their own

it was virtually without merit. By way of example we report the con-

versation between a professor of music and a math professor during

one of our luncheon meetings. The music professor began by pointing

out that in his field, television was of no use at all since he is

totally dependent on getting feedback from the student. He, the

professor, must be sure that the student understands one step before

moving on to the next. However, it seemed to him that in an area

like math, which consisted purely of information dissemination, the

presentation of formulas to be memorized by the student, ITV could

be most helpful. Not so, replied the math professor. In teaching

mathematics, it is imperative that the student understand thetearlier

..--0110.1%11.1101116.
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steps leading to a new mathematical formulation, and only by receiv-

ing feedback from the student could the professor be sure that the

student is ready for the next step. However, said the math professor,

it seemed to him that a course in music, e.g. music appreciation,

could very well and efficiently be taught by television. Such con-

versations typically took place on most of the campuses visited.

A,topic somewhat related to the above controversies was that of

student attitudes toward, and performance in, ITV courses. We were

told by ITV-experienced instructors that students generally resist

enrolling in television courses, a confirmation of the findings

reported earlier. As far as student performance is concerned, we

appeared to get two diametrically opposed responses. On those cam-

puses where careful analysis of grades had been undertaken, we were

told that no significant differences were found between the per-

formance of ITV and non-ITV taught students. Where no such empirical

data were available, on the other hand, our respondents postulated

that students perform more poorly in television courses. The reasons

for such decrement in performance, it was often pointed out, are

related to the "qualitative differences" of the two methods and the

increase in the psychological distance between professor and student

which result from depersonalized television instruction.

One of the most unequivocal findings of our observations on

these nine campuses relates to the pattern which characterizes the

history of Instructional Television as an innovation. That this

pattern transcends all differences between institutions appears to
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us almost certain. Not only do our interviews confirm this, but at

a recent conference3 of experts directly involved in the various

phases of the educational television movement and other educators,esa.

entially the same pattern was described, There are, to be sure, minor

variations in this pattern, but the following description appears to

be typical.

It begins with some source of "seed" money, a private foundation

or the federal government or in some cases a source within the uni-

versity itself. Concurrently there is some enthusiastic advocate of

the innovation. He may be a member of the faculty, an administrator,

a department head, or possibly an influential board member. Because

of his enthusiasm and the availability of funds, the program will be

started "on an experimental basis." After installation of the equip-

ment, the first one or two courses are telecast and they may con-

tinue for quite some time. In some cases the program is terminated

after one showing of the complete course, in another instance it

is continued for some years, but generally the program is discon-

tinued for one reason or another. The reversion phenomenon appears

despite the original enthusiasm for the program, and the institution

returns to the old teaching methods used prior to the introduction

of ITV. This is a clear case of what we described earlier as incom-

plete institutionalization. ITV has never become part of the edu-

cational out-put of the institution althoUgh it seemed at first to

Meeting of the Media Standards Committee of the Southern Region
Education Board relating to an inter-institutional television project,
of which the senior author is a member.
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have been genuinely accepted. In some cases total abandonment of

ITV is avoided. At one university we found, for example, that the

courses were still continued but only for instruction in the evening

school program; at another, which was joined with six other schools

Via a television cable, the viewing room, the set, and the program

were still available to the students, the school still paying its

membership dues in the association, but no particular effortivas

being made to urge students to watch the program. As one adminis-

trator pointed out, occasionally a student or two will wander into

the viewing room, but usually because they can think of no other

place to go.

Quite aside from the seed money or the enthusiastic proponent,

innovaions may be introduced because of some crisis situ *tion.

Rogers (1962) points to the fact that a crisis tends to emphasize

the:relative advantage of an innovation and affects its rate.of adop-

tion. Several of the schools in our sample were in fact confronted

by4the general crisis in higher education, namely the campus popu-

lation explosion, and for the most part our information would con-

firm.tilles' (1964) findings that, "Sheer size and growth of-an

(educational) system tend to force adaptive changes and increased

concern for innovation." On many of the larger campuses the increased

enrolment is proceeding ahead of the stepped-up building program.

Thist;increases the attractiveness of an innovation such as ITV,. But

it.is'also apparent that as soon as the building program catches up,

ther.41Aed for ITV rapidly diminishes and it is frequently abolished.
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Later, when the upper limit of potential classroom space again lags

behind enrolment, the institution may return to the use of the medium.

This is a hypothetical case - we did not find all of these factors

at any one school - but the factors involved here are important to

an understanding of the question of institutionalization of an inno-

vation. For example, it would he interesting to determine to what

extent provisions are being made on these campuses for adapting these

buildings for television use at a later date by providing. closed

circuit TV facilities over which programs could be telecast to dormi-

tories and other buildings. Some schools reported that they were

making such provisions.

The reasons which are given for terminating an ITV program on a

particular campus are extremely varied, some appearing to be quite

superficial, such as the fact that there was no one qualified to

operate the equipment. In other cases the reasons were more basic.

Often we were told that the original need, real or perceived, was no

longer present. More buildings had been built, more instructors

hired, enrolment reduced. Another frequent reason for termination

was that the funds which had first generated the program had come to

an end, or that the enthusiastic faculty or administration propo-

nent of the program had left the campus or had become cooled in his

enthusiasm. In some cases it was clear, and our interviewees were

completely open in admitting, that faculty hostility and perhaps stu-

dent resistance had delivered a death blow to the program. Again we

were impressed that all of these reasons are in fact indicative of

the lack of institutionalization of the innovation.
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Those institutions which had not had experience with ITV but

had considered the possibility of initiating a program usually gave

economic factors for abandoning the idea. There can be little doubt

that ITV introduces into the learning system a need for certain

kinds of hardware, and indications are that whenever you bring hard-

ware into the learning system you are likely to encounter resistance.

As the senior author pointed out in a review of Bereday & Lauwerys'

Communication Media and the School (Evans, 19(0),

the fact that there was such a high rate of failure of audio-visual

programs might well he traced to the amount of hardware and effort

it required on the part of the system and its members. This can be-

come a contributing factor, but it is questionable whether it is

the primary one. If an innovation which requires a great deal of

hardware is introduced into an ongoing program this undoubtedly

requires relearning and retraining on the part of the members of the

system, and this they are going to resist. Implicit in many responses

and explicit in others was a strong resistance to change. Faculty

members and administrators seemed to be saying again and again,

I really don't want it because it takes too much effort. Even if

they had the money to introduce the innovation it would mean that

they would have to learn to do something in a new way, and that

requires effort.
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The nature of quality education

One of the charges that is frequently levied against instruc-

tional television, teaching machines, and other media innovations

is that they water down the quality of education. Hence it was of

consid"rable interest to us to explore with our respondents those

factors which they felt contributed to quality education. Tn gen-

eral our respondents agreed with the convictions expressed by the

majority of the Metro University faculty. Quality education is

achieved in face to face confrontation of professors and a small

class of students. Some of the smaller colleges in our sample were

actually operating on this type of program and justified their higher

tuition rates by pointing to the smaller student-faculty ratio. How-

ever, on the larger state-supported campuses, such a program is ob-

viously impossible. However, the idea of quality education based on

small student-teacher ratios survives even in these large institu-

tions. What we found in at least three universities we visited was

the attempt to build up within the university two sub-systems, each

with a different role and different methods. One system offers

large enrolment courses which can accommodate up to two or three

thousand students. For these presumably quality education cannot be

offered, and their education is limited to transmission of information.

Within this larger system there is an attempt to build a small aca-

demic community. This system, sometimes housed in a special part of

the campus called "University College", and sometimes just a so-called

honors program, generally consists of a small but highly select group

of honor students, perhaps 500 in number. Again this appears to be
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a dichotomous response to innovation. While the move toward an

attempt to provide quality education for at last a small number of

students in itself represents an innovation on some campuses, the

methods of teaching in these small systems are far from innovative;

as a matter of fact, there frequently is a reversion to the most

archaic forms of teaching. Conversely and ironically, the large

enrolment systeL may be forced to use technological devices or of

necessity use some new ways of being more expedient in providing

mass education. A most interesting hypothesis arises from these

observations. If in any learning or teaching system we arrive at

a point where we are ready to say that the best we can do in coping

with sheer numbers of students is simply to insure some information

gain, without worrying about the previously highly valued qualita-

tive aspects of the learning situation, will instructional innova-

tions like ITV be more readily accepted? We think it is a valid hy-

pothesis that the more the emphasis in a course or curriculum is

simply on information gain, the more likely ITV appears to be accep-

table as a means of communicating this information.

Quality education, we were lepeatedly told, involves more than

just transmission of information. This extra ingredient, our inter-

viewees felt, is present in the more traditional teaching methods,

but lacking in ITV and teaching machine programs. It becomes clear

that in the study of acceptance and rejection of innovation in higher

education we must attempt to identify and analyze this extra ingred-

ient. We predict that this will not be an easy task. At least we

repeatedly encountered great difficult'y in getting our respondents
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to even hint at what the factor or factors might be. If one takes

an overt manifestation of what the professor expects of his class

at the end of the semester by looking at his exams, they generally

will be found to measure little more than information gain. Re-

peatedly we found that while this extra ingredient is of paramount

value to the professor, no one appears to be able to define it.

With this in mind we are led to hypothesize that this educational

plus is not clearly defined in the professor's own mind, that in-

depth interviews might reveal that he is worshipping something that

is rather amorphous and ambiguous. In fact, this provides a not

unreasonable explanation of, why so much of the resistance to inno-

vation which appears to threaten this special quality education is

vague in purpose and direction. It may simply be something which

traditionally is passed on from one generation of professors to

another. To attack this problem empirically appears to be diff-

icult but not impossible. We might begin by looking at what happens

in the university setting besides simply the transmission of infor-

mation and the teaching of skills. What, for example, happens in

the intimacy of an honors program that goes beyond the other kind

of mass oriented teaching and learning programs? Perhaps a partial

answer can be found by examining the goals of the college professor.

What is it he is trying to transmit? Some of our respondents told

us that it is knowledge for knowledge's sake, but is it true that

this can only be communicated in a very intimate situation, and can-

not be transmitted to larger groups? In this connection another

question which could be answered empirically is whether these
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professorial goals vary from discipline to discipline. We would

hypothesize that there would be differences between, say, the physi-

cal sciences and the humanities.

The innovating and innovation resisting professor

Whenever the discussion turned to the personality factors

characteristic of our two prototypes, the innovator and the laggard,

the Pro-ITV and the Anti-ITV, a lively and at times heated discussion

ensued, particularly in the faculty groups. The investigator usu-

ally reviewed the findings briefly by pointing out that in our case

study we found that those who resist innovation appeared to be more

narrowly restricted in their interest within the university, that

they,carried larger teaching loads, that they tended to be more re-

sistant to psychological testing, that they tended to be a little

more anxious in general. We pointed out that we found significantly

more resisters in certain disciplines, namely in the humanities rather

than in others like the technological fields. On the other hand, we

reported, in the case study the innovative professor who favored ITV

tended to extend his interest beyond the university, had broader

interests, carried a smaller teaching load, and was often more pro-

ductive in terms of non-teaching activities such as writing and

research.

After presenting these findings we asked our respondents if

those who resisted innovations at their university might be similarly

classified, in other words, did our prototypes seem to describe the

resisters on their campus.- Generally the responses from both faculty
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and administrators were confirmatory. However, there were some

notable exceptions. As we would have predicted, some of our inter-

viewees were very disturbed by these dichotomies. Generally, one

of the first questions raised concerned the validity of generaliza-

tions across innovations. They were quick to point out that a

faculty member who strongly resisted one particular innovation, like

ITV, may himself be the innovator for another change. Again predic-

tably, those of our interviewees who were themselves members of the

humanistic disciplines, who perhaps perceived their own role to be

that of a teacher rather than a researcher, challenged this whole

assumption. The humanities are many centuries older than other aca-

demic areas, some pointed out, and its resources are to be found

within the confines of the university itself; no purpose is served

by going outside the system, all that is needeci is contained within

the library.

Generally, though this was by no means true in every case, admin-

istrators discussed the issues relating to personality and other

characteristics of resisters more readily and openly than faculty

members, particularly when the discussion turned to specific aca-

demic areas on their campus from which they expected the greatest

amount of resistance to innovations. To a large extent this may have

been the result of our procedure rather than a real difference be-

tween the openness of faculty members and administrators. Obviously

the latter were freer to express their opinions and elaborate on

the situation since the interview took place within the confines

of their private offices with only the interviewer present. On the
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other hand, faculty members interviewed in groups were, we are sure,

very much aware that what they were saying was not only being heard

by the investigator but by their colleagues as well. Perhaps it is

therefore even more significant that here too we obtained consider-

able confirmation of our hypotheses. One more important factor must

be pointed out in this connection. While disciplines commonly in-

cluded among the humanities were most frequently pointed to as

sources of resistance, other areas were certainly not immune. Schools

of education and even engineering were most resistant on some campuses.

We were repeatedly challenged on the question of determining the

value of an innovation. Our interviewees pointed out that some, if

not most, innovations are worthless (e.g. ITV,. Is not a faculty

member justified in resisting an innovation which he perceives to. be

of little or no use? At times we were accused of equating innova-

tion with progress, implying that all innovations are good. If we

agreed wish them that not all innovations were equally valuable they

pointed to the difficulty of judging which are and which are not.

What objective criteria do we have for measuring the relative merit

of an innovation, they would ask.

Security, it was generally felt by our interviewees, was-another

important variable in the behavior of a professor towards an innova-

tion. Repeatedly there was agreement that the younger, less estab-

lished, professor with the heavier teaching load and probably lower

salary, was indeed more likely to resist innovations. One dean, an

educator for over 25 years, put it "In my earlier days, young pro-

spective instructors used to come to the school asking for an oppor-
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tunity to put to work new ideas in teaching. Their main concern

was about freedom to institute new programs, new approaches. Today

the young instructor, with the ink still wet on his doctor's degree,

asks about security, tenure, retirement benefits and so on. Little

is said about introducing new ideas and there seems to be a great

concern for 'fitting-in'. Thus those innovations which are intro-

duced are introduced by the older, more secure, faculty member."

That security is a powerful factor here is indicated in yet

another way. In some cases even one who is generally innovative

may become a resister when his own security is threatened. Security

here does not always mean money or tenure, either -- sometimes it

involves the defense of one's discipline. An interesting example of

this was found at the school which had introduced the core humani-

ties curriculum. The supra departmental nature of the program gave

rise to strong resistance, not because the professor saw his job

threatened, but because he feared the consequences of losing his

departmental footing.

Many among those whom we interviewed felt that the cosmopolite-

localite dimension was highly oversimplified. Surely, they asserted,

people do not have to fall into one or the other camp. There must

be a middle ground. We assured them that we thought there was, that

people may fall at any point along a continuum. Many pointed out

again that a person could be at different points of the continuum at

different times, depending on the particular innovation, being sym-

pathetic to one while resisting another. But even after all of these

reservations were stated, they'usually agreed that there was consid-
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erable validity in our hypotheses. Faculty members and administra-

tors alike felt that the personality of the professor, his array

of interests, his narrowness or breadth of scope, were indeed impor-

tant areas for further research.

Summar and su ested directions for future research

The information gathered in this phase of our investigation

leaves us with little doubt about the possibility that our research

case history findings are characteristic only of the Metro University

faculty. In other words, we have found ccnfirmation of most of our

findings, even if only through these informal interviews. Many

questiois remain unanswered and will require careful empirical study.

It is abundantly clear that many of our terms like innovation it-

self, cosmopolite, localite, etc., will require more operational

definitions before we can proceed with further research.

Our interviews clearly pointed up the need for gathering more

objective information about the faculty, together with additional

subjective evaluations from their students. We need to find a large

number of behavioral items which characterize the individuals at

either end or somewhere along our continuum. What is their approach

to the campus itself? It is quite reasonable to expect that, as

was pointed out to us on some campuses, those who fall between the

two extremes are of great importance. Our data do not justify, and

we do not want to imply, that being extremely cosmopolite is neces-

sarily good and being localite is had, although some who have read

our earlier results apparently felt that this was implied. Without
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further research it is hard to speculate, but perhaps we will find

that a prototype who has attributes from both dimensions will turn

out to be the ideal professor type.

These interviews again reminded us of the danger of including

purely behavioral items in instruments designed to differentiate

one group from another. We were told that while such overt behav-

ioral items as participation in national meetings, professional travel

in general, the extent of teaching experience at other institutions,

and the number of professional journal subscriptions might give some

indication of an individual's orientation, the psychological dimen-

sions underlying such overt visible behavior might be of even greater

importance. As suggested earlier, a journal subscriber is under no

obligation to read the journals he receives, nor is the conference

goer compelled to attend the sessions or to listen to the papers

which are presented. Undoubtedly there is frequently a facade of

mobility which is nothing more than doing things in a conventional

way. We could come up with a whole series of items which might char-

acterize a cosmopolite or localite individual and find that the overt

behavioral items are not at all reliable indices. We need then an

instrument which will measure the more intrinsic aspects of behavior.

Thus we would want to find out not only whether a given group of

professors go to conventions, but how many meetings they really attend,

and - more importantly - what changes occur in their professional

activities as a result of such attendance when they return to the

campus. On the other hand, another group may be scored as localite

on an item relating to travel, when in fact their desire to travel
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is hampered only by the limitations imposed by travel budgets. So

while the factor analysis in our research case history, along with

our Chi Square tests, indicates that these overt behavioral fac-

tors have some important meaning, we are led to conclude on the basis

of these interviews that we must explore these variables with much

greater subtlety by building whole clusters of extrinsic and intrin-

sic items which would contribute to a clearer picture.

Professional travel does seem to us to he a most important

factor, particularly relating to the cosmopolite-localite hypotheses.

The age of the jet plane, the increased number of national meetings,

the availability and tremendous impact of communication facilities,

certainly mean that the professor is no longer dependent only on the

library to broaden his scope of knowledge. Through public media, by

visits to other universities, by attendance at national and inter-

national conferences, the whole world becomes in a sense his library

or his laboratory. What happens to the professor for whom oppor-

tunity for travel is provided by research grant or university budget?

Does he, as a result of this exposure to the world, question methods

and procedures at his own institution? Does he bring back new ideas

which may represent the seeds for innovation on his campus?

In a sense, of course, this broadening of the horizons is in

itself an innovation and while it is one which is nation- and world-

wide, it nevertheless has direct effects on the university community.

Along with innovations in data processing, data retrieval, communi-

cation, this increased mobility affects the institution regardless
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of the strength of its resistance. These innovations are in a class

by themselves, for individuals and subgroups in our culture are not

really free to accept or reject them. The whole university can re-

sist instructional television but it cannot ignore the fact that

students and professors alike watch and are influenced by open-cir-

cuit commercial television. Undoubtedly these broad cultural inno-

vations forced upon the system have an effect upon the other, more

voluntary, innovations within the university.

In discussions over the years with Marshall McLuhan, the senior

author has particularly been interested in McLuhan's assertions

concerning the restricting effects of operating in what he calls our

"print culture". It is our feeling, as is also discussed in Under-

standing Media (McLuhan, 1964), that we are rapidly moving into a

communication and transportation culture. Although society and the

university may be slow in breaking away from the restrictions of our

"print culture", we see it being inevitably surplanted by the new

means of communicating. We don't understand nor even fully know the

effects that this change will have, but there are strong indications

that some areas such as physics, chemistry, and biology are already

no longer primarily shared by a print culture in disseminating know-

ledge, but require a far broader range of experience. This would

indicate that change does not affect all parts of an institution

equally. We would certainly agree that there are many characteristics

of an educational system which can change while others appear to

remain fixed. Furthermore, it appears likely that change of the
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system does not have an equal impact on all of its members, making

it quite possible for some members to remain unaffected by the

change.

The reader may recall that our factor analysis, reported in

Chapter V , showed that for some professors, ITV was in itself an

isolated object of concern, while for others it was apparently one

of several interrelated objects within the university climate, all

of which they reacted to favorably or unfavorably. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that among the responses which we found in the

nine universities, some respondents, while objecting to ITV, strong-

ly emphasized that they were sympathetic to other changes. Perhaps

one of the first questions we need to study is what do university

professors perceive as innovation, recognizing that what may appear

as an innovation to one professor is hardly considered such by an-

other. Furthermore, a particular innovation may appear to threaten

one member of the system, while such a threat is not perceived by

another. So if one wishes to implement change, he must recognize

the individual's immediate perception in terms of the context of

the situation. As we discussed earlier, as a hypothesis this is

similar to the relationship of perception to context as stated in

adaptation level theory (Nelson, 1947). It may be then that in the

final analysis, successful diffusion of an innovation depends on

the climate within a given university. Not only that, but since the

so-called "climate of reception" can easily change over time at a

given institution, it is not always possible to predict the future

date of an innovation in terms of the present climate of a university.
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One of the strongest single suggestions that emerges from the

present report is that extremely far-sighted programs must be a

vital part of any attempt to institute innovations within the uni-

versity. We might propose that techniques of instrumental reinforce-

ment, scheduled with carefully pre-planned precision as outlined in

current models of reinforcement theory such as those outlined by

Ferster and Skinner (1957), might well be projected over a period

of several years from the time the innovation is first introduced

into the system.

The reversion effect occurs most often where reinforcers are

not programmed beyond certain minimum limits. Perhaps the first

task is to empirically determine what the most effective reinforcers

for the continuance of an innovation are. In universities, salary

increments, promotions, and overt administrative approval as a form

of status for the innovator are the most frequently used reinforcers.

Are there others of a more subtle nature? If long-range commitment

is not secured by programmed schedules of the appropriate and most

effective reinforcement, then we can suspect that the innovation will

be short-lived from the outset. In order for innovation to be more

than the musical chairs we discussed earlier, and for genuine inno-

vation to occur and become institutionalized, it might be necessary

that long-term programming of continuing reinforcement must be an

integral part of the innovation-receiving system. Accidental or

trial and error support ror innovations has resulted in occasional

short-term adoption. It is unlikely, however, that significant change

in a university - if indeed we wish it - will ever occur if the present

system of diffusion continues.

1
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The formidable number of questions which remain unanswered are

ample evidence that our explorations of the problems related to inno-

vation in higher education have been but a beginning. Conversely,

the unresolved issues, the tentative hypotheses are, we feel, justi-

fication for our contention that this is indeed a fertile area of

research in which the many tools available to the social psychologist

can be of tremendous value. We would go a step further to say that

the study of change processes in higher education including the study

of the faculty personality are of paramount importance to the sur-

vival of our education system, in view of the challenge by modern

technology coupled with the rapidly increasing enrolment.

We believe we have demonstrated some important approaches to the

problem. We have examined in some detail the hypotheses concerning

innovation in general, as found in Rogers (1962) and more specifi-

cally applied to education by Miles (1964) and others. Some of these

formulations appeared to be extremely helpful in understanding the

findings of our research case history. However, we also became aware

of their limitations, particularly of the need for expanding the

social psychological dimensions of these theoretical frameworks.

Because of the complex context of our investigation, both the

generil and specific findings reported in the preceding pages should

be interpreted only as generators of hypotheses and not definite bases

for conclusions. Thus, the authors look upon this study as having

its greatest importance in the role it could play in stimulating

further research in an area marked by a dearth of empirical studies.
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Certainly the value of our report should not be measured in terms

of the questions which we have answered, but the extent to which it

will provoke further experimental testing of the many tentative

hypotheses which we have presented. We do urge that other behavioral

scientists should regard the academic community as a significant

setting for research into the nature of change processes.
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Sample - Initial Questionnaire
(Includes Final Frequency Count)

In order to respect the anonymity of the university and
individual departments involved in the present investigation,
any specific reference in the following tables to either will be
deleted. The deletion will be noted with the following mark *
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You are being adced to complete the following test, which is one
part of a research project supported by a government grant. For our re-
sults to have maximal validity and significance, it is extremely important
that each person asked to participate voo:)erate with us by completing and
returning the test. All individual answers and personal information will
be kept in strict confidence, in accordance with the ethics of such re-

search. Your name will not be revealed, nor will your answers be individu-

ally identified in the interpretation and reporting of results. For pur-
poses of statistical comparison, however, .e do need the personal informa-
tion requested on pages 33 through 35. Answers to some of the questions

on these pages have already been written in. Please be sure your rank

and other information already filled in are correct.

Completion of this test will require approximately 30 minutes.
Please take the test in sequencedo not look ahead, and do not turn back.

Your cooperation in this matter is very important, since your taking the

test in the indicated order is an important factor in the research design,

and your failure to do this would affect the validity of your responses.

A return envelope, already addressed and marked uPersonal,11 is

enclosed. .hen you have completed the test, please place it in this

envelope, seal the envelope, and return it to us via interoffice mail.

P3,Jase return the comacted test to us by Friday December 11 1959.

Only your honest feelings about those is sues are sought. There is

really no way you are supposed to feel about those issues. It is expected

that opinions of individual faculty :timbers will differ widely.

We would be interested in having any comments you might wish to

make about this test. You will find a page for comments at the end of

the test.

Please do not merely toss this bouklet aside, since only through

your cooperation will the report of this ctudy, which will be circulated

nationally, be truly representative of our faculty.

Thank you.
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fair 31 : 36

weak 29 : 31 56

fast
18

:26 22

unpleasant kl 11 : 33

hard23 :35 :31

worthless20 20 :42

48 45

164: 10

135 27

137 46

98 38

:104 24

193 21

143 : 36

177 12

:72 :67

3.16.3625

39 46 bad 18

23

22

10 4 smooth

22 : 13 dishonest

25 18 active 22

23 23 unfair 22

37 17 strong . 21

: 4 : 13
slow 22

: 40 : 20 pleasant 22

11 : 7 soft 23

47 30 valuable 21



Correspondence Courses

good 14 s 30 :__67 : 45

rough 31 s 26 s 40 s 181:

honest 17 s 27 s 35 :140 :

passive 26 s 21 : 32 :161 :

fair 16 : 33 54 3 121:

weak 50 : 42 : 67 : 107 :

fast 6 : 10 : 20 :190 :

22 : 41 :149 :unpleasant 27 :

hard 14 13 30 :186 :

worthless 25 41 : 46 : 62

3.26:3035

261

n = 319

41 $ 46 s 60 bad

No Response

16

11 s 5 4 smooth 21

34 : 24 : 22 dishonest 20

33 s 18 : 9 active 19

30 s 21 3 25 unfair 19

17 : 13 s 3 strong 20

27 : 22 : 24 slow 20

39 : 17 ;pleasant 20

25 13 16 soft 22

86 31..: 10 valuable 18

r,;,,,,e;r-



Television Instruction supplemented by
Small Discussion sections for Large Classes

good: 66

rough: 22 :

honest 33 : 56 :

96
:
37 26 11 19 bad

34 :166 : 33 ; 22 10 smooth

53 : 132: 12 : 6 : 8 dishonest.....
passive 9 : 7 : 28 : 135:

fair 37 : 60 : 77

weak 18 : 12 : 47

fast 1 1 : 30. : 43
411/110111011.1111M111/1M

unplearant 11 : 12 : 36

hard 11 22 46

worthless 11 : 10 : 32

; 88

: 104 :

: 178 :

: 112 :

195

50 :

62 : 36 s 23 active

18 : 10 3 10 unfair

59 40 : 21 strong

22 8 ; 8 slow

70 : 39 20 pleasant

16 6 : 4 soft

93 ; 67 : 38 valuable

3.36-3.45

n = 319

No Response

13

19

19

19

19

18

19

19

19

18

262



Television Instruction in Advanced Courses

good 8

rough 39

19honest

29 $ 41 s 44
.1111111111.1kIde

43
NONENOMMIM

g 35 35 170 10

26: . 37 147 25.

s 47 93 bad
WM 1111~1INIMIllb

10 $2 smooth

263

n = 319

No Response

14

18

16 31 18
s dishonest

passive 37 s 20 s3 8: 152 s 25 $ 22 ,s 7 active 18

°
. 22 40 s 111 s 39...26.

.8 37 s 59 8 102 s 25 3 16

19 s 26 189 s 19 17

30 44 118 42 20

$ 21 s 34 s 190 15 s 10

30 56 : 72 56 : 26

fair 17.....

weak 59

fast 1°

unpleacant 38

bard 18

54worthless

3.463.55

s 46 unfair 18

: 5 strong 16

8 21 slow 18

= 9 pleasant 18

s 13 soft

9: valuable

18

16



Answering Uudents1 Questions in Large Classes

good 59 : 79 : 74 : 32

rough 31 $ 31+: 50 : 160

honest 60 : 54 : 57 : 111

passive 2 : 8 15 : 131

fair .68 57 76 63

weak 3 14 39 $ 125

fast 8 8 15 : 158

unpleasant 12 ; 14 ; 41 ; 105

No Response

: 29 : 25 : 8 bad 13

: 15 : 12 : 13 smooth 17

: 10 r7 : 2 dishonest 18

: 68 : 41 : 36 active 18

: 9 15 4 unfair 17

44 44 : 32 strong 18

49 : 37 26 slow 18

62 ; 40 ; 27 pleasant 18

; 6 ; 2 ; 1 soft 19

92 3 83 : 50 valuable 17

hard25 ; 28 ; 53 ; 185....
worthless 3 13 : 18 :43 6. 01111do~ NEM NONWAM/m

3.56-365
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n = 319

Teaching Machines

No Response

good15:38 58 : 108. 17 20 : 42 bad 21
MONIONNMINI

rough 19 : 10 ; 22 ; 198 ; 21 ; 15 ; smooth 27

honest 23 : 27 : 35 : 156 ; 17 ; 9 s 25 dishonest 27

passive 27 : 16 : 16 : 168: 30 : 18 : 17 active 27
111101011111101110 MIZINIO~

fair 17 28 37 147: 23 21 : 19 unfair 27

weak 31 18 32 156. 28 15 12 strong 27
IMIMMMAINIM

fast 20 27; 26 ; 25 ; 184: 12 ; 14 ; 11 slow

unpleasant 26 .: 17 ; 24 ; 157: 32 ;21 ;pleasant 27

hard 8 : 14 .. 14 :210 . 12 . 15 . 10 soft 27
INNIMIN1110101=

worthless 22 16 ; 28 117 ; 64 : 29 18 valuable 25

3.66 -3.75



Wyself as a Professor

roughsss23 46 130 45

honest 149: 77 24 46

passive 2 s 1 : 3 59 s 38

fair 145 88 23 39 2

weak 4 : 0 : 10 : 66 : 61

fast 29 59 s
54 :130 : 21

unpleasant 2 0 6 62 65

hard 19 : 72 67 116 18

worthless I' : : 1 : 47 . 49

3.76 -3.80

4.6-4.10

28 15 smooth
111INIMMO

: 6 $ 1 dishorest

: 99 : 97 active

2
s

1
unfair

104 = 53 strong

3 2 3 slow

85 pleasant

3 1 soft

= 318

No Response

19

20

19

19

18

20

20

19

22

. 122 . 80 valuable 18
10111111111111~



'Itimi0 whhaeatima
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n = 319

Thyself Doing Publishable Research
No Response

good 58 7t 78 56 17 3 6 13 bad 15

rough 16 : 34 = 31 160 27 22 10 i9 4
fineMs86/

s
f~011

= smooth

110 56 33 100 0 0 0
honest : s : : .dishonest

passive 6 11 :104 59 . 59 57 active

78 54' : 40 121 5 2 1 unfair
111111111111 =1111111111 a110.411.1111 61~111 ems 1111111111111IMID 1111111111111,

weak 3
7 9 21 98 64 68 33 strong.._...I

fast 13 27 38 129 48 31 13 slow
111111.41/1/P .11111111111111111

6 24 89 52 6loasantunpleasant 9 . : 59.

hard 30 37 = 47 173 . 6 . 2
111111111110V 1111111.1111111110

worth339ss 7 : 2 : 9 : 62 .

4.71-4.80

soft

s 5 valuable

20

18

18

19

20

18

20

18
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From the list below check %al of the teaching methods which EsA1
personate use or would use in large-enrollment intro-
ductory courses.

5.6 Class demonstrations 246

5.7 Classroom lectures 296

5.8 Field trips 127

5.9 Guest instructors 180

5.10 Motion pictures 216

5.11 Outside work or readings in addition to textbook 270

5.12 Private tutorial sessions 118

5.1.3 Slides 174

5.14 Socratic method 101

5.15 Supplementary small discussion sections 197

5.16 Supplementary viewing (occasionally) of television 131

5.17 Teaching machines 64

5.18 Television lectures 78

5.19 Use of blackboard 287

5.20-5.21 How many check marks did you make, on this page?
Mean = 7.80

4
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= 319

&self Conducting Introductory Course,

No. Response

18

21

21

.21

19

21

21

21

23

21

.

good 90 : 117 : 38 : 40 : 7 5 4 bad

10rough 23 25 133 23 53
s

31
smooth

honest 128 $ 61

111111101110

$ 22

0111111111111111110

$ 84 2

0
:

0101101011 011.

3 0 dishonest

passive 1 ; 2 84 30 91 : 88 active

134fair 75 26 61 4
11111.11118111HISIM

0 0 unfair

weak 2 : 4 4

IIIIIINPM11111114/10

72 48 s 106. 62 strong

fast 30 s 57 : 55 132

ONOMMY

19 : 5 . slow

unpleasant 4 : 3 13 : 61 s 46 : 94

:

77 pleasant

1 softhard 23 : 56 : 49 : 150: 13 : 4

worthless s
0 53 56 s 109: 75 valuable

4.514.6o

."." " IC tt.11., t. or
tver1577'



self Conducting an,Advanced Course

good 92 113 8 44 g 42

rough 8 $ 21

honest 132 57

. passive 1 2

fair 128 75

weak 2 : 2
#111111IMMO

fast 39 53
MIIIM10011611111

unpleasant 1 : 1

hard 27 : 60

worthless ° : 0

- - Al1 T ......

270

n = 319

No Response

s 2 bad 16

$ $ $ 31 49 3 smooth 2129 130 0
4111111=100

s 22 $ 87 g 1 I 0

3 g. 88 g 3 71

: 28 68 0 1

: 12 . 70 57 91
11111111MOINIMMIt ONIIMISIMMOMMI 11.10.1.111.1111

43 144 14 . 6....
4 68 38 :: .r._.._

83

: 42 : 157 : 7 : 5.

55 49 109: 2

4.61-4.70

TA a

s 0 dishonest 20awarror.

96 active

0 unfair

66 strongan

0 slow

leasant105

: 1 soft

84 valuable

20

19

19

20

19

20

20

..... ..^, v-1,',1711 .#11r..111, jr,-; ----;



Sri

Myself Conducting Large Class

45 107 68 50 13 14 2

good ::::::bad

271

n = 319

No Response

20

8 . 20 3
135s 31 . 39 16

23

rough .Lamarwarm.

47
......raunsmor moiraftorIlierrorre ormwermar

smooth

102
honest

1

passive :

fair 103 :

weak
3

fast
26

s

unpleasant
6 :

hard 27 =

1
worthless t

69
s
30 92

s

3

5......s

5
:

88 44 85

67 41 : 76 : 8 4

3 28 80 61 83

49 56 134. 23 8

8 : 26 : 64 g 63 : 82

50 61* 142: 11 : 4

12 57 81 102

4.3144.40

"4-4..4'"4.44144-4114,4444.4z:47wo.t7t4,7

0
: dishonest

69
active

0 unfair.

38 strong

22

22

20

23

slow0
23

:pleasant
23

0 soft

41
: valuable

4- ,;.,1;

24

23



Llyself Conducting a Small Class

"40.46,400,0,41.

n =319

272

good 125 : 111 34 30 ; 1 $ 2 ; 0 bad

No Response

16

22ro h 11ug 13 19 116: 29 60 49 smooth

honest 146 66 19 . 67 . 1 s 0 0 dishonest 20....
passive 1 0 : 5 74 : 7 : 113 active 20GIN11/1111MINO 11111111111 IMINEMOMIONNIP

fair 148 s 75 : 20 ; 56 : 1 $ 0 : unfair 19

weak 0 0 66 37 110 85 strong 20alrni~1 4111M1111112P 1111111MINM111

54 61. 46 128 5 5 0
s slow 20

unpleasant 1 ; 1 ; 5 ; 40 ; 33 s 96 124 pleasant 19

hard 26 : 54 : 35 : 156 14 : 7 : 6 soft 21

worthless 0 s 0 ; 1 : 45 39 107 : 107 valuable 20

1,.41 -4 .5o



hlyself Conducting a Lecture Course

good 54 120 : 61 : 48

rough 4 : 19 : 39 125

honest
122

s
77 :23

s
71

passive 3 : 1 : 8 3 73.
fair 119 85 :27 62

weak 2 : 2 :17 :68

fast26 : 58 : 53 : 134

unpleasant 2 : 5 : 8 : 64

hard20 s
55 51 : 149

worthless ° : 1 3 : 54

273

n = 319

8 : 6 : 2 bad

No Response

20

:35 :55 :20 smooth 22

s
3 1 ° dishonest 22

45 91 :76 active 22

0 unfair 21

:64 :102 :41 strong 23

:20 : 4 : 1 slow 23

: 54 :103 :61..paeasant 23

: 12 6 : 3 soft 23

65 .125. 49 valuable 22

1,11 -1.20



self Conducting a Television Course

good 14 s 42 ;552_:q9 i2`6

274

n = 319

22 $ 46 bad

No Response

16

2120 9 smooth

3 13 dishonest 21

43 41 active 19

5 ; 12 unfair 19

46 15 strong 21

$ 9 $ 15 sluff 21

55 27 pleasant 20

4 s 5 soft 20

: 44 $ 15 valuable 20

rough 33 17 39 161 19...
honest 68 s 33 24 153 4

passive 13 6__:mss 148 3 38

fair 54

weak 24

fast 14

unpleasant 29

hard23

worthless 16

$ 41 33 147 I 8

12 32 139 30

$ 28 $ 32 s 183 g 17

10 22 116 40

25 43 192: 7

s 19 : 20 $ 116 : 69

14.4144.3o
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From the list below check the criteria which you use in evaluating
your students in a large-enrollment introductory course.

5.22 Attendance 169

5.23 Attitude 169

5.214 Class recitation 139

5.25 English usage 158

5.26 Essay tests 170

5.27 Neatness 119

5.28 Objective tests 239

5.29 Oral examinations 60

5.30 Promptness in completing assignments .209

5.31 Spelling 154

5.32 Tardiness 81

5.33 Themes or term papers 155

5.3I Extra work to raise grades 70

5.35 Showing improvement 207



5.36-5.37 What is your age? Mean = 41.83 Range 24 - 75

5.38 That is your sex? Male 256 Female 63

5.39-5440 How many dependents do you have? Mean = 2.75
Range = 0 . 9

541 What is your highest, earned, academic degree?

5.42-5.43

5:44-5.45

5.465.47

Baccalaureate 32 Laster's 122 Ed.D. 21

Ph.D. 111 Doctorate other than Ed.D. or Ph.D. 5

At how many institutions (including all educational levels)
have you taught? Mean = 3.06 Range 1 - 10 plus

How many years of full-time teaching experience do you
have? Mean = 13.20 Range 0 - 52

What is your professional field?

GER 3 23 MS 6

GRA 1 24 La s II

GRK 0 28 PHI 4

HEB 0
....-

29 PRY 6

HIS 15 30 POL 9

HEC 6 31 PSY 14

01 ARC 4 12

02 ANT 2 13

03 ART 3 14

04 BIO 10 15

05 CHM 12 16

06 DPC 0 18

07 DRA 3 19

08 LNG 23 20

1 0 FRE 2 21

11 GEO 5 22

ITA A

JOU 3

LAT 0

LTH 18

32 BAD 17

33 REL 0

34 RMS 0

35 soc 1

04

fr

276
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36 SPA 3 63 KZ 4 81 Al ? 0

37 SPC 2 64 rED 2 82 AIN 4
1110111~.100.0 OM

40 ACC 8 65 1I"E 4 83 0
............

UT
..

41 ADV 2 66 ILO 1 V4 civ o

42 AEC 1 67 LUZ Z 1 85 DSL 1

tat no 6 68 :.w ,'A..i. 4 86 DiT 1
.....4...

45 FIN 1 69 j.,1 1 67 ELE_ 4
Ik4 .1. 1111.1.00,

r;in-r, 4 ......

5.48 Have you published :.n professimal jour nalz in your own

field? Yes 164 No 142 No Response 13

.....-76 PET O. 94 1420 1

53 SEC 5 -arow71 1-11.1, G

54 nut 1 7t3 OiT 3

95

:I: :

60 AM 2 79 PHA 5

61 ARE 0 80 AIR 1 :: :I': :
110....*IaMommy .

62 BM 1 99 LIB 16_

5.49.50 If yes, how many rapers havr you publishee?

Mean= 6.29 Range 1 - 78

5.48 Have you published :.n professimal jour nalz in your own

field? Yes 164 No 142 No Response 13

5.49.50 If yes, how many rapers havr you publishee?

Mean= 6.29 Range 1 - 78

277277

r;in-r, 4 ......



9-

5.51 Have you ever read a paper at a professional meeting?

Yeses No 136 No Response 13

5.52-5.53 If yes, how many papers have you read?

Mean = 5.14 Range 1 - 30 plus

5.54-5.55 itthat is your teaching load in semester hours?

Mean = 10.55 Range 1 - 20 plus

5.56-5.57 If you were teaching an introductory course in your field,

approximately what size class would you prefer?

Mean = 32.14 Range "less than 10" - "over 99"
5.58-5.59 Approximately how many full -time faculty members are there

in your department?

5.60 What is your academic rank?

Professor

Assistant Professor 85

Associate Professor 101

Instructor 57

278



Appendix

Sample - Pretest Interview

(Includes Final Frequency Count)

In order to respect the anonymity of the university and

individual departments involved in the present investigation,
any specific reference in the following tables to either will be
deleted. The deletion will be noted with the following mark *



INTLUVIEW bC1I11)ULE

PSYCHOLOGY RESEARCH PROJECT NO. 13

280

Instructions to Interviewer

In contacting the interviewee, efforts in establishing rapport may be more

successful if, in your initial call to tne prospective interviewee, you

reflect the folloving idea:

wde notice that you were kind enough to cooperate with us on

our psychology research project by filling out the qaestion-

naire that was sent to you through the mail recently. Lt it

Hould be possible, T uould like to get your impressions in

more detail on certain aspects of tcachinc. .."hen would you

have a free hour during which we could get together? Let

me emphasize again that, consistent with the uthicc of such

research, we will not in any way reveal your individual

responses to the things we will be discussing."

Another suggestion: Please record responses as fully as possible and

write as legibly as possible.

NAME OF RESPONDENT
FREQUENCY COUNT

CODE 110. monicrbilaiT

VIIIIM111

OFFICE EXTELSION HOLZ PHONE

Interviewers Code Numbers

Dr. Daniel E. :Alcor 1

Dr. Samuel R. Pinneau 2

Dr. Laurence S. UcGaughran 3

01111111.0101111

IMINMMI1110

Mn, Vo.a.O.nkAtla M,ZMINAr



Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No. 13

1. I believe that you completed the questionnaire which we recently sent
you. isr't that right?

2. (If answer is "Yes") That are some of the things about it which
you liked most, if any?

(

I-

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

Liked
n = 120

281

21 Easy to answer; clear and easily
understood

19 Questionnaire comprehensive

14 Enjoy giving opinions

10 Worthwhile attempt at scientific
knowledge

11 Miscellaneous

11



Interview Schedule
Pqrchology Research Project No. 13

dish, A

3. what are some of the things about it which you iiitak most, if any?

(1)

r

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

n= 120
Disliked

84 - Questionnaire ambiguous, confusing,
unclear

29 - Lack of clarity of purpose

18 - Took too much time

17 Limits and prejudices answers

11 Questionnaire and issues irrelevant

10 - General disapproval and opposition
to questionnaire

6 Responses fluctuate, not reliable

282



Interview Schedule 283
Psychology Research Project No. 13

4. As you knows there has been a lot oZ controversy recently concerning
content versus method in teaching. For examples universities virtually
never require prospective professors to obtain training in teaching

methods. How do you feel about this practice?

Questions 4 and 5 are combined and the answers categorized
as follows: n =a 120

48 - Content sufficient

32 Content important but method important. too

13 Both method and content of equal importance

9 Education courses not helpful, but some
methocks needed

6

Method most important

Low incident answers

5 Depends on level of teaching: high school, college,
or graduate

(After respondent has stated his positions probe.) Why?



Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No. 13

T

I

284

How do you feel about the plan to contrk.)1 the effects of the large
population increase on college enrollments which involves drastically
up-grading the entrance requirements for students?

FAVOR

18 - Pick those who are able

15 - Keep up standards of quality education

14 - Prevent waste on poor students

8 - Get better performance and graduates

8 - Best students may use the limited facilities

5 - Better students are stimulating to teachers

24 - Miscellaneous

(After respondent has stated his position, probe.) Why?

AGAINST

22 Upgrading is undemocratic

13 Lose the false postives

13 Should let students in, then prune

8 Students might perform poorly because of poor high
school background

13 Miscellaneous

NO OPINION

16 - Upgrading should be left to the particular school

6 Upgrading should be carried on regardless of
enrollment demands

4 - Both sides are seen

5 - Miscellaneous

t

n in 120



Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project Thu. 13

8. Have you heard much about teaching machines?

285

Ole

and why - feel as you do about teaching machines. (Over-all rating of questions 9 - 12)
Favor 29 Against 67 No Opinion 24

artirMspondont states "No," begin...) Well, in brief terms...

(If respondent states "Yes," begin...) As you know...

(Conanue for both groups...) These devices present a series of
problems or questions to the student, and after he has attempted
to answer them, they provide the correct answer automatically.
The student proceeds at his own rate. Lahr mateeal cannot be
understood without learning the earlior materi,41. The machines
are usually built in such away as to provide a permanent record
:of the student's work.

9. As you can imagine, some professors are opposed to teaching machines;
others are in favor of them. imagine yuurself for a moment as an in
dividual who is strongly opposed to the use of teaching machines.
how state as many different reasons as you can for your opposition
to their use.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(L4)

(5)

Questions 9 through 12 are combined and the answers
cate orized as follow:

FAVOR

57

48

30

25

19

16

10

10

54

Ole

MO

n c. 120

Reach inure students, solve teacher shortage

Teaching machines good for drill and practice

Machine is more effective

Standardize teaching, is dependable

Cheaper

Student learns at his own rate

Provides cumulative record of progress

Motivates student

Miscellaneous favor

, ... .... - .



Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No. 13

(8)

(9)

(10)

III MI IN OM

286

AGAINST

85 Machine is too impersonal, no discussion

31 Machine can handle only facts, is uncreative

27 Machine won't motivate student

24 Machine is limited - other reasons unclear

14 Machine is inflexible, not up to date

13 - Machine will cause unemployment of teachers

12 Not possible to use machine in my subject

10 Too expensive

10 Machine can't handle individual problems

64 Miscellaneous against

10. Now &gine yourself for a moment as an individual who strongly

supp4rts the use of teaching machines. State as many different

reasdps as you can for your support of their use.

(1)

(2)

(3)

,1":-Tntr

C..



Interview Schedule 287
Psychology Research Project No. 13

('4)

(5)

(See Page 5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)



Interview Schedule
Psycholoey Research Project No. 13

ll. Haw do you personally feel about teaching machines?

(Probe) Why?

(See Page 5)

288
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Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No. 13

13. As you know, some professors are strongly opposed to teaching by

television; others are in favor of it Imagine yourself for a

moment as an individual who is strongly opposed to teaching by

television. Now state as many different reasons as you can for

your opposition to television instruction.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Questions 13 and 14 are combined.

Combined overview rating on questions 13 and 14: (n an 119)

Favor 47
WPM,

Against 60

No Opinion 12

FAVOR (n =2 120)

72 TV reaches more students

61 TV is useful as a supplement

42 TV is economical, effective and efficient

36 Outstanding lectures available to all

29 TV raises the standard of teaching

16 TV eases the teacher load, gives time
for research

289

15 - TV lectures can be reused

7 - TV may be viewed at home, with fewer distractions

45 - Miscellaneol:s favor



Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No. 13

290

14. Low imagine yourself for a moment as an individual who is strongly

in favor of teaching by television. faate as many different reasons

as you can for your support of television instruction.

F

(1)

(2)

(3)

(fi4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

AGAINST

103 Lack of personal contact

n so 120

21 Too many distractions at home, lack of
intellectual atmosphere

20 Against TV because of fear of new things and/or
unemployment

19 It is more difficult to teach on TV

15 - No motivation with TV

12 - Can't teach laboratory courses or workshops on TV

12 - TV liznited because of misinterpretation of viewpoints

5 - TV lowers level of instruction
At.

68 Miscellaneous against TV



Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No. 13

15. Ham do you personally feel about television nstruaon?

40

291

For questions 1115 and In, 48 response

categories with their frequency counts

are listed in Appendix I.

16. (Probe) Why?

Nw



Interview Schedule 292
Psycho log:, Research Project No. 13

17. What great peoples living or dead, do you admire most?

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

WO 0

This three-point scale was derived from a

five-point scale by two raters.

See explanation in Procedure Section of main report.

Authoritarianism
1 59 High

2 35 Medium

3 24 Low

1104 ,r1,1,0, .0.1.010111r,00.1

n is 120

CA MN IS Slq! MITT{



Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No. 13

leo We get a feeling of awe when something seems to us wonderful, or im-

pressive, or really important. What things would give you the greatest

feeling of awe?

(1)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(6)

(9)

(10)

What gives you feelings of awe?

Ranked from 1 (high) to 5 (low) and converted to a

three-point scale by two raters:
Authoritarianism

1 47 High

2 47 Medium

3 24 Low

293

n as 120

Evaluation of attitudes through interviews on 1 to 9 scale:

Secure 1. 0 Tolerant 1. 1 Sophisticated 1. 0

2. 3 7 2. 3

3. 17 3. 12 3. 10

4. 25 4. 18 4. 25

5. 17 5. 17 5.

6. 30 6. 27 6. 3C

7. 16 7. 24 7. 19

8. 7 8. 8 8. 5

Evasive,
tense

9. 5 Hostile,
Negative

9. 6 Bland,
Mediocre

9. 1



Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No. 13

294

19. If you were the president of a university and Charles Van Doren applied
for a position as a faculty member, would you hire him?

20.

Yes 43 No 51 No Opinion 25

FAVOR = 120)

48 Good instructor, take advantage of this

33 Van Doren corrected his mistake, give him

17

16
16
2

110

110

=1.

another chance

Everyone would have done the same thing

Was victim of circumstances
No moral issue is involved; it was done off campus
If he has qualifications, hire him in a non-
teaching position

13 Miscellaneous favor

(After respondent has stated his position, probe.) Why?

AGAINST = 119)

40 Van Doren was dishonest, disqualified himself,
lied, was immoral

18 Unprofessional attitude, unethical. no excuse for
his action

15 Bad public relations, harm to the University
reputation

14 He would love respect of the students, lose their

5

4

14 .1=

trust, set a bad example

Would distrust him, be wary of his future honesty

His contribution would be doubtful, be uncomfortable

Miscellaneous against



(Continue(1)

NO OPINION

15 Need to know facts of the incident

7 He shoUld be judged on record before
incident

11 Mis,,;:ellancoos, t' Opitt Oil

M.
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Appendix 3

Sample - Posttest Interview
(Includes Final Frequency Count)

In order to respect the anonymity of the. university and
individual departments involved in the present investigation,
any specific reference in the following tables to either will be
deleted. The deletion will be noted with the following mark
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Instructions to 'interviewer
ole.MIOMMIM

contacLing the interviewee, efforts in establishing rapport may be more

succousSul if, in your initial call to the prospective interviewee, you
reflect the following idea:

"You were kind enough to cooperate with us on our psychology
research project by aliening us to interview you several weeks

ago. I know this is an imposition, but if it would be posrible,

I would like to get your impressions in more detail en certain

aspects of teaching than we were able to ot from the first

interview. .hen would you have a free poriud which we

could get together? Let me emphasize again that, consistent with
the ethics of such research, we mil not 1n any way reveal your

individual responses to the things we will be discussing. inci-

dentally, this is the final interview, and we won't require any
further cooperation from you. You will hear of tho results of
this government - supported project soon."

Another suggestion: Please record responses as fully as possible and
write as legibly as possible.

mu& oF Ruirompla

CODE NO.

FREQUENCY COUNT = 117 Throughout)

..swommoso

wwwwww

WFICE fluME PHONE

Interviewers

Dr. Daniel E. Sheer

Dr. Samuel R. Pinneau

Dr. Laurence S. McGaugi 'iran

Code humbers

.M.....

4



Re-Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No. 13

1 What do you believe god university level teaching really consists of?

298

(1) r

ADVANTAGES

63 Teacher knows content, keeps up with research

55 Good preparation and use of methods

43 Teacher should have personality and interest
in students

36 Goad teaching - students are inspired

19 Students are taught to think

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

12 Class participation

10 Relate to other courses, give unified world view

49 Miscellaneous



Re-Interview 6chedule
Psychology Research Project No* 13

2. The video tape .recorders as you Itnia (for Dept. "A" 14culty and
Dept. "13" faculty * add "frula your ruomt ezrorluice"), is a
device that records on tape both a picture and sound which can be
played back immediately* :chat,, in your opinions might be the
disadvantages of such a device ii it were Bade available to
university departments as a possille mans of qualitativoly
improving course instruction?

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

r

299

DISADVANTAGES

47 Loss of personal contact

18 TV tape wasteful. too much work and
time to make

14 Embarrassment before camera, self-
consciousness

13 TV tape too artificial

13 Too expensive

13 May be misused or cause unemployment

12 Lose Lidividual attention to student

4 Detract front subject matter and content
of course

55 Miscellaneous



Re-Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No. 13

3. In your opinion, what miLbt bo tho advantages of the video tape
recorder as a means of improving instruction

(1)

r

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

300

ADVANTAGES

43 Possible to self-criticise to improve

42 Good supplement and aid

28 Can view outstanding teachers

24 Can reach a larger number of people

19 Good preparation and organization required

9 Can repeat the lectures

54 Miscellaneous advantages
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Re-Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project Noo 13

(ONLY FOR RESPONDENTS NOT IN DEPARTMENT "A" OR "B")*
4. As part of an improvement of teaching project, all of the members of

the two participating experimental groupti have completed tele-
vision tapes of their lectures and priVately viewed the results. 'they

also have been developing video tape presentations that could theoret-
ically be used for their introductory courses. Have you heard about
this pro ject4 r

Yes 29 Plus 20 not included here who
68 were involved in the experiment

110

(If oNosh go on to the next page.)

(It "Yee) From whom have you heard about it?

17 - Have heard from Dept. A source

6 - Have heard from other source than these
two departments

3 Have heard from both Dept. A and Dept. B

Have heard from Dept. B source



Re-Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No 13

5. What have you heard about this activity?

r

302

13 - Heard something but vague about the project

10 Have heard an opinion against the project

5 Have heard about the procedure or other things

4 Have heard an opinion for the project

4 Have heard mixed feelings about the project



Re-Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No. 13

6. As a means of more adequately interpreting your opinions, I'd like

once again to get your reactions to television instruction. As

you know, some professors are strongly opposed to teaching by tele-

vision; others are in favor of it. Imagine yourself again for a

moment as an individual who is strongly opposed to teaching by

television. Now state as many different reasons as you can for

your opposition to television, instruction.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

r

DISADVANTAGES

101 No personal contact

19 TV doesn't motivate the students

16 Fear of inadequacy and unemployment

16 Lack of intellectual atmosphere

11 Difficult to teach on TV

8 Can't cover laboratory or workshop

Controversial viewpoints can't be presented
because of misinterpretation

3 TV lowers the level of instruction

70 Disadvantages Miscellaneous

303
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lic-Intrrview Schedule
Pbychology Rcuearch Project No. 13

7. Now imagine yourself again for a moment as an is lividui41 who is

strongly in favor of teaching by television. (;tato as wry different

reasons as you can for your suwort of television instruction.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

r

ADVANTAGES

74 TV reaches more students

63 - TV useful as a supplement

36 - Outstanding lectures available to all

34 TV economical, effective, efficient

32 - TV raises the standard of teaching

16 TV eases the teacher load and gives
time for research

12 TV lectures can be re-used

3 TV has fewer distractions and can be
viewed at home

56 - Miscellaneous advantages



Re-Interview Schedule
Psychology Research Project No. 13

8. Now do you personally feel about television instruction?

9 (Probe) Why?

F

Overview of Question 8:

Favor 54

Against 41

No Opinion 22

Response categories and their

frequency counts for Question 9

are listed in Appendix 4.
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Re-Interview Schedule
Psyi.hololor Research Project No. 13

10. I believe you have already indicatd to me vIA y3u believn good uni

versity teaching consists of. Naas imaging yourself in this situation.

Supposing you were the Dean of a college and you wished to improve the
teaching of your faculty. What approach would you take to this

problem?

48 - Give rewards of money and recognition

40 Hire competent teachers

28 Require refresher courses and further study

22 In-class observation and approval of Lesson plans

18 - Gather student opinions

16 - Use group d;scussion and inter-departmental
meetings

16 Not possible for me to improve the teaching faculty

12 Use audio-visual aids

8 Make impro .Tements in teaching facilities

51 - Miscellaneous
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Appendix 4

Frequency Count of 48 Response Categories on Pre- and Post-

Experiment Interviews in Answer to the Question

"How Do You Personally Feel About Television Instruction? and Why?"
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Frequency Count of 48 Response Categories on Pre- and Post-

Experiment Interviews in Answer to the Question

"How Do You Personally Feel About Television Instruction? and Why?"

Pre- Post-
Test Test Item Category

TV in General

1. General Feelings

6 3 . . I think it is the invention of the devil except
in rare cases; strongly opposed.

25 20 . . TV is boring; 1 wouldn't teach on TV; Would get
out of teaching and into research if TV took a
strong hold; personally not in favor.

11 10 . . Limitations are accentuated on TV; Too many
complications and personal and faculty morals;
Need full administrative support; skeptical.

30 41 Useful in certain areas; Can be effective medium;
Favor for some subjects which lend themselves
to the media; More efficient for certain courses;
Highly advantageous if used in suitable place;
Good for certain individuals; Certain things could
be presented without interruptions; Under certain
circumstances.

18 13 . . Over-all TV is good; I'm in favor; all right; O.K.
3 4 . . Wonderful opportunity; Wonderful educational media;

Should exploit; I'm sold on it.
1 0 No limit to possibilities; Has infinite possibilities.



Pre-
Test

Post-
Test

2.

4 2

4

3 10 . .

2 3 . .

4.

.

6 4 . .

I.

10444014

Item Category

309

TV in General (Cont,)

Progressive

Gadget won't replace personal contact;
Since TV is new, many v..,tat to jump on the
bandwagon; hi a failtize because it is a machine.
It's progressive; Pin in favor of anything rte
and expansive and doing thins new ways; I'd
like to try to master it; I'd like to try it; 7.'sm not
against learning something new.

Needs Experimenting

. . It's a good media; should be explored avid used
more; Should be explored further.

. . Still open-minded, experimentally inclined,
should be tested; Would have to try it out.

Don't know, but:

. . Believe satisfactory, but no proof

. . Don't know facts; Don't know; no personal contact;
Undecided.

Course Content
TV vs. Traditional Presentation

Application

a. Extent of replacement of classroom lecture

4 2 Not possible to use in the forseeablc fat,are;
Can't do adequate job; Not a satisfactory
substitute; I don't believe every course should
be taught on TV.



Pre- Post-
Test Test Item Cittegory0.

Course Cog-AA:a (Cont.)

1. Application

310

a. Extent uf replacement of classroom
lecture (cont.)

/11111110

12 3 Slightly in favor of classroom teaching;
I think it takes a different student body;
one with more ircit i cif eve and digging out;
"Might be of some uk.e for those who can
learn best by TV; Would not like it be-

,
cause teaching growL; out of recitation;
O.K. for limited purposes; TV for limited
use; TV is limited to the areas you can
apply it; Should not be overemphasized;
not the method for the majority.

3 Favor with need to assure the average
teacher that he will not be replaced by
TV; Must be followed up or will be just
entertainment; Not the complete solution
to replace the professor; Not the complete
answer; Should not replace the classroom;
Entire course on TV for Political Science
not adequate.

10 17 0 K if have a period where professor and
student meet; Should be small discussion
groups to thresh out pros and cons along
with TV lectures; Supplement with personal
instruction; A good combination is TV with
recitation; supplemented with personal
instruction.

6 14 Favor use of closed circuit classes as a
supplement; Good adjunct or complement
to classroom; Good stud/ aid and sup-
plement; Excellent teaching aid; TV good
as teaching aid.

4



Pre- Post-
Test Test
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1. Application

ltoni Cirttry
'...ommmeammoraw ..warrANIr

Course Ce,ntent (Cont. )

b. Level of Instruction

5 3 Partially repUsc :,! millions of dollars spent
for education under the guise of public re-
lations; Not for college education;" Purely
for public consumption showing recent ad-
vancements; Inform the get....ral public
about science; Entertainment purposes.

5 2 Adult education best area for TV; Good for
adult education; Tremendous value for
adult education; Learn foreign language at
home.

9 5 Good in basic courses; O.K. for beginning
courses; elementary; Capitalize on TV
especially at the level of freshman and
introductory courses; Good idea for some
courses, Atmentary; Should start way down
the educatio.al ladder so that individual be-

3

1

1

9

0

1

.

c.

3

8 .

comes accustomed to TV instruction; Should
be used in preliminary courses.
Bad for introductory ccurses; Should not
abruptly s:art any college course on TV;
Not for first year students..
Would extend use of TV to ivil 4.,ottrse for
undergraduates; not for graduate;

Method of Presentation. of Subjec:-.

Courses where give facts would be good;
All right for pure lec:ure material, Good
idea for lecture cour::;es; Prefer for large
lecture room technique; Rather sec good
TV lecture than a poor small class.
Minimum of lecture and maximum of
demonstration would be good; An advantage;
In lab demonstration teaching; More applicable
in science; present experiments rathpr than
straight lecture; fine where more lab demon-
strations; Able to see what's going on in other
places.



Pre- Post-
Test Te4t Item Cate or
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Course Content Cont. )

1. Application

c. Method of Presentation of Subject
(Cont. )

8 14 . Not for art until color is improved;
Not applicable to my course; Not
yet in History - still prefer big
lecture sessions; Not for shop -
hand to hand - vocational work;
Not complete substitute for lab;
Music appreciation but not theory
or composition; Little application
for engineering work

2 1 .

5 7 .

3 0 .

2.

7 8

d. Size of Class

Good teacher in a small class is
better.
Very much in favor for large classes;
if have large audience can spend more
time preparing lecture; Better to have
large class taught by TV than to limit
number of students; Large size course
could be taught by TV; Only for large
classes.
Better to have certain kinds of classes
taught by TV than to have large class-
rooms; TV has more advantages than
large classrooms; overcomes classroom
obstacles.

Quality of Course

Produced mass medocrity; Skeptical -
if it were good experience, other
larger universities would have taken
it up; The truely great schools don't
use it; TV teaching not an academic
position; Instruction not as good on TV;
Shouldn't involve college graduates or
credit; Lowers academic standards and
level of instruction; commercializes
education; Weakens education.



Pre- Post-
Test Test Item Category
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Course Content (Cont. )

2. Quality of Course

6 4 TV will upgrade educational program;
It works well elsewhere (Kansas City);
TV better than lectures I've otherwise
experienced.

Students' Attitude

10 8 . . . . Student is opposed; Wouldn't like to take TV
course; Students seem to dislike; if 1 were a student,
I wouldn't watch it; Students say they can't get
questions answered; Students resent barriers be-
tween selves and faculty.

Effects on Learning

7 0 . . Students fail and you don't know why; Students don't
learn as much as they should; Experience with TV
trigonometry students gives me doubts; Have tried
it with no positive results.

4 3 . . . StLdent relaxes too much; Students too relaxed;
May give students mistaken ideas; Too many
distractions at home; Can't audit students' verbal
performance in foreign languages; Moves too fast.

4 4 . . . . Very few fail TV courses; Average grades higher
in TV courses; Results better than classroom; TV
very effective from my experience with it; Results
same as classroom.

Instructor

1. Economy in Time

4 10 Have to approach TV with a lot of preparation;
Can't do justice to other courses if giving a
TV course; Would need constant revision; Too
much administrative duty involved.

S



Pre- Post-
Test Test
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Item Category

Instructor (Cont. )

1. Economy in Time

4 3 ,,,, . Would conserve my time and energy;
Could repeat if didn't understand;
Economize the learners' time; For
language drill.

2. Economy in Cost

2 1 ..... . Very expensive.
2 3 May not be less expensive; Cost may

be the same.
2 1 ,,,,, . . Enrollment would warrent cost at

present.
3 4 Could be a great saving; Think inevitable

in reducing cost; Efficie.int and economical.

3. Aid Teacher Shortage

12 6 Will meet the Communist challenge to our
technology; Relieves teaching load; Need to
utilize all facilities for maximum benefits;
Think inevitable in reducing faculty, salaries,
and space; Will (in part) answer critical
teacher shortage; Eases teacher shortage
and reduces the work; TV is answer to
limited facilities and teachers; To meet
future increased enrollment; Need to multiply
efforts of college professors to meet
population demands.

4. Reaches More People

10 11 Reaches large number of students; More
students reached; reach great mass;
Wonderful medium for getting knowledge
universally distributed; Perhaps good where
students can't come to the university.



Pre- Pot. .
Test Test Item Category
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Instructor (Cont.)

5. Requires Special Training

3 3 . . . . Personal experience is the main factor;
Should have training in TV teaching;
Most instructors have not had sufficient
experience.

6. Limits Number of Qualified Instructors

4 5 . . Limitations are accentuated on TV;
Personality of lecturer is important -
same can't to TV and class lecture;
Few teachers have the right personality
for TV: I wouldn't be a good TV instructor;
Probably fine as long as I am not involved;
Not enough pe.0sonalit; comes over TV to
make it pay.

2 0 . Depends on teacher - up he individual;
Good for certain individui.;

4 6 . Has to be good classroom teacher -
enthusiastic; The good teacher should be
doing TV teaching; Could have outstanding
lecturers, best lecturers available.

Student-Instructor Contact

6 1 . . . . omit: individuality; Creativity not
correlated with polish - would achieve polished
lectures for TV; Learning depends on individual
personal needs, wants, and desires; Can't handle
individual cleficie;mies or shortcomings; TV
eliminated the indivIlual personality.

27 8 . . . . Leaves out interact5w Leaves out exploration of
new ideas and sp..mtati aus questions; Professor not
able to grade L.ased on ova-, lectures; Student
can't challenge; In favor of personal presentations
where professor can correct self; Studenth can't
express themselves; Can't ask or answer questions;
Person in charge of coucse should be available for
answering questions and giving grades; Students
can't ask questions or express opinions.



Pre- Post-
Test Test Item Category

316

Student-Instructor Contact (Cont. )

27 27 Loss of interpersonal relationship; I like to know
my students; Would always have to be someone
between professor and student with co$usion in
this kind of relationship; Wouldn't want to teach
without student contact; Lack of personal contact;
Lack of student-faculty relationship; Lose instructor-
student relationship; Poor instructor in classroom
better than good one on TV because of important
faculty-student contact; Student needs personal
contact; Learning is spirtival process of student-
teacher relationship; Lose student-teacher contact,
personal contact; rapport; TV is last resort be-
cause of student-teacher contact; I would not want
to be a TV instructor - I feel better with people
in front of me.

0 Not particularly interested in personal contact.

354 324 Total Number ResPonses

2.95 2. 77 Average Number Responses per Person

-



Appendix 5

Means and Standard Deviations for 300 Osgood Scales

In order to respect the anonymity of the university and
individual departments involved in the present investigation,
any specific reference in the following tables to either will be
deleted. The deletion will be noted with the following mark
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Means and Standard Deviations for 300 Osgood Scales

Frontier Fiesta Night Students
Mean S. D. Mean S. D.

Bad-Good 4.48 1.75 5.74 1.34
Dishonest-Honest 4.68 1.37 5.40 1.26
Unfair-Fair 4. 36 1.33 5.17 1.29
Unpleasant-Pleasant 4.82 1.57 5.19 1.46
Worthless-Valuable 4.48 1.73 5.98 1. 18
Rough-Smooth 3. 59 1.73 4.05 1.23
Weak-Strong 4.08 1.46 4.86 1.44
Soft-Hard 4. 39 1.05 4.44 1.05
Passive-Active 4.96 1.51 5.03 1.40
Slow-Fast 4.49 1.14 4.22 1.20

Bad-Good

Athletic Scholar ships
Additional
Tuition Increase

Mean S. D. Meanr:zr S. D.
4. 10 1. 93 1. 83

Dishonest-Honest 3.74 1.70 5.01 1.46
Unfair -Fair 3.94 1.80 4.12 2.00
Unpleasant-Pleasant 3.89 1.38 2.38 1.30
Worth less-Valuable 4.29 1.79 4.46 1.52
Rough-Smooth 3.83 1.05 3.02 1.26
Weak-Strong 3.88 1.33 4.10 1.35
Soft-Hard 4.15 1.09 4.89 1.19
Passive-Active 4.50 1.26 4.62 1.21
Slow-Fast 4.04 1.03 4.10 1.02

..yoTtmrrrierpryorpqrA,



Higher Entrance
Requirements for the
University of

More Fringe Biafits
with Smaller
Salary Increase

Mean S. D. Mean S. P.
Mb.

Bad-Good 5.90 1.50 3.16 1.76
Dishonest-Honest 5.43 1.40 4.22 1.35
Unfair-Fair 5.66 1.5U 3.94 1.66
Unpleasant-Pleasant 4.50 1.64 3.77 1.60
Worthless-Valuable 5. 92 1.42 4.08 1.53
Rough-Smooth 3.70 1.37 3.63 1.17
Weak-Strong 5. 32 1.44 3.79 1. 28
Soft-Hard 4.80 1.13 4. 18 0.95
Passive-Active 5.11 1.31 4. 24 1.20
Slow-Fast 4. 37 1.09 3.90 0.85

Larger Salary Increase
with Fewer Additional
Fringe Benefits

University of
Becoming a
State University

Mean S. D. Mean S. D.

Bad-Good 5.60 1.52 5.67 1.54
Dishonest-Honest 5.08 1.36 5.30 1.41
Unfair-Fair 5.51 1.33 5.64 1.37
Unpleasant-Pleasant 5.46 1.40 4.99 1.60
Worthless-Valuable 5.65 1.30 5.80 1.26
Rough-Smooth 4.37 1.22 4.11 1.50
Weak-Strong 4.90 1.35 5.01 1.49
Soft-Hard 4.05 . 97 4.21 1.01
Passive-Active 4.77 1.27 4.99 1.42
Slow-Fast 4.34 1.08 4.58 1.29

Admitting Qualified Emphasis on
Negroes to the Research at
University of University of

Mean S. D. Mean S.
Bad-Good 4.92 1.88 5.68 1.55
Dishonest-Honest 5.43 1.44 5.10 1.44
Unfair-Fair 5.64 1.47 5.23 1.48
Unpleasant-Pleasant 3.78 1.69 5.12 1.39
Worthless-Valuable 5.01 1.59 5.92 1.28
Rough-Smooth 3.30 1.43 3.93 .1.35
Weak-Strong 4.77 1.48 5.08 1.57
Soft-Hard 4.57 1.12 4.47 1.10
Passive-Active 4.87 1.37 5.12 1.46
Slow-Fast 4.10 1.24 4.43 1.24

.111%,



Training in Teaching
Methods for Professors

Mean S. D.

Bad-Good 5.00 1.86
Dishonest-Honest 4.85 1.40
Unfair -Fair 5.07 1.44
Unpleasant-Pleasant 4. 30 1.56
Worthless-Valuable 5.16 1. 77

Rough-Smooth 3.96 1. 30

Weak-Strong 4.55 1.71
Soft-Hard 4. 34 1. 18
Passive-Active 4.66 1.45
Slow-Fast 4.24 1.17

Lecture Method
Supplemented by Small
Discussion Sections for
Large Classes

Training in Teaching
Methods for
Prospnctive Profe: sors

Mean S. D.
.1110111111111111111

5.31. 1.76
4.92 1.44
5. 14 1.50
4. 45 1.55
5. 31 1.71
3. 98 1.28
4.65 1.60
4.28 1.13
4.76 1.48
4. Z9 1.19

Straight Lecture
Method for
Large Classes

Bad-Good
Dishonest-Honest
Unfair-Fair
Unpleasant-Pleasant

Mean S. D. Mean S. D.

5.74
5.06
5.39
5.05

1. 37
1.27
1. 35
1. 36

3.77
4. 31
3.98
4.02

1.85
1.32
1.55
1. 14

Worthles s - Valuable 5.68 1-b 27 4. 26 1.35

Rough-Smooth 4.10 1.26 3. 59 1.24

Weak-Strong 4.89 1.47 3.52 1.32
Soft- Hard 4. 1.06 4.29 1.02
Passive-Active 4.94 1.32 3.78 1.31

Slow-Fast 4. 37 1. 16 3. 90 1.30

Television Instruction
in Introductory Courses

Straight Televieon
Instruction for
Large Classes

Mean S. D. Mean S. D.

Bad-Good 3. 95 1.86

11111111111.0.1440.111110

2. 97 1. 70

Dishonest-Honest 3.93 1. 31 3.81 1.48
Unfair-Fair 4.03 1.59 3.47 1.57
Unpleasant-Pleasant 3.99 1.42 3. 57 1.40
Worthless-Valuable 4.22 1. 61 3.61 1.53
Rough-Smooth 3. 62 1. 30 3.40 1.28
Weak-Strong 3.70 1.52 3.22 1. 36

Soft-Hard 4. 20 I. 12 4.21 1.18
Passive-Active 3.95 1.42 3. 53 1.31

Slow-Fast 4.02 1.25 3. 93 1.29

ow, t.et
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Honors Courses Con-
sisting Only of Text-
books and Final Exams.

321,

Correspondence Courses

Mean S. D. Mean 6.1(' D

Bad-Good 3. 91 1.92 3.53 1.t33
Dishonest-Honest 4.28 1.48 3.97 1.44
Unfair-Fair 4.24 1.67 4.07 1.49
Unpleasant-Pleasant 4.27 1.37 3.73 1.28
Worthless - Valuable 4.37 1.63 3.92 1.56
Rough-Smooth 3.48 1 21 49 1. 18
Weak-Strong 3.81 1.59 3.17 1.39
Soft-Hard 4.39 1.24 4.00 1.20
Passive-Active 4.06 1.43 3.81 1.32
Slow-Fast 4.20 1.20 3.72 1.19

Television Instruction
Supplemented by Small
Discussion Section for
Large Classes

Mean S. D.

Bad-Good 4.90 1.63
Dishonest-Honest 4.72 1.33
Unfair -Fair 4.80 1.42
Unpleasant-Pleasant 4.38 1.35
Worthless-Valuable 4.85 1.48
Rough-Smooth 3.97 1.22
Weak-Strong 4.26 1.46
Soft-Hard 4.28 0.98
Passive-Active 4.45 1.28
Slow-Fast 4.25 1.11

Television Instruction
in Advanced Courses

Mean

3.04
3.99
3.69
3.64
3.52
3.38
3.22
4, 19
3.67
3. 93

S. D.

1.83
1.30
1.64
1.49
1.66
1.26
1.50
1.21
1.41
1.25

Answering Students'
Questions in Large Classes Teaching Machines

Mean S. D. Mean S. D.
11111111a

Bad-Good 5.00 1.63 3.99 1.66
Dishonest-Honest 5.05 1.34 4.16 1.46
Unfair -Fair 5.10 1.48 4.08 1.41
Unpleasant-Pleasant 4.39 1.44 3.95 1.40
Worthless-Valuable 5.18 1.35 4.17 1.46
Rough-Smooth 3.48 1.24 3.91 1. 13
Weak-Strong 4.51 1.36 3.77 1.39
Soft-Hard 4.57 1.03 3.98 1.02
Passive-Active 4.73 1. 24 3.96 1.41
Slow-Fast 3.52 1.26 4.22 1.26
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Myself as a Professor
Myself Conducting 322
a Lecture Course

Mean S. D. Mean I:4 I 11

010.110.=11111

Bad-Good 5.56 1.02 5.46 1.21
Dishonest-Honest 6.07 1.16 5.81 1.24
Unfair-Fair 6.08 1.16 5.84 1.22
Unpleasant-Pleasant 5.53 1.20 5.41 1.26
Worthless-Valuable 5.76 1.06 5.54 1.02
Rough-Smooth 4.07 1.33 4.39 1.35
Weak-Strong 5.36 1.23 5.23 1.21
Soft.Hard 4.81 1.12 4.63 1.16
Passive-Active 5.72 1.22 5.49 1.29
Slow-Fast 4.75 1.21 4.73 1.17

Myself Conducting
a Television Course

Myself Conducting
a Large Class

Mean S. D. Mean S. D.

Bad-Good 3.90 I.70 5.24 1.33
Dishonest-Honest 4.82 1.53 5.58 1.29
Unfair-Fair 4.74 1.48 5.56 1.33
Unpleasant-Pleasant 4.34 1.63 5.04 1.43
Worthless-Valuable 4.32 1.40 5.31 1.13
Rough-Smooth 3.71 1.37 4.16 1.33
Weak-Strong 4.13 1.47 5.01 1. 30
Soft-Hard 4.44 1. 10 4.76 1. 11
Passive-Active 4.62 1.43 5.36 1.29
Slow-Fast 4.17 1.23 4.65 1.18

Myself Conducting
a Small Class

Myself Conducting an
Introductory Course

Mean S. D. Mean S. D.

Bad-Good 6.07 1.03 5.70 1. 30
Dishonest-Honest 5.97 1.22 5.76 1.30
Unfair-Fair 6.04 1.16 5.91 1.21
Unpleasant-Pleasant 5.96 1.16 5.46 1.35
Worthless-Valuable 5.92 1.06 5.66 1.09
Rough-Smooth 4.73 1.56 4.41 1.50
Weak-Strong 5.70 1.13 5.44 1.23
Soft-Hard 4.59 1.27 4.70 1.13
Passive-Active 5.72 1.27 5. 57 1.26
Slow-Fast 5.05 1.25 4.77 1.18
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Myself Conducting
an Advanced Course

Myself Doing
Publishable Research

Mean S.D. Mean S. D.
0111111111",

Bad-Good 5.74 1.20 5.11 1.51
Dishone et- Honest 5.78 1.29 5.59 1.28
Unfair-Fair 5.87 1.21 5.23 1.32
Unpleasant-Pleasant 5.70 1.25 4.97 1.51
Worthless-Valuable 5.73 1.08 5.27 1.31
Rough-Smooth 4.42 1.45 3.85 1.30
Weak-Strong 5.38 1.26 4.80 1.37
Soft-Hard 4.75 1.15 4.63 1. 15
Passive- Active 5.53 1.30 5.03 1.38
Slow-Fast 4.80 1.23 3.94 1.36

.



Appendix 6

Means of 7-Point Osgood Scales for Student Sample

N=45

In order to respect the anonymity of the university and
individual departments involved in the present investigation,
any specific reference in the following tables to either will be
delett,c1. The deletion will be noted with the following mark



Lecture Method
Supplemented by Small
Discussion Section for
Large Classes

Straight Lecture
Method for
Large Classes

Mean Mean

Bad-Good 5.0? 3.52
Dishonest-Honest 5.53 4.59
Unfair-Fair 5.70 3.95
Unpleasant-Pleasant 6.02 3.41
Worthless-Valuable 5.91 4.41
Rough-Smooth 4.56 3.45
Weak-Strong 4.95 3.23
Soft-Hard 4.14 5.27
Passive-Active 4.67 3.61
Slow-Fast 4.37 5.23

Television Instruction
in Introductory Courses

Straight Television
Instruction for
Large Classes

Mean Mean

Bad-Good 2.93 2.70
Dishonest-Honest 4.37 4.39
Unfair -Fair 3.53 2.93
Unpleasant-Pleasant 3.53 3.19
Worthless-Valuable 4.25 3.88
Rough-Smooth 2.93 2.93
Weak-Strong 3.18 2.81
Soft-Hard 5.18 5.48
Passive-Active 3.74 3.19
Slow-Fast 4.70 4.81

or.
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Television Instruction
Supplemented by Small
Discussion Sections for
Large Cladses

111111Nb

326
Television Instruction
in Advanced Courses

Mean Mean
11111111111t

Bad-Good 6.18 2.70
DishonestHonest 4.95 3.95
Unfair-Fair 5. 07 3.14
Unpleasant-Pleasant 4.51 3.37
Worthless-Valuable 5.25 4.52
Rough-Smooth 4.23 3.42
Weak-Strong 4.65 3.02
Soft-Hard 4.76 5.56
Passive-Active 4.34 3.98
Slow-Fast 4.92 4.81

Tea :iin Machines

Most Professors I
Have Had at

Me an Mean

Bad-Good 4.05 5.17
Dishonest-Honest 4.73 6.03
Unfair-Fair 4.40 5.84
Unpleasant-Pleasant 3.72 5.28
Worthless-Valuable 4.66 5.68
Rough-Smooth 3.93 4.45
Weak-Strong 3.95 4.86
Soft-Hard 4.86 5.22
Passive-Active 3.82 4.77
Slow-Fast 5.19 5.78

Most Professor I
Have Had at *
Conducting a
Lecture Course

Most Professors
Conducting a
Television Course

Mean Mean

Bad-Good , 4.91 4.79
Dishonest-Honest 5.60 5.30
Unfair-Fair 5.28 4.98
Unpleasant-Pleasant 4.93 4.79
Worthless-Valuable 5.30 4.74
Rough-Smooth 3.09 3.86
Weak-Strong 4.54 4.55
Soft-Hard 5.16 4.83
Passive-Active 4.17 4.06
Slow-Fast 5.30 5.55



Most Professors at

Conducting a
Large Class

Most Professors at

Conducting a
Small Class

Mean Mean

Bad-Good 4.81 5.90
Dishonest-Honest 5.81 6.27
Unfair -Fair 5.34 6.11
Unpleasant-Pleasant 4.65 5.95
Worthless-Valuable 5.04 5.95
Rough-Smooth 3.27 4.06
Weak-Strong 4.25 5.29
Soft-Hard 5. 18 4.95
Passive-Active 3.97 5.22
Slow-Fast 5.31 5.38

Most Professors at

Conducting an
Introductory Course

Most Professors at

Conducting an
Advanced Course

Mean Mean

Bad-Good 4.90 5.45
Dishonest-Honest 6.50 5.50
Unfair -Fair 5.70 5.34
Unpleasant-Pleasant 5.06 5.22
Worthless-Valuable 5.43 5.70
Rough-Smooth 3.52 3.14
Weak-Strong 4.50 5.05
Soft-Hard 5.00 5.14
Passive-Active 4.63 4.81
Slow-Fast 5.02 5.19
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Appendix 7

Detailed Results of Content Analyses of Reports of

Television Production Coordinator and Individual

Profes ors in Experimental Groups
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Detailed Results of Content Analyses of Reports of
Television Production Coordinator and Individual

Professors in Experimental Groups

The following observations were based on a content analysis of the
report of the Television Production Coordinator. Interesting background
for these observations will be evident as the reader refers again to that
portion of the text that describes the video taping "experimental" phase
of the present study.

I. Subjects from Department A

A. Subjects' Apparent Attitudes

1. Fro-ITV
a. Tried hard to cooperate
b. Ready to do over if not satisfactory
c. Used V. T. R. for improvement idea very well
d. Thought V. T. R. good experiment
e. Asked for help freely
f. Highly critical of self
g. Convinced TV can be used as "tool"
h. Pleased with how little time it actually took to

make the tape.
i. Seemed to know what she wanted

2. Against ITV
a. Resentment of compulsory participation without

relief (from teaching load) for putting lecture on
TV

b. Apparent desire to be left off camera a great deal
c. Seemed rather indifferent to whole process

* Note: These observations were made before, during, and following
the video-taping sessions.

r

1



2. Against ITV (Cont. )
d. Attitude change from enthusiastic lo indifferent

due to complexity of production
e. Instructors felt relegated to axe inferior position,

perhaps
f. Compained of wide shots
g. Not sold on too many charts and other visuals
h. Fairly hostile
i. Seemed fairly disinterested in the whole thing,

although subject did give it a good try.
j. Would not look .t V. T. H.
k. Generally disinterested.
1. Unusual "shyness" of subject posed a serious

problem

B. Performance

I. Good tape
2. A theatrical performance
3. Not very good tape to be retaped
4. Slowed down (talking speed) considerably
5. Did complete rehearsal, since subject was still

unaware of what was going to happen in the studio
6. Read the script word-for-word but was still fairly

effective

II. Subjects from Department B

A. Subjects' Apparent Attitudes

I. Pro-ITV
a. Seemed to be very enthusiastic about television
b. Cooperative and well-prepared
c. Admitted how well he got along without students

around
d. Seemed convinced of teaching improvement

possibilities
e. Seemed interested
f. Adapted to TV nicely and seemed to evaluate the

experience easily
g. Probably a bright fellow
h. Cooperative and affable
i. Easy to direct
j. Worked hard at preparation
k. Young and cooperative
I. Willing to change his usual methods to utilize TV

to its fullest extent

""'"---!.`77"!'" °°°°
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1. Pro-ITV (Cont.

m. Seemed to learn from and appreciate the test-
tape experience

n. Rehearsed very well
o. Liked Mathematics series
p. Not hostile to television
q. Would like to see test of Television versus

New Television Teaching
r. Seemed to enjoy the whole thing

2. Against ITV
a. Seemed to have lost some of the enthusiasm for

television and in some respect seemed a little
hostile to the whole thing

b. A little worried about English Usage
c. Extremely self-conscious
d. Still not certain about goals of project
e. Seemed glad the part was done with
f. Seemed disinterested, but it was hard to tell

B. Performance

1. The VTR was rather poor
.2. Final tape good, but probably only a fair use of TV's

potential where Department B is concerned
3. Cooperative and well-prepared
4. Very good performance
5. Did fairly well
6. A little nervous; made several errors
7. Very nervous. Made respectable tape, however
8. Very good composure for television
9. Excellent delivery

10. Easy to direct
11. Not ruffled by camera, microphone, etc.
12. Misjudged length of lecture
13. Did superior job on retape
14. Got a little frisky and tried out ad-libbing away from

the script
15. Generally a good tape
16. Rather complex control-wise
17. Tremendous use of models for demonstration
18. A little nervous but got over it
19. Method demanded extensive use of the blackboard

Alai.gliirgillaNi.



The following data illustrates a picture of television Course pre-
paration behavior that may be obtained from a sophisticated televioion
production director. The Production Coordinator's Report indicates that
the use of visual aids is somewhat less by Department B than by De-
partment A.

VISUAL AIDS

Department A
Department B

None
0%

30%

Some
57%
40%

Many
43%
30%

Pre-production tapes as well as "outside" preparation was more
extensive for the "A" subjects than the "B" subjects.

PRE-PRODUCTION TAPES

0 1 2 3
Department A 14%
Department B 10%

OUTSIDE PREPARATION

45%
90%

27%
0%

Some

14%
0%

ExtensiveNone
Department A 0% 29% 71%
Department B 30% 50% 20%

The Production Coordinator's Report makes no mention of non-
cooperativeness of hostility among "B" subjects with only 10% of the
cases being ine'fferent, whereas 27% of the cases from Department "A"
were reported as hostile and 14% indifferent.

COOPERATIVENESS

Department A
Department B

332

(Hostile) ,

Cooperative Indifferent Non-Cooperative
59% 14% 27%
70% 10% 0%
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When the personal reports were rated on a scale of 1-5 for "Favor

to Against", the Department B subjects showed a mean score of 2.6
where Department A showed a 3.4 mean score. This would add moreweight to the contention that the "B" subjects were less personally in-volved and more in favor of television, whereas the "A" group was lessin favor of television.

Rating (1-5) (Favor-Aitinst) of Personal Reports

Dept. B Dept. A
4. 2

5
3 4
3 4
2 5
3 1
4
2 4
3 2?

8 = 3.4
1

11 = 2.7

in comparing the two departments with the results obtained on theposttest, no apparent trends were established.

Posttest Rating
Dept. B ept. A

Favor 1 2
Asainst 4
Undecided

Posttest versus Personal Involvement (Jud ed: Personal Re ort)
Great! NoneFavor 3

Against 1 3 3Undecided 1 1 2 5

Posttest versus Pronolu Person of Report
1st Person 2nd Person

Favor 1
Against 3 4
Undecided 3



The report also indicates that the self-concept among the
Department B subjects is equally divided between self-satisfied and
self- critical, whereas Department A is reported as being 44% self-
critical and only 14% self-satisfied.

As a basis for a comparison with the television coordinator's
report, individual reports on this exposure of theprofessors were
content analyzed simultaneously. Using very specific categories, some
rather interesting data emerged. To begin with, on the judged evaluation
of "personal involvement", Department B subjects were predominately
detached emotionally, with only a few cases of slight personal involve-
ment, whereas the Department A subjects ranged from a slight personal
involvement to highly personally involved, with no cases of personally
detached.

Dept. B
Involved Detached

3 2 1 0

0 0 3 8

Dept. A
Involved Detached

3 2 1 0

2 1 0

There seems to be an inability of the subjects using first person
pronouns in their reports to show neutrality. They tend to be somewhat
"against". Whereas, those persons using predominately third person
pronouns, indicating less personal involvement, cluster around the
neutral some being able to see both advantages and disadvantages.
None of these subjects using third person pronouns are strongly "against"
television as a teaching device.

1st Person
Favor

Against

3rd Person
1 1 1

2 2
3 0 5

. 2
2 0

....

In regard to this trend, it was noted that from Department B only
one report was written in the first person with 10 reports written in the
third person, while only one report from Department A was written in
the third person and 7 written in the first person.

PERSON OF REPORT
Dept. B

1st Person 3rd Person.
1 10

MM. 11011,

Person 3rd Person
:7
1

1

Dept. A

11111111111=1111-
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Peruon of Report

.111....pt. 13'
1st

1

3rd
I 10

Organization of Report

335

De A
1st 3rd
7 1

Dept. B Dept. AMost Least Most LeastOutline Enumeration None Outline Enumeration None
5 4 0 1 2 4

Length of Report (in pages)

Dept. B Dept. Ar 2 r 2 7/2 -F21"-TrITTer-11-2-172
I4 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1' 4 1 2 1 1 1 1 i 0

Considering the organization of those personal reports as outlined,enumerated or none, Department B was divided almost equally between"outline" and "enumerated" with no "non-organized" (extemporaneous)report, whereas in the case of the Department A reports, only one re-port was outlined, two enumerated, and the remaining majority in anextemporaneous form.
The more highly organized papers (that is, those papers using out-line format) ranged from being very favorable to the television to beingmildly against; but none were highly against. Whereas, those papersshowing no organization ranged from being highly opposed to the use oftelevision to being mildly in favor of it, with none being highly in favor.Those persons showing a medium amount of organization in their papers(that is, enumeration) clustered about the middle of the scale and tendedto see advantages or disadvantages.



A. - Organizatioi vs. Subjective Evaluation

Favor

Against

Outline Enumeration None
1 1 1

2 1
3 1 4
4 3 1 1

. _-..

- Organization vs. Personal Involvement

Very
Involved.

Detached

Outline Enumeration None
3 ,2

1

1 4 3. 1

0,,M1M11111111

3 5

C. - Organization of Report vs. Posttest

Favor
Against
Undecided

Outline Enumeration None
2 1

3 4 1
4

336

Personal Involvement vs. Judged Rating (Favor-Against) from Personal Reports

Involved

Uninvolved

Favor
1

Against
5

,.., OMINIIIMMGIIMMIIMINI
F: 2

2 1

1 1 3 1 3

An inspection of the judged (Favor vs. Against) rating of the personal reports
vs. personal involvement (as indicated in the reports) show that those
subjects not personally involved and those mildly personally involved are
dispersed from favoring to mildly against, with the majority being Cen-tered at the mid-point. Also the most highly emotionally involved are thestrongest "against" subjects.



DEPARTMENT A

Visual Aids

None Some

PrPreparation (Outside)

None Some Extensive
2 5

0% 29% 71%

Sel f-Concept

Openly
Self-Critical

Self-
Satisfied

3
44% 42%

1

14%

Cooperativeness
In- Hostile /Non-

Cooperat ive Different Cooperat ive

F4
1 2

59% 14% 27%

DEPARTMENT B

Visual Aids

337

None Some Many
3 4 3
30% 40% 30%

Preparation (Outside)
Ex-

None Some tensive

330%

5 2
50% 20%

Sel f-Concept

Openly
Self-Critical

4 2
40% 20%

Self-
Satisfied
4
40%

Cooperat iveness
In-

Coo erative Different
1

70% 10%

Hostile /Non-
Coope rat ive

20%
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Appendix 8

Graphic Representations of Mean Scale Values

of the Osgood Questions
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Graphic Representation of

Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question
"TELEVISION INSTRUCTION SUPPLEMENTED BY

SMALL DISCUSSION SECTIONS FOR LARGE CLASSES"

EVALUATIVE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

.r Pad
---

Good

Dishonest Honest

Unfair Fair

Unpleasant Pleasant

Worthless Valuable

POTENCY

Rough
r- Smooth

Week Strong

Soft
-41-

Hard .

ACTIVITY

Passive Active

Slow a Fast



Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question

"STRAIGHT TELEVISION INSTRUCTION FOR LARGE CLASSES"

EVALUATIVE 4 6

340

Bad Good

Dishonest Honest

Unfair Fair

Unpleasant Pleasant

Worthless Valuable

POTENCY

Rough Smooth

Weak Strong

Soft Hard

ACTIVITY

Passive Active

Slow IN= Fast
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Graphic Representation of

Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question

"MYSELF CONDUCTING A TELEVISION COURSE"

EVALUATIVE 1 3 4 5 6

Bad Good

Dishonest Honest

Unfair Fair

Iptiat leasant Pleasant

Worthless Valuable

POTENCY . .

Rough Smooth

Weak Strong

Soft Hard

ACTIVITY

Passive Active

Slow Fast
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Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question

"TELEVISION INSTRUCTION IN INTRODUCTORY COURSES"

EVALUATIVE 2 3 4

Bad Good

Dishonest NM
11111111111

MIIIIIIIP

Honest

Unfair

Un leasant

Worthless

Fair

Pleasant

Valuable

POTENCY

Rough L NMI
(

Smooth

Weak Strong

Soft .., Hard
. .

ACTIVITY MIN
Passive Active

Slow Fast
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Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question

"TELEVISION INSTRUCTION IN ADVANCED COURSES"

EVALUATIVE 2 3 4 5 6 7

345

Bad Good

Dishonest Honest

Unfair
i.-

Fair

Unpleasant
-1-

Pleasant

Worthless Valuable
POTENCY

Rough
41- Smooth

Weak Strong

Soft Hard

ACTIVITY

Passive Active

Slow Fast



Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question 344

EVALUATIVE

"FRONTIER. FIESTA"

2 3 4 5

Bad

Dishonest

Unfair

Unpleasant

Worthless

POTENCY

Rough

Weak

Soft

ACTIVITY

Good

Honest

Fair

Pleasant

Valuable

Smooth

Passive

Strong__
Hard

Active

Slow Fast

Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question

"NIGHT STUDENTS"

EVALUATIVE 4 5 6

Bad
41 Good

Dishonest Honest

Unfair
.

+_____,__Fctir.
PleasantU_Jersant

Worthless ' Valuable

POTENCY

Rough Smooth

Weak Stron

Soft Hard

ACTIVITY 1

Passive Active

Slow 1 . Fast
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Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question

"ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS"

EVALUATIVE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

lad
0,111.1111111111

Dishonest

Unfair

Unpleasant

Worthless

Good

POTENCY

Honest

Fair

Pleasant

Valuable

Rou h

Weak

Soft

ACTIVITY

Smooth

Strong

Hard

Passive Active

Slow Fast

Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question

"ADDITIONAL TUITION INCREASE"

EVALUATIVE

lad
Dishonest

Unfair

Unpleasant

1 2 3 4 5 6

Good

Honest

Fair

Pleasant

arch Vale bl
POTENCY

Rough

Weak

Soft

ACTIVITY

Passive

Slow

Smooth

Strong

Hard

Active

Fast



Graphic Representation of

Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question

"HIGHER ERTRAUCE REquimmurrs AT METRO UNIVERSITY"

EVALUATIVE

Bad

Dishonest

2 3 4 5 6

Unfair

Un leasant

Worthless

POTENCY

Rough

Weak

Good

Honest

Fair

Pleasant

Valuable

Soft

ACTIVITY

Passive

Slow

Smooth

Strong

Hard

Active

Fast

Graphic Representation of

Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question

"MORE FRINGE BENEFITS, WITH SMALLER SALARY INCREASE"

EVALUATIVE 2 3 4 S

Bad 11110----,.....*.qp. Good

Dishonest

,r---
Honest

Unfair Fair

Un leasant Pleasant

Worthless Valuable

POTENCY

Rough Smooth

Weak Strong

Soft
0--

Hard

ACTIVITY

Passive Active

Slow 4_,....-- Fast
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Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question 347

"LARGER SALARY INCREASE, WITH

FEWER ADDITIONAL FRINGE BENEFITS ""

EVALUATIVE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

pad

Dishonest

, _ Good

Honest
Unfair

Un leasant
Pleasant

Worthless
Valuable

POTENCY

Rough
Smooth

Weak
Stron

Soft
Hard

ACTIVITY

Passive
Active

Slow
Fast

Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question

"METRO UNIVERSITY BECOMING A STATE UNIVERSITY"

EVALUATIVE 2 3 4 6 7

Bad Good
Dishonest Honest
Unfair

41 Fair
Unpleasant

,

Pleasant
Worthless Valuable

POTENCY

-

Rough Smooth
Weak Strong
Soft Hard

ACTIVITY IIII
INPassive Active

Slow Fast



Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question
"ADMITTING QUALIFIED NEGROES TO METRO UNIVERSITY"

EVALUATIVE 5 6 7

Bad Good
Dishonest Honest
Unfair Fair
Unpleasant Pleasant
Worthless

0
Valuable

POTENCY
,....

Rough , - Smooth
Weak Strong
Soft i Hard

ACTIVITY

Passive Active
Slow Fast

Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question

"EMPHASIS ON RESEARCH AT METRO UNIVERSITY"'

EVALUATIVE

Bad I MN Good
Dishonest NM Honest
Unfair Fair

Unalotasant
le

Pleasant
Worthless Valuabk.

POTENCY

Rough
, Smooth

Weak Stron

Soft Hard
ACTIVITY -----

Passive Active
Slow Fast



Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question

"TRAINING IN TEACHING METILODS FOR PROFESSORS"

EVALUATIVE 1 2 3 4 S 6 7

Bad Good
Dishonest Honest

Unfair Fair
yr pi leasant Pleasant

Worthless
.. Valuable

POTENCY

Rou. it Smooth

Weak

Soft

_Strong

Hard
ACTIVITY

Passive Active
Slow

1 Fast

Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Questior

"TRAINING IN TEACHING METHODS

EVALUATIVE

FOR PROSPECTIVE PROFESSORS"

1 2 3 5 6 7

Bad IN 111 Good

Honest

Pleasant

_........,.
Dishonest / I Ill
Unfair

Ay lemon.

Worthless Valuable
POTENCY

Rou Is
1111 Smooth

Weak Strong

HardSoft

ACTIVITY

Passive , 1 Active

Slow Li L Fast
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Graphic Representation of
Meer' Scale Values for the Osgood Question 350

"LECTURE METHOD SUPPLEMENTED BY SMALL

DISCUSSION SECTIONS FOR LARGE CLASSES"

EVALUATIVE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sad Good

Dishonest Honest
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Graphic Representation of
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Graphic Representation of
Mean Scale Values for the Osgood Question
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Graphic Representation of
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Appendix 9

Comparisons Between Professors' Attitudes Toward ITV

In the Present Study and Four Previous University Studies

CODE:

Abbreviation

Hou.

Study

University of
Houston

Mi. Miami University

Ore.

P-1

Oregon's State
System of Higher
Education

Pennsylvania State
University,
Project No. 1

P-2 Pennsylvania State
University,
Project No. 2

-rmr-mwrrP.r.tiltl,

Television iviethod Employed

Video-Tape and Studio
Playback Only

Closed-Circuit Television

Inter -Institutional (Four
Participating Schools)

Closed-Circuit Television

Closed-Circuit Television

y V11,4.44.441... .....



R.ef.

Category Studyl

Favorable

GF General
Faculty

TEI = Television-
Experienced
Instructor

358

Hou. Mi. Ore. P-1 P-2
IMVOMM 111111111.10 01111111111111111

Economy of staff and facilities: saves time, expense, GF GF GF GF GF
energy, ur space; productivity or faculty members TEI TEI
per hour of class instruction can be increased; more
efficient use of visual and demonstration; more mate-
rial covered; lectures can be re-used (caution re:
royalty arrangements); should make it practical for
faculty members to have some assistance in teach-
ing; working relationships between TV and Audio
staffs satisfactory; or reduce teacher shortage.

Reaches more students: teach greater number or
answer to increased enrollments.

Unfavorable

OF GF GF OF
TEI TEI

Not economical: no manpower was saved consider- GF GF
ing the amount of auxiliary help necessary; no TEI TEI
saving in time; required more preparation; expensive
cost-wise; use of instructional television should be
differed until it becomes practically necessary; or
requires special training.

Will partially replace millions of dollars spent for GF
education under guise of public relations.

1. Experimental Study in Instructional Procedures, Miami University,
Oxford, Ohio, 1960; Instructional Television Research Report One
and Two: An Investigation of Closed-Circuit Television for Teaching
University Courses, The Pennsylvania State University, University
Park, Pennsylvania, 1958; Inter-Institutional Teaching by Television
in the Oregon State System of Higher Education, Report No. 1, 1957-
1959.

-171.6.-eoryo,4 mtr.
"7.1t.,1
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Instructor Factors Hou. Mi. Ore. P-1 P-2.11111

Favorable

lit'WI rding: some respond favorably to having them- CF OF OF
selves and their work widely obtaerved; greater Sk!Eitie TEI TEI
of personal rati.4f,tetitm felt Icy t;otlio; or olf rs
challenge.

Unfavorable

Fears of inadequacy: self-conscious; concern about GF GF
high degree of visibility of each TV teacher; or ad- TEI TEI
verse criticism by faculty.

Oppose TV because of favorable experiences with GF
large classes taught.

Preparation Time and Strain Factor: increased or GF OF GF GF
too much preparation required; extra training nec- TEI TEI TEI TEI
essary; teaching before camera will increase stress
on instructor already under strain; spec.fic trau-
matic experiences; disturbed by mechanics; if load
lighter, wouldn't object; or restriction in use of
blackboard requires changing habits of instructors.

Restrictions and Handic freedom of expression GF GF OF
limited; "psychological distance" is severe handicap; TEI TEI
loss of psychic "income"; or not rewarding for
teacher.

Role and Status: inferior role of staff member as
section leader; detrimental to status of professor;
loss of teacher personality; or TV dehumanizes
instructor.

Instructor-Administration Factors

None

Favorable

r 66666 yr, n ..,Apo ,,,,,,,, ........

GF GF GF



Instructor-Administration Factors

Unfavorable

3U0
Ilou. Mi. Ore. P.-1 P-2

.Administrative problems: too much administrative GF GF GF GF
duty involved; program launched with insufficient
prior study; scheduling; impossible to discover
talent; unsure of obtdining departmental a3sistance
and full administrative support; cure-all attitude
by administration; lack of time for preparation; or
will lead to increase of teacher-load.

Faculty: limits number of qualified instructors;
could lead to training too few; faculty increase
better than TV; or resistance of faculty to present
challenge which TV offers.

Departmental considerations: dissension within
and between departments; faculty will develop
"star system"; or, professional rivalry, non-TV
compared to TV faculty.

TEI
GF GF

GF GF

Threat to job security: TV will lead to unemploy- GF GF GF
nient; threat by public viewing; loss of faculty who TEI
do good job; or need assurance that instructor will
not be replaced.

Instructor-Student Factors

Favorable

Promote student interest. GF

Unfavorable

Impersonal: TV lacks: interpersonal relationship, GF GF GF GF GF
student participation, questions, discussion, inter- TEI TEl TEI TEI
action, recitation; lack of contact, students can't
challenge; student identity lost; instructors miss
contacts and supportive reactions with students; no
rapport; or stimulation lacking.

No feedback: to judge teaching effectiveness or to GF GF GF OF GF
pace material presented; or barriers interposed TEI TEI
between instructors and students.

Students: discipline problem; opposition and re- GF GF
TEIsentxrient of television; or seriously inhibited in

originating room in closed circuit television.

`,,rtrir In.,.
,`.7:11rtnt,
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Curriculum Evaluationsri001*1101.111*.*11,110.... 1....010.11=1.0 .04,.

Intangible Factors

V.( vtir.,

Unia.vorable111100
Loss of full influence of instruction: Li uilit to

4.10. ,.. 4..mna.M.10
teach students to reason and communicate is
inferior; students accept uncritically, a "lecture
authority"; can't develop students' ability of
critical thinking; nut as much overall growth
and development as in c4:nventional class; there
were unmeasurable characteristics of instruction;
or full "college education" and the "feel" or the
subject can't be presented over TV.

Learning Factors

Favora.ble

3b1

llou. !.1i. Ore. P-1 P..2

GrF CF GF
TEL TEI

Good effects on learning; fewer distractions and GP' GF GF
can be viewed at home; basic concepts learned TEI TEL
as well as in conventional class; average grades
and results as good as or better than classroom;
student preference for TV; transference of more
responsibility to student; or may promote stand-
ardizatiol, of course content.

Unfavorable

Bad effects on learning: bad learning environment ;

may promote automation, standardization; com-
mercializes education and weakens - produces mars
medocrity; learning by television is non-permanent;
loss of social aspect of learning; passive absorption -
pouring in; bad for introductory courses; is boring;
student attitude to TV is poor; misinterpretation of
what is being said because of insufficient back-
ground; teaching facts rather than concepts; con-
troversial viewpoints can't be presented; or lack of
individual attention.

e e-

GF GF GF GF GF
TEI TEL
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Curriculum Evaluations (Cont. ) Hou. Mi. Ore. P-1 P-2

11111411. +110

Method and Material
..i.Iv.sPO,MNMSMNa/NNOMM

Favorable

liettcr 1t .ti Ito r prvp,1 ration and org.inizatioti: Avoids GF GF GFaro.r.a.Wrs.o. ..*duplication, opportunity lot restructuring (if time TEl TEI
is provided for this); develops new techniques in
teaching, comparison of different classroom pro-
cedures; makes team teaching possible; provides less
detail (reports and papers); provides use of 2-way TV;
gains in terms of preparation and quality of lectures;
or allows less abstraction.

Easier to teach. OFM1.111111111MMEM.

Enriches aeld improves instruction: good supplement GF GF GF GF GF
and visual aid; outstanding lecturers available to all; TEI TEI
offers advantages of demonstrations, panels, inter-
views, etc. ; teaching aid; broader and more orderly
presentation of material; spreads benefits among
institutions of staff and equipment; or advantages of
"front row seating".

Unfavorable

Difficult to teach by television: Physical arrangement TEI TEI
was acceptable, but there were problems with lapel
microphone, cord, lights; monitor receiver was of
little use; pick-up microphone for students in TV
originating room was unsatisfactory; or a few trial
demon strations put on without pre-planning were
unsatisfactory.

Inadequate: for grading (objective test scores not GF GF GF
enough); can't adapt technique to individual TEI
differences; not possible for TV to replace class-
room lecture; or good teacher in small class is
better than TV.

Limits teaching techniques: Doesn't motivate
students; reduces flexibility of method; emphasis
on acting (not teaching); no better than textbook;
or tape would be as good.

TEI
GF GF
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Favorablomllt.r=mwr

......1111
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liou. Mi. Ore. P-1 P-2
01041=1.4.1.0 111*. enromrearas

Quality of education: raise standard in introductory OF GP GF
courses; high quality of lectures could be used; im- TEI TEI
prove level of instruction; expose more students to
better teacher; high quality of instruction available
to all institutions; broaden viewpoints of institutions;
an instructor can influence more students, but even
so may at same time work with exceptional individual
students; raises standards of teaching; or some felt
TV could make contributions to higher education.

Unfavorable

Damages higher education: cheapens or lowers GF OF OF
quality of education; lowers standards of teaching; TEL
or lowers level of instruction.

Miscellaneous

None

Favorable

Unfavorable

Student inattentiveness or student relaxes too much. GF OF GF GF

Takes a different student body (one with more GF
initiative and digging out ability).

Type of Course

Favorable

Courses (specific): sonic very highly enthusiastic GF
for possibilities of televised instruction for; TEI
telecasting expensive experiments in Physical
Sciences; or take over lower division load.

Good idea for lecture courses: eliminates large GF GF GF GF
classes; gives more intimate tune; freedom from
monotony or time saver in teaching multiple-
section courses; might be useful in extending in-
formation; or overcomes large classroom barriers.



Curriculum EvabAations (Cont.)
dna.. V110111

Type of Course

Unfavorable

:; 6 4

liou. Mi. Ore. P-1 P-2
0.111110=111M

Not suited to all courses: can't cover labs or GF GF OF GF
workshops; can't relate lecture to lab or dis- TEI TEI TEI TEI
cussion; lack of color serious limitation for chem-
istry and are; students can't examine demonstrations
after class; see only pictures, not actuality; limited
blackboard vision; or can't control library and other
assignments.

Professional Factors 1/111.1

Favorable

Aids exchanges of teaching techniques and ideas: GF OF GF
cross-fertilization in developing ideas in a field
(by a less cumbersome means of communication
than the scholarly journal); ideal way to spread
teaching techniques and ideas to other teachers;
new means for providing teacher training; or should
have training in television teaching.

Instructors freed to engage in activities related to
p ersonal-professional development, research
(by time saving of TV in basic multiple-section
teaching ,and easing of teacher load).

Unfavorable

GF
TEI

Lack of intellectual atmosphere: no dignity; a cheap GF OF
method of instruction; or "sanctity" of classroom is TEI TEI
abridged.

Research: no information about or need for GF
experimentation. TEI

n-:!`",:9 !arr
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Miscellaneous Factors Hou. Mi. Ore. P-1 P-2

Favorable

Good Media: good ,,.ducation-communication; good CIF GF

public relations and publicity; level of instruction
from public information to college undergraduate
work; medium for getting knowledge universally
distributed; or promotes academic interest among
general public.

Unlimited audience: widens course opportunities for GF GF

students; reduces relative isolation at campuses;
best area of adult education; brings education to
those unable to attend college; infinite possibilities;
or may well be the wave of the future.

Will meet Communist challenge to our technology. GF

Unfavorable

Acceptable as experiment, but does not warrant GF GF

operational use; mechanical big brother; or is TEI

a failure because it is a machine.

Diverts attention from important problems in GF GF

education; danger that TV may become permanent
fixture; or invention of the devil, except in rare
cases.

Potential propaganda danger. GF

GF

47
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